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ABSTRACT

Englisb as a Second Language: An Evaluation of Calgary Board of Education ESL

Services Grades 1712 provides an overview of an evaluation study conducted for

the Calgary Board of Education from March to December, 1982, from the perspec-

tive of a nOeds assessMent. Five research quiitions addressed Student Needs,

Program Needs, Staff Needs, Rtsource Needs, and Communication Needs.

Instruments developea included the ESL Student ,Interview/Questionnaire, ESL

Parent Interview, ESL, Teacher Questionnaire, Regular Classroom Teacher

Questionnaire, and. Principal Questionnaire. A multi-stage cluster sampling

method was employed, to iaenrify study participants. Completion rates were 90%

or more for all five instruments. Data was analyzed quantitatively by the
computei piogram SPSS and qualitatively by content analysis procedures.

Study findings related to Atudent Needs indicated that ESL student satisfaction

was very high:except at the Senior High level. However, at all levels,

students desired more Canadian friends. Instructional, Social, Emotional, and

Cultural needs were identified. a

Study findings related to Program Needs were analyzed by program type. Two

serious problems emerged witlithe Partial Day Model employed at the Elementary

level: 1) An information gap between principals hosting ESL classes invtheie

schools and principals sending their ESL students out of school for ESL

instruction; and 2) Transportation tosts which are not only financial, but also

instructional. The Reception Class.Model at the Secondary level appeared to be

generally effective, particularly at the Senior High level, with the following

exceptions: 1) The need for administrative structure at th.e school level;

2) The need for vocational programming;, 3) The need for in-school reception

classes; and 4) The need for speeded integration into the regular program.

Some question remains about the appropriateness of this model at the Junior

High level. The Resource Room Withdrawal Project appeared to be generally

satisfactory; however, it was terminated for administrative reasons prior to

the conclusion of the study. The Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project was

considered a success due to high student, parent, and teacher support; however,

a number of instructional concerns' were identified which should be addressed

prior to expansion of the project. Finally, it was recommended' that the

Pre-Employment Pre-Vocational English as a Second Language project be

terminated due to lack of congruence betvmen student needs and project goals.

Additional program needs were identified in the areas of policy and curriculum

development.

Staff needs emerging from study data included the need for clearly aefined

preparation tine, for the staffing ritpio to be clarified in writing, and for

pre-service training and on-going professional development for ESL teachers to

be emphasized.

Resource needs were limited, indicating that program funding at the school

level appears to be satisfactory.

CEE+1/ABSTR.1
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Communication needs were severe, both within the organization andAetween the
home and°the school. Internal communication regarding ESL students was
considered weak in terms of staff in-service on ESL and between a nUmber of
groups identified in the study. Home-school communication was judged
unsatisfactory altogether.

Problems identified included' the poor English skills of parents, the
infrequency of their contact with the sChool and their lack of knowledge about'
school services. A number of recommendations Were made to improve communica-
tion related to ESL.

The study concluded by urging adoption of a policy of multiculturalism and the
fostering of integration of ESL students not only into the classroom, but into
the Canadian mainstresou

J



LIST OF RECOMKENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION 1
That criteria, including time lines, be adopted for the complete
integration of ESL students into regular classes at all levels in the

school system, but particularly at the Senior High level.

RECOMMENDATIO1 '2
That support services, such as drop-in tlitorial services in schools, be

provided on an ongoing basis for ESL studants who have been placed in

regular classes.

RECOMMENDATION 3
That transition classes involving content areas be developed and taught

by ESL and regular.staff for both Junior and Senior High ESL programs
and that completion of these courses be included on students' records.

RECOMMENDATION 4
That Alberta Education be approached regarding the granting of credit

for satisfactory completion of transition courses at the Senior High

level.

RECOMMENDATION 5
That a booster program be developed at the Senior High level for

students having an educational,gap of more than two years which would

involve academic upgrading, career counselling for both students and

their parents, and tutorials in the native language to aid conceptual

development.

RECOMMENDATION 6
That the Calgary Board of,Education confirm that all resources availa-

',le to regular students be made available to ESL students, including

such services as resource rooms, Learning Assistance Centres, school

psychologists, and guidance counsellors.

RECOMMENDATION 7 -

That.all ESL students be assessed to identify both language and educa-

tional needs prior to placement in schools and be assessed periodically

thereafter to monitor progress.

RECOMMENDATION 8
That grade placement of ESL students be determined by their chronolo-

gical age.

RECOMMENDATION 9
That a policy endorsing multiculturalism be adopted by the Calgary

Board of Education, acknowledging the presenca of students of all
nationalities as an enriching factor for all.

RECOMMENDATION 10 .

That all schools, but in particular the Junior High schools., stress

integrative social activities and foster, multicultural awareness

through such strategies as buddy systems, international games, and

multicultural field trips.

13
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RECOMMENDATION 11
That a teas of para-professional multicultural liaison workers be
established ,to link ESL students, their parents, and their ethnic
communities with school staff, the school, and community resources.

RECOMMENDATION 12
That use of the Partial Day Model be re-examined in light,of the
viability questions raised in this study.

RECOMMENDATION 13
That consideration be given to the use of a variety of solutions to
the ESL needs of eadh Area of the system in order to provide flexible
and responsive ESL services, and that decisions about appropriate
delivery modes be determined within each Area.

RECOMIDENDATION 14
That ESL programa at the Senior High level be consolidated into speci-
fic schools and that principals of these school"; provide for
appropriate administrative representation.

RECOMMENDATION 15
That full-time reception classes for non-English speaking students be
provided in Senior Bigh schools which offer ESL services.

RECOMMEIDATION 16
That the feasibility of operating a vocational program for ESL students
in secondary schools be considered, based upon the experiences of other
major Canadian ESL programs, upon current and future secondary ESL
student needs, and upon parental input.

RECOMMENDATION 17
That upon cdepletion of its responsibility to currently enrolled
students, the Pre-Employment Pre-Vocational English as a Second
Language (PEPVESL) Project be terminated.

RECOMMENDATION 18 .

That the use of the Reception Class Model at the Junior Nigh level be
re-examined in light of inconclusive study findings about its
viability for ESL students in these grades.

RECOMMENDATION 1,
That the effectiveness of the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project be
reviewed annually for flexibility, teacher satisfaction, ESL student
social integration, parental input, and adequacy of administrative
guidelines, and that the findings be used in determining the future
direction of this delivery mode.

RECOMMENDATION 20
That the Calgary Board of Education develop criteria for student entry
to and exit from ESL programs.

RECOMMENDATION 21
That the Calgary Board of Education develop guidelines for providing
for ESL students having multiple needs.

CED*1/LIST.2
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RECOMMENDATION 22
That the Calgary Board of Education encourage the development of ESL

curricula guidennet far each Division of grades to foster program

consistency and that these guidelines be disseminated to all principals

and to regular classroom teachers of ESL students.

RECOMMENDATION 23
That appropriate ESL resource guides be developed for each of the

following groups: principals, ESL teachers, and regular classroom

teachers.

RECOMMENDATION 24
That principals of schools having ESL teachers review the preparation

time of those teachers for both adequacy of time relative to regular

teachers and appropriateness of activities performed during that time

to ensure that contractual obligations are being met.

RECOMMENDATION 25
That the full tine equivalent staffing ratio for ESL teachers be

clarified in writing and disseminated to all ESL teachers and their

principals.

RECOMMENDATION 26
That ESL teacher hiring and evaluation criteria be revised to make

pre-service training and ongoing professional development priority

items.

RECOMMENDATION 27
That participation in ESL professional development activities be a

condition of employment for ESL teathers.

RECOMMENDATION 28
That schools hosting ESL classes arrange to have one joint professional

development day per year to enable ESL teachers to participate in

professional activities.

RECOMMENDATION 29
That current ESL in-service activities be assessed for their appropri-

ateness for ESL teachers who are at, Various stages of their profes-

sional development.

RECOMMENDATION 30
That the Calgary Board of Education request that sufficient profes-

sional training in ESL instruction be provided by the University of

Calgary and the other Alberta universities.

RECOMMENDATION 31
That principals who have ESL students in their schools designate funds

in their budget for ESL activities and supplies.

RECOMMENDATION 32
That in-service activities be provided for regular classroom teachers

and principals aboUt the ESL program, ESL students' needs, and multi-

cultural awareness.

5
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RECOMMENDATION 33
That principals who have ESL teachers in their school receive in-
service in ESL teacher eveluation and be provided with appropriate
evaluation criteria.

RECOMMENDATION 34
That ESL and regular classroom teachers be encouraged to participate in
short -tem classroom exchanges to foster awareness and communication.

RECOMMENDATION 33
That a translater liaison service be established to link principals and
teachers to services in the community to aid their Witten communica-
tion with the home.

'iceman= 36
That parents of ESL students be made aware of continuing education'
opportunities for their awn English language acquisition and, in parti-
cular, that_the language needs of mothers of.ESL students be addressed
by the Calgary Board Of Education.

RECOMMENDATION 37
That a brief summary of 'the findings Of this study and the actions
taken by the Calgary Board of Education as a result be circulated as
feedbadk in a multilingual memo to the parents of ESL students.

CEE+1/LIST.4 (xiv)



To start with....

SEIB, aged 10, came to Canada about two years ago from

Mainland China and was immediately enrolled in a Grade 1-2

class. Each day, for part of the morning, she was sent by taxi

to an ESL class. Shy and bewildered at first, she was anxious

to learn English and became a serious, hard-working student.

As her English improved, her progress in her regular class
accelerated and soon she was moved tO Grade 4 to be with
children her own age. She adjusted well and has recently begun

attending Chinese school on Saturdays to maintain her own

language.

JOHN, also aged 10, from Mainland China and enrolled in a
Grade 1-2 class, has not fared as well. Initially an outgoing

and confident youngster, he soon became the class clown in both

his regular and ESL classes, seeming to need a great deal of

attention. His progress in oral English was satisfactory but

reading and writing skills lagged far behind. His behavior

began to reflect his frustration. After a 'meeting with his

parents it was decided to place John with his peers even though

he would not be able to work with them in all subjects.

Arrangements have been made for him to receive Learning

Assistance and reading instruction at a suitable level for his

needs. His teachers hope he will be more comfortable in his

new class situation.

GORDEEP, aged 14, came to Calgary from India almost a year

ago. He lives with his parents, two older brothers and a

sister, all of whom work. Sometimes he helps them with their

jobs. Life at home is very disorganized with everyone keeping

a different schedule. NO one has time to help Gurdeep with his

school work. He has found It difficult to adjust to the

different social structure here and his self-esteem has

suffered. Although he has not experienced much prejudice from

his school mates, he knows of other East Indians who-have. His

school work is uneven and reflects his insecure grasp of his

new environment.

KEN, aged -18, is an ethnic Chinese student from Vietnam.

After spending a year in a refugee camp in Indonesia, he

arrived in Cenada in 1979 and was placed in a Senior High ESL

program although he only had five years of schooling and had

been out of school since 1975. Ken works a twenty-five hour

week cleaning offices. Ha gives some of the Money he earns to

his adoptive family (also Vietnamese refugees) and sends the

rest home to his own family in Vietnam. Although he is anxious

to get an education, he is frustrated by his own -lack of

academic skills. He has no time to mike friends and has little

family support. He is not making the progress he feels he

should in learning English and is seriously considering

quitting schoo1.1

1 These student profiles were prepared by ESL teachers and

represent actual ESL students whose names have been

changed..

CEE+1/SIART.1 (xv)



CHiPTER 1 - OVERVIEW

1. Who are the English as a Second Language Students?

Shiu, John, Gurdeep, and Ken are Just four of the fourteen hundred ESL

students cuirently receiving instruction from the Calgary Board of Educa-

tion. A recent teacher survey of ESL student information provided the

following ESL student information (Belsheri\ 1981a). Half of the ESL

students (482) are in Elementary grades, whila 23% are in Junior yigh and

29% in Senior High. Most of the students (70%) are from Asian countries,

but surprisingly 6% were born in Canada. (Consult Table 1 for a breakdown

of country of origin.) The educational backgronnd of many students has

been interrupted in some way: 55% of _Junior High students have six or

fewer years of prior education, 78% of Senior High students have nine or

fewer years.

ESL teachers were asked to rate the reading, writing, listening and speak-

ing skills of their students into categories from Beginner to Advanced.

The greatest proportion of Elementary students were considered beginners in

listening, speaking and writing skills, but most particularly in reading

skills. The greatest proportion of Junior High students were identified as

having intermediate skills in reading and writing, but advanced skills in

listening and speaking. Senior High students were, in the majority, rated

at the intermediate level in all skills with a tendency towards being

advanced in writing skills; however, 25% of Senior High School students

were rated at the lowest level for listening, speaking and reading skills.

(Consult Table 2 for a detailed analysis of student skill levels.)

CEE+1.1



TABLE I

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN OF ESL STUDENTS

CALGARY BOARD OF EDUCATION

DECEMBER, 19811

COUNTRY NUMBER OF STUDENTS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL

.Vietnam 604 42.0 %

Asia - Other 142 10.2 %

Europe 108 7.5 %

China 100 6.9 %

Hong Kong 80 5.6 Z

India/Pakistan 70 4.9 %

Canada - French 58 4.0 %

Lebanon 42 2.9

Unknown 39 2.7 %

Laos/Cambodia 34 2.4 %

Canada - Other 30 2.0

Japan 25 1.7 Z

South America 23 1.6 %

Israel 19 1.3

Central America 18 1.2 Z

Middle East - Other 17 1.2 %

Africa 16 1.0

TOTAL 1425

1 Belsher, Evaluation of the En lish as a Second Lan a e (ESL) Pro am

CEE+1.2
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TABLE 2

ESL STUDENT SKILL LEVELS

AS RATED EY ESL TEACHERS

DECEMBER 19811

ELEMENTARY
STUDENTS

Listening Skill Levels:

Lowest understand no English, or 322

understand only 'basic
conversations with low
Content and few idioms

Middle generally understand natural 214

conversation but require
frequent repetition

Highest - understand most speech, 143

including radio and telephone

Do Not Know 9

Speaking Skill Levels:

Lowest - speak no English or
very limited simple speech

Middle speak with hesitation
and frequent errors

Highest - conversational speech with
few or minor.errors

DO-Not Know

Reading Skill Levels:

Lowest - read no English or read only
simple exercises drilled in class

Middle - read publithed material
with difficulty and error

- Highest - read with few errors-and
generally at own age level'

Do Not Know

Writing Skills Levels:

277

209

184

18,

446

123

27

92

Lowest - writes no English or 270

only copies
Middle - can write structured material 226

Highest - can compose simple exposition
and varied prose types without 102

major error
Do Not Know 85

Belsher, 1981a, pp. 37-39.

CEE+1.3 [3]

JUNIOR HIGH
STUDENTS

SENIOR HIGH
STUDENTS

104 102

94 170

119 141

4' 7

104 113

95 168

111 135

11 .
4

112 102

152 221

50 93

7 4

62 28

147 195

112 193

0 4



Generally speaking, ESL teachers have little contact with the parents of

these students; for 75% of the population, teachers indicated no parental

contact at all.

An examination by school Aree revealed that 42% of all ESL students attend

East Area schools. 'The Southeast Area serves the smallest number of ESL'

students at 10%. Related to this fact is the larger proportion of South-

east Area students (39%) requiring transportation to ESL classes.

2. Who teaches the ESL Students?

In the 1981-82 school year there were 58 full-time equivalent ESL teachers.

The current staff ratio is 12 full-time equivalent students per teacher

which resulted in an average of 22 ESL student contacts per day (Belsher,

1981a). The unique situation of-ESL teachers, 'particularly at the Elemen-

tary level where many students are taxied to and.from class, makes this

figure seem low, for some teachers indicated that they were seeing up to 48

ESL students per day.

The number of ESL teachers per school varies directly according to school

type, with oae full-time equivalent teacher per ESL Elementary school, 1.4

per Junior High, and 2.7 per Senior High. The ability to share materials

and experiences and to group students is thus related to school type with

Elementary teachers mainly working solo while Seniorfligh teachers approech

a "department" status.

CEpt1.4
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The typical ESL teacher hat been teaching ESL for the Calgary Board of

Education for three years andAssy have one year of prior experience else-

where. It is likely she has had some formal ESL training, although 25% of

the teachers have none and 202 have never attended an ilr.service function.

3. What is the ESL Program?

The-English as a Second Language (ESL) program has been developed by the

Calgary Board of Education "to meet the needs of those students who have

not yet achievecifunctional fluency in the English language and thus may

not be achieving at a level commensurate with their age and/or abilities."

(Wyatt, 1982a).

Ths philosophy of the program states that all students, regardless of

linguistic or cultural background, must be provided with the opportunity to

develop their potential to the fullest'extent. The program ains to meet

the needs of ESL students in two specific areas:-

1) LearningfEnglish to a level commensurate with their age and

ability.

2) Adapting to Canadian culture without supplanting their original

culture.

During the 1981-82 school year, five different forms of ESL program deity-

ery were being employed. These consisted of two major models, the Partial

Day Model at the Elementary level and the Reception Class Model at the

Secondary level, and three experimental projects, the Resource Room
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Withdraal Project, the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project, and the Prr-

Employment Pre-Vocational English as a Second Language Project. A descrip-

tion of each follows.

(Note: These descriptors are taken from the classification system for ESL/D

programs developed by Alberta Education, provided in Appendix 1,

rather than using actual program descriptions, in an attempt to

simplify a wide variety of program terms currently in use.)

1) The Partial Day Model

The Partial Day Model of ESL instruction takes place at the

Elementary level (Early Childhood Services to Grade 6). Students

requiring instructions in ESL are withdrawn from their home or

Feeder School for-a portion of each day to attend an ESL class at

a specified ESL Host School. Transportation is provided by the

Board, either by taxi for the younger children, or by bus pass

for the older children. ESL students whose home school is also a

Host School simply move from their regular classroom to the ESL

class for instruction.

2) The Reception Class Model

The Resource Class Model of ESL instruction occurs at the Second-

ary level .(arades 7-12). Students requiring instruction in ESL

register at designated Host Schools on a full-time permanent

23
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basis. They attend ESL classes full time at first and integrate

increasingly into regular classes as their English language

skills improve.

3) The Reiource Room Withdrawal Project

Experimental use of the Resource Room Withdrawal concept has been

implemented at the Elementary level at Acadia School. ESL

students from outside the community register at the school on a

full-time temporary basis for both ESL and regular. classes. When

no further need of ESL instrUction is required, the students

transfer to their lOcal school.

.4) The Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project

The Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project is an experimental

project in the East Area for ESL students ar the Early Childhood

Services to Grade 2 levels. These children do not travel for ESL

instruction; rather, they are totally .integrated into regular

classes in their community. No ESL classes are held.. Instead'an

ESL Resource Teacher travels from school to school to provide

on-the-spot help to both-ESL students and their regular teachers

as- required. major component of the project involves the

provision of professional development activities and.resouices

for the regular classroom teachers to enable them to better meet

the language needs of their ESL students. The ESL Resource

Teacher also meets with ESL students on an ad hoc basis, often

within the regular class setting.
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5) The Pre-Employment Pre,-Vocational English as t Heaond Language

Pro ect _

The Pre-Employment Pre-Vocational English as a Second Language

(PEPVESL) Project was initiated at the Forest Lawn Senior High in

February, 1982 for a group of fifteen studente. This has

provided an alternative course of study for students between the

ages of 16 andj8 who have already spent at least one year'in ESL

classes, bu t. whose progress has been slow and whose successful

integration into the Senior High currlculum has been seriougly

resiricted. The, goal of The PEPVESL Project is to prepare

students for employment in a Canadian cmtext. It provides

students with survival levels of English and Meth, Counselling

and Work Experience.

For comparison purposes, an explanation of the types of EaL,instruction

currently available in Canada is provided in Chapter II.

4. Why Conduct an Evaluation ofIESII,Services, Grades 1-12?

The three major.reasons for the evaluation are related to the following

factors:

1) Rapid Growth

2) Appropriateness of Program Delivery Modis

3) Need for Policy Development

A diacussion of'each of these reasons follows.
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1) Rapid Growth

The Calgary Board of Education has been concerned with the

increasing responsibilities imposed on the school system both now

and in the future, in the education'nf students in English a a

Second Language. The number of students requiring ESL programs

within the Calgary Board of Education has ,grown enormoutly.

Between 1975 and 1982, the average growth factor was approxi-
y

mately 17% per year (consult Table 3); but since September, 1979,

the overall numbers have iiicreased by about 135%. January 4982

enrolment figures were 1467 and September 1982 figures ware 1344,

representing a slight decline of sight percent.

Canada's immigration totals for the next fair years will range

between 130,000 and -140,000 annually. :AlbeAa will acquire

between 15-20Z of this total of which 452 will locate in Calgary.

Not all of these primary immigrants will be non-English spiakers,

of course, but in'addition to them, secondary immigrants will he

moving to Alberta from other parts of Canada, including French
c

Canadians and other New Canadians (Wyatt 1982b). In addition, one

cannot predict world crisis situations which may cauie Canada to

open its :doors out of compassion as was done for "The Boat

People." For ail these reasons, therifore,-predicrions regarding

the Calgary Boird of Education's futura ESL'student population

remain tenuous.
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TABLE 3

ESL STUDENT ENROLMENT

CALGARY BOARD OF EDUCATION

1975 - 19821

YEAR MONTII NUMBER OF INCREASE OVER PERCENTAGE INCREASE

E.S.L. STUDENTS LAST FIGURE OVER LAST FIGURE

1975 September 194

1976 January 262 68 35 %

September 240 ' (22) (8 %)

1977, _January 307 67 27 %

September 379 71 23%

1978 January 399 20 5 %

September -406 7 - 1 %

1979 January 491 85 20 %

September 624 133 27 %

1980 January 711 87 .13 %

September 946 235 33

1981 January 1046 100 10

September 1243 197 18.%

1982 January 1467 224 18 %

September 1344 (123) (8 %)

1Belsher, 1981a, p. 56.
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2) Appropriateness of Program Delivery Modes

During the 1981-82 school year, five forma of ESL program

delivery were utilized (se* above). It was felt that each mode

of program delivery needed to be assesset for effectiveness from

the viewpoint of students, parents, tweeters and admi*strators.

It was not assumed that one type of program delivery mould meet

all needs better than any other; rather, program appropriateness

to student needs would be considered in making recommendations

for future program development.

- 3) Need for,Policy Development

Due to the rapid growth of the ESL program, policies and guide-

lines for its administration have not kept pace. Major issues

such as ,the jurisdiction of ESL students, placeient of the ESL

program in the system, and pupil-teacher ratio needed clarifi-

cation. In order to ensure appropriate planning for the future

direction of the program, additional policy is required.

Therefore, based on these information needs, an evaluation process was

launched in September, 1981. rhase I of the evaluation was conducted

internally by the Program Evaluation Department end resulted in two ;mobiles

of, baseline data and historical docunentation related to the ESL program

(Belcher, 1981e and b). In January, 1982, Alberta Education (Planning and

.Besearch) agreed to fund an external evaluation and thus Phase II of the
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Evaluation Project was initiated. The Project ran from March to December,

1982, with study recommendations based on data colleCted from April to

June, 1982.

5. What does the Evaluation Examine?

Phase 1 of the evaluation identified five major areaS of concern to

teachers and administrators involved in ESL; specifically:

1. Operation and organization of the program

2. Staffing

3. Expectations of Program staff

4. Program Resources

5. Communication

Based on these areas, five research questions were posed. These included:

1. STUDENT NEEDS

What special needs of the English as a Second Language student

population need to be addressed by the Calgary Board of EdUeation's

English as a Second Language program?

2. PROGRAM NEEDS

What is the most effictive.way or ways to organize, administer and

deliver the Calgary Board of Education's English as a Second Language

program in order to meet student needs effectively?
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3. STAFF NEEDS

0

What considerations related to the teaching staff of the Calgary Board

of Education's English as a Second language prograa need to ,be

addressed in order to ensure the prograa's effectiveness?

4. RESOURCE NEEDS

What resources are required and how should they be deployed in order to

operate the Calgary Board of Education's English as a Second Language

prograa effectively?

5. COMMUNICATION NEEDS

What methods should be employed to ensure that information. regarding

ESL students, their needs and progress, can flow easily both through

the system and to and from their homes?

6. How was the Evaluation Conducted?

Data was collected by means of interviews and questionnaires. The inter-

views were both formal and informal; the questionnaires consisted of both

structured and open-ended items. (Copies of the questionnaires are availa-

ble in Appendix 2.) Study participants included:
. J

1. ESL Students

2. Parents of ESL Students

3. ESL Teachers

4. Regular Teachers of ESL Students

5. Principals of ESL Schools

6. Principals of Feeder Schools

7. Administrators of the ESL Program and

trators

Central Office Adminis-

1
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The study was designed so that certain ESL schools became focal points

They provided the pool from which study participants were selected by a

multi-stage cluster sampling method. All inVestigation was limited to

these schools, their feeder schools and their administrators. Consult

Table 4 for a diagrammatic representation of the study design.

Completion rates of study instruments were 90% or greater in all cases.

Data was analyzed quantitatively through use of the Statistical Padkage for

the Social Sciences (spso and qualitatively through content -anal3isis

procedures involving the development of categories and the summarizing of

responses. A summary of study results by questionnaire is available in

Appendix 3.

7. How is this Evaluation Report Organized?

Chapter II of the evaluation report provides a brief background to the

study by reviewing current ESL programs in other parts of Canada. This

provides the necessary perspective with which to view the Calgary Board of

Education's English as a Second Language program.

Chapter III,outlines the design of the study and the methodology employed

in conducting it.
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TABLE 4

ESL EVALUATION STUDY DESIGN

SAMPLE ESL SCHOOL

PRINCIPAL

ESL
TEACNERS

SAMPLE OF
ESL STUDENTS

SAMPLE OF
ESL PARENTS

FEEDER SCHOOL

PRINCIPAL

34

SAMPLE OF
REGULAR
IMACHERS



Chapter IV presents a summary of the findings of this study organized by

questionnaire.

Chapter V describes the conclusions drawn from tbe data and advances recommen-

dation* for the Calgary Board of Education to consider when developing future.

'plana for its ESL program. A list of these recommendations also appears at the:

beginning of this report (pp. xixiv).

CEB+I.16
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CHAPTER II - TIE CANADIAN CONTEXT

In order to appraise the Calgary Board of Education's English as a Second

Language Prograa, it is iiportant to view it in relation to ESL programs in

other major Canadian cities. Therefore, this chapter attempts to place

Calgary's ESL .Program in the Canadian context by comparing it to similar

programs in Edmonton, Vancouver, and Toronto.

1. A Taxonomy for Canadian ESL Programs

In major urban centres across Canada, increasing numbers of school-age

immigrants ar learning English as a second language. For these students,

English language training as well as cultural faailiarisation occur largely

in association with school attendance. Consaquently, many Boards of

Education have assumed responsibility for the education of non-English

speaking students iy ado#ting one or more administrati4e models of language

instruction. Because terminology often differs by geographical region, the

current discussion of ESL in Canada will employ the definitions of ESL

program types outlined by Alberta Education in English as a Second

Language/Dialect - Guidelines and Suggestions for the Administration and

Organisation of Programs. (Consult Appendix 1.) Interpretation of ESL

programs across ,Canada with reference ,to this par;icular taxonomy*.will

undoubtedly seem foreign to readers outside of Alberta. However, it will

facilitate clarity of comprehension as ESL programs in different cities

classify prograa models in a variety of ways. Some of the most common are

shown as follows:

CEL64.1.17 [17]
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1. Categorization by duration of student attendande

e.g. part-days

full-days

2. Categorization by level of English ability

e.g. novice

intermediate

advanced

3. Categorization by,method of instruction

e.g. itinerant teacher

resource room

immersion

bilingual study

4. Categorization by special needs of students

e.g. vocational

special education

academic upgrading

Using the classification system of Alberta-Education then, perhaps the most

intensive language training occurs in a RECEPTION CLASS, so named because

this model of instructiop is often utilized with non-English students upon

their first reception at a school. Under the direction of a trained ESL

teacher, a group of students spends time initially focussing on oral

language skills, ,later incorporating writing skills as well. Although

integration of immigrant students into option classes (e.g. Art, P.E.)

Usually occurs as soon as is feasible, initially students are full-time

RECEPTION CLASS members. In Calgary, this model is used foi all students

in Grades 7 - 12 and for none in Grades 1 - 6. Vancouver'utilizes

CEE+1.18 118]
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RECEPTION CLASSES infrequently for-new immigrants in Grades 1 - 3, but

extensively from Grade 4 upwards. As the Edmonton Public School Board

adheres to a school-based budgeting -syitem, the model of language

instruction is decided by individual school principals, and RECEPTION

CLASSES are sine of those adopted by sous principals for students in all

grade ;vials. Per initial language training experiences, Torento-utilises

a RECEPTION MODEL for all-grade levels. Most students'in Toronto attend a

RECVFTION CLASEin a tegular school close to .their home. In two area* of

the city however, Reception Centres host several RECEPTION CLASSES in

addition to more advanced gm training classes. In these cases, and for-
,

specified , grade levels, Reception Centres replace the sore typical

RECEPTION CLASSES in regular schools.

PARTIAL DAY CLASSES are similar to RECEPTION 'CLASSES as both restrict

attendance to non-English speaking, students under the instruction of a

specially trained ESL teacher. However, students-in PARTIAL DAY 4ASSES

receive'ESL training for only part of the school day, attending regular

claeses with regUlar students the rest of the_ timer. Although less inten-

sive, PARTIAL\DAY CLASSES may be more practical than RECEPTION CLASSES in

allowing better grouping of students according to their language ability

levels. ,In,Calgaty, a PARTIAL DAY MODEL is almost exclusively the language

training method used for students in Grades 1 6. Unlike the other

Canadian cities reviewed, 'however, Calgary itudents register in their

neighbourhood school and are transported io a PARTIAL DAY CLASS in an ESL

Host School if such a class does not exist in their Feeder School. -In

Edmonton, PARTIAL DAY CLASSES are utiliZed for students in any grade, level

depending on the individual school principal. - Neither Vancouver nor
0

Toronto' utilizes a PARTIAL DAY MODEL to the exClusion of full day



attendance In a RECEPTION CLASS. However, in both cities, as well as in

Calgary and Edmonton, part-time attendance in a segregated ESL class and

participation in some regular classes with Englishrspeaking students

supplants full-time attendance in RECEPTION CLASSES se students make the

tradual transition to integration.

A third format for'language training is the RESOURCE ROOM WITHDRAWAL MODEL.

Ai the name suggests, nonrEnglish speaking students are withdrawn from

regular class attendance at scheduled times during which, they work with an

ESL teacher individually, or in small groups, using the collected ESL

resource materials as aids. The resource room is generally viewed as a

support service o the regular classroom teacheri who consult with each

other and the resource room teacher about the .progress and needs of

individual:ESL students. Because of its nature, the gm resource room may

exist in 'addition to RECEPTION or PARTIAL DAY CLASSES. Greatest usage of

thii model'occurs in Vaacouver where resource rooms termed "English

Learning Centres" are the primary means of providing language training to

students in the first three grades. To a lesser extent, resource rooms may

be utilized with older immigrant students as a complenent to the more

common RECEPTION CLASSES. Edmonton has established ESL resource rooms in a

few schools for students in Grades 1 to 6: .While Toionto schools may have

resource rooms, they have' not been specifically designed for the exclusive

use of ESL students, and.are the responsibility. of ."Special Education"

personnel. In Calgary, PARTIAL DAY CLASSES approximate the RESOURCE RQOM

.WITHDRAWAL MODEL when the ESL teacher is located In the,same school is the

ESL students 'who receive. segregated language instruction, for, limited

periods of tiae. A RESOURCE ROOM WITHDRAWAL MODEL is also approximated as
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attendance of older stUdents in RECEPTION CLASSES gradually decreases to

the point where only occasional help is sought from ESL personnel. The

degree to which a PARTIAL DAY MODEL or a RECEPTION CLASS malrx approachesra

RESOURCE ROOM WITHDRAWAL MODEL depends, in part, on the extent to which

regular classroom teachers confer With the ESL teacher regarding indiVidual

!students' progress and neids in their own integrated classes.

Another.withdrawal model utilizes itinerant teachers who travel fro* school

to school meeting with individuals or.smell groups of students .who are

Withdrawn from regular class for short periods of time. Because the

greatest proportion of students' time is spent in regular class attendance,

non-English sPeaking students have extensive exposure to English speaking-

.

models and lose no class time while travelling to ESL training classes

distant from their neigibourhood school. The ITINERANT TEACHER WITHDRAWAL

MODEL may be particularly useful when small numbers of ESL students are

scattered in miieral schools. Some s"ool principals in Edmonton hsve

chosen to utilize an itinerant teacher mOdel. Although aU exception to the

more common PARTIAL DAY CLASSES in Calgary and still on an experimental

basis, four itinerant teachers are now travelling among schools with Beall

numbers of ESL students in ECS to Grade 2.° Unlike most itinerant teachers,

however, thou' in Calgary usually work with students within the regular

classroom setting. In addition to the emphasis placed on oral language

development of the students, a particular focus of the.itinerant teachers

in Calgary is on professional development for the regular classroom

teachers. Although uncommon in Toronto also the itinerant teacher model

has not been totally ruled out in areas where- no RECEPTION CLASS or

Reception Centre exists. Vancouver does not utilize the model, emphasizing

the RESOURCE ROOM WITHDRAWAL MODEL initead.



TRANSITIONAL CLASSES, as aefined by Alberta Eaucation, are restricted to

ESL students and focus on a particular subject area o that introductory

instruction in the terms and concepts specific to that subject area cantbe

prnvided. Attendance in TRANSITIONAL CLASSES is part-time, the remainder

of each day being spent integrated into regular classes with English

speaking students. Such classes do not.generally exist for the first six

,grades, as course content is not considered technically specific enough to

necessitate them. At higher grade levels, accreditation may be given for

attendance in'TRANSITIONAL CLASSES depending on regional policy. Of the

Canadian cities reviewed here, Calgary is.unique in having no TRANSITIONAL

CLASSES. Both Vancouver and Edmonton utilize TRANSITIONAL,CLASSES for ESL

students in Grades 10 - 12. In Toronto subject-specific instruction of

non-Epglish speaking stdents occurs in a variety of ways. In what it

termed a "Transition Program, Toronto ESL students in Grades 7 - 13 spend

part-time in content courses such as ESL-Biology or ESL-4.1ath. After

completion of the "Transition Program," the Advanced Program for ESL

students in Grades 9 - 13 provides instruction in specific subject areas

emphasizing practical skills related to the area of content. An issue

related to VANSITIONAL CLASSES involves who teaches them, teaches them,

ESL teachers or regular classroom teachers. Teachers in both areas have

certain reservations about where the emphasis should be placed; i.e.,

regular classroom teachers stress content, ESL teachers itress language

skills. Toronto also provides a "Booster program" for ESL students having

unusual difficulty in one or more subject areas who may, because of an

uneven or a limited educational background, require upgrading in basic

skills..
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The goaIs of the Booster Prograe are:

1) To develop attitudes and specific skills relevant to a new learning

style.

2) To provide individual assistance with specific learning needs which

have been diagnosed.

3) To lacilitate and accelerate the pace of adjustment to the students'

new environment.

In Calgary, at present, students requiring a slailar pregram mould gener-

ally be referred to the Learning Assistance Centre.

In a REGULAR CLASSROOM SUPPORT PROGRAM, now-English speaking students are

immediately integrated into a regular classroom under the supervision of

that classroom teacher who' is responsible for all student 'progress,

consulting with specialists in the ichool or community 'when advice is

required. No Canadian city reviewed here utilises a 'pure° SUPPORT PROGRAM

MODEL in which school or community epecitlists are the sole source of

counsel regarding ESL training. However, in addition to ESL classes and

resource rooms, Vancouver has established an extensive support service

employing several" multicultural hoee-sehool liaison wqrkers of veried

ethnic backgrounds, each acting as a liaison between the students, their

parents, and the ESL or regular classrooak teachers of all grade levels.

One school in Toronto's North Area offers extensive counselling for ESL

students in Grades 9 13. Although neither Edmonton nor Calgary has

developed a formal ESL SUPPORT PROGRAM MODEL, the itinerant teacher acts

as'a support to regular classroom teachers in many instances.
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The last ESL program model outlined by Alberta Education is the BILINGUAL

PROGRAM which involves instruction in a student's native language simulta-

neously with English language instruction. Such a model of language

training enables age-appropriate concept development to continue relatively

free of interruption due to English language deficiency; it provides the

ESL student with a sense of pride in his native language/culture, aid

according to some educational researchers, speeds the efficiency of acqui-

sition of English language concepts. Excluding the more common French-

English bilingual programs, Toronto is the only Canadian city reviewed here

which utilizes any BILINGUAL PROGRAMS for ESL training. Even there, they

are rare and exist at the Grade 6, 7, and 8 level only.

2. Inte ration and Transition

Registration of immigrant children in Canadian schools is only one step in

the lengthy process of integration. With it' often begins language

training, cultural training,.and gradual adaptation to the Canadian Way of

life._Since educational systems have tended to fecus on language training,

the current discussion will begin with consideration of variables influen-

cing the acquisition of English as:a second language.

As is the case with much skill learning, age and ease of learning generally

bear a negative correlation. Thus, language acquisition may occur much

faster for ESL students in the lower grade levels than for those who are

older and are faced with learning complex concepts in addition to a new

language and culture. For this reason, PARTIAL DAY CLASSES may be
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particularly suited to younger ESL students whose language acquisition in a

regular classroom say be quite fast relative to that of older students. On

the other hand, the intensity of a RECEPTION CLASS MODEL may be particu-

larly suited to older ESL students for whom language learning is inherently

more difficult. Since students' langeage acquisition May be aided by

eodelling English- speaking peers, the task of learning a second language

is often facilitated more by promotion of esrly integration into regular

class attendance thae by lengthy maintenance of segregated ESL instruction.

Such is the reason for encouraging partial integration for nonacademic

course areas even when a RECEPTION CLASS MODEL of 'ESL training is used.

Because placement of ESL students in classrooes ix generally accomplished

. with reference to .student age, the educational backgrounds of iemigrant

sttdents become important; an incomplete or disrupted school history places

ESL students at a significant academic dióadVantage in comparison to their

English speaking peers. To address this problem, the RESOURCE ROOM WITH-

DRAWAL MODEL or a SUPPORT'PROGRAM MODEL used in conjunction with other

methods of language training, such as a RECEPTION PROGRAM or PARTIAL DAY

CLASS, may be.particularly advantageous in assisting ESL students by the

provision of remedial work in their areas of weakness. Recent work has

suggested that concept acquisition in a second language is facilitated by

the prior establishment of conceptual competencies in a Native language.

Bence one might suggest that support is gained fer the BILINGUAL PROGRAM

MODEL in which simultaneous Native and English Instruction occurs.

Further, itmay be suggested that a BILINGUAL PROGRAM is of particular

beeefit to those students whose educational backgrounds are incomplete, or

heve been interrupted, because deficient concept acquisition would be

augmented faster in a Native language than in English. The increasing

complexity of subject content with increased grade levels makes language
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acquisition in an academic setting particularly challenging for the older

immigrant student who begins learning English as a second language at the

High School level. To address the needs associated with such a demanding

challenge, a 'TRANSITIONAL CLASS MODEL offering ESL classes in one or more

specific subject areas may be especially useful where specialized vocabu-

lary becomes central to concept'acquisition.

Beyond the matter of language training are those matters related- to

cultural integration of immigrant students. Because increased facility

with the English language ind, to a somewhat lesser extent, increased

familiarity with Canadian culture haVe aiways been goals of many Boards of

Education, only recently have questions regarding heritage instruction come

to the fore. Generally speaking, concerns foCus on the desired relation-

ship between majority (English) and minority (Native) language groups.

Boards of Education may: 1) encourage and provide English learning to the

complete exclusion of all Native 'language developMent; 2) encourage and

provide English learning simultaneously with Native language maintenance

and/or further development; or 3) encourage and provide English language

learning while supporting Native language maintenance providing the latter

is accomplished by some body outside of the formal educational system. Of

the cities discussed here, only Toronto has initiated very limited practice

of.bilingual instruction as part of the regular curriculum during normal

hours of operation in a school day. In addition, Toronto's "Heritage

Program" enables students to study a language other than French or English,

generally tbe student's mother tongue, in the context of its own Culture

within a Canadian setting. The programs are offered in addition to the

regular school curriculum, and enrollment is voluntary with classes held
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generally after school, in the evenings, or on weekends. The Calgary,

Simonton, and Vancouver Boards of Education have not yet developed formal

policy on heritage instruction for ESL students either during the regular

school day or after hours.

However, the Provincial Government in Alberta doss offer evening and week-

end Heritage Language programs for first language maintenance under the

direction of the Heritage Branch of Alberta Culture. In 1977 the federal

government established a Cultural Enrichment Program and funded provincial

governments for upplementary language schools based on total student

enrollment per year. In addition, money was made available for teacher

training wOrkshops and development of instructional materials. There are

presently 70 language schools in the province (30 in Southern Alberta).

The funding provided is twenty-five dollars per student per year based on.

50 percent attendance. Classes operate out of various buildings., i.e.,

churches, city halls, schools. Classroom space in schools is rented from

school boards when other classes are not in session. In 1977 the Alberta

Ethnic Language Teachers' Association (A.E.L.T.A.) was foundad. This

group's focus it primarily dealing with professional development, workshops

and special interactional nights. Problem areas with Alberta's current

.Heritage Language programs include: 1) Teacher certification (most

teachers are untrained volunteers); 2) Credit Programs (High School

students should be permitted to take first language instruction from certi-

fied teachers as part of the high school program and receive credit for

completion of such courses); 3) Materials and resources (these should be

developed according to provincial guidelines); 5) Student motivation

(encouragement should be given for maintenance of first language); and 6)

Teaching culture in a Canadian context.
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Tangential to the general matter of integration are the special needs of

educationtlly deprived teenage ESL students who have suffered incomplete or

disrupted schooling. Because of their 'ages, the prospective lengths of

time to be spent in Canadian schools, and the pending responsibilities of

edulthood,. these ESL'students often require special assistance if language

training and integration are to be aCcomplished effectively. For those ESL

students needing substantial upgrading, it may be necessary to implement

remedial instruction, work experience, or a vocational program. While most

school systems have counselling services, vocational programs, and remedial.

or special education services available to the .general 'student body which

includes ESL students, few specialized services specifically for this

minority group have been developed to date. Only within the last year has

Calgary made a "PrrEmployment PrrVocational ESL" program available to a

small number of students in Grades 10 - 12. Although no special -ESL voca-

tional programs exist in Toronto, educationally deprived ESL students may

receive upgrading in specific areas of weakness through Toronto's "Booster"

program, described earlier. In addition, one of Toronto's upper division

schools has developed an extensive career counselling service available.to

all ESL students. In Vancouver, sone practical needs of educationally

deprived teenagers may be met by the multicultural home-school liaison

workers described previously. In addition, the Vancouver Board of Educa-

tion has established a "Learning Assistance Class" exclusively for ESL

students between 8 and 13 years of age who have learning disabilities

requiring "special education" status and attention. For students older

than thirteen, various "Pre-Employment ESL" classes haVe been created

enabling limited work experience and job placement in those cases where

educational deficits preclude diploma graduation.
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3. ESL Program Projections

While it is reasonably easy to discuss the various models of ESL instruc-

tion best suited to non-English speaking students with a variety of special

needs, prediction of the number of students, and thus the requirsd number

of ESL classes and teachers, is much more difficult. Although nany factors

influence the settlement of immigrant families, as residents of Canada they

are free to move within the country, as is any citizen. Even if accurate

immigration statistics for individual cities were available, this secondary

migration sakes precise prediction very difficult. Nevertheless, settle-

ment patterns are influenced by' identifiable variables, and trends in

population numbers are usually indicative of future patterns. Ultimately,

the federal inmigration policy determines the numbers and qualifications of

immigrants to Canada. For 1982, a maxinum of. 130,000 /emigrants will be.

granted permanent residency. Although.-federal policy does not place

restrictions on place of settlement, urban centres become focal areas,

selection being determined, in part, by existing ethnic pockets, location

of immigrant family members, cost of living, and opportunity for employ-

ment. Because Alberta has traditionally been an econonically desirable

province, and Calgary in particular,has. held enployment potential, large

proportions of the immigrant population have initially or eventually

settled in this Alberta city. In May of 1982, the enrolment of school-age

students in Calgary ESL classes approximated 1500. Although growth in

enrolment has been noted for several years, the rate of expansion has

increased dramatically since 1979; in the three year period between May of

1979 and 1982, the. ESL student population tripled, due largely to the

settlement of Indo-Chinese refugees in the city. If the next three-year
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period were to show such growth, 4,500 ESL students in Calgary would require

special language training by 1985. .In actuality, growth rate may more

realistiOally be expected to level in the immediate future, in spite of

anticipated Lebanese immigration to Canada. More conservative federal

immigration policy adopted in May of 1982, coupled with high rates of'inflation

and growing unemployment suggest that even in Calgary the rate of growth may be

less than that observed in previous years.
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=MR in - DESIGN AID NBTIODOLOGT

1. OVERVIEW

The purpose of the evaluation of Calgary Board of Education ISL Services,

Oradea 1-12, was to assist the Board in providing appropriate educational

experiencee for ESL students by collecting, analysingi and reporting the

attitudes and opinions of students parents, teachers and administrators

regarding the effectiveness of ;he existing ESL program by means of a needs

assessment and, based on this information, by advancing recommendations for

.change. 'In addition, it was anticipated thai the information generated

,from such a study would have province-wide implications for ESL instruc-

tion

The study sought to evaluate current ESL program effectiveness while at the

same time assessing unmet needs. Therefore, five research questions were

posed. These included:

1. STUDENT NEEDS

What special need of the English as a Second Language student popula-

tion need to be addressed by the Calgary Board of Education's English

as a second Language programa

2. PROGRAM NEEDS

What is the most effective way or ways to Organize, adninister and

deliver the Calgary Board of Education's English as a Second Language

program in order to met student needs effectively?
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3. STAFF NEEDS e

What considerations related to the teaching staff of the Calgary Board

of Education's 'English as,a Second Language need to be addressed in

order to ensure the program's effectiveness?

4. RESOURCE NEEDS

What resources are required and how should they be deployed in order to

operate the Calgary &bard of Education's English as a Second Language

program effectively?

5. COMMUNICATION NEEDS

What methods should be employed to ensure that information regarding

ESL.students, their needs and progress, can flow easily both through

the system and to and from their homes?

The ESL Evaluation Study was limited to individuals involved either

directly or indirectly in the Calgary Board of Education's English as a

Second Language program during the period January to June, 1982. Based on

information collected in Phase I of the Evaluation Study, rle following

list of stildy participants was developed:

1. ESL Students

2. Parents of ESL Students

3. ESL Teachers

4. Regular Teachers of ESL Students

5. Principals of Host Schools

6. _Principals of Feeder Schools

7. Central Office, and ESL Administrators
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ESL Students wore considered students utose first language wat,other

than Emglish, who had not yet achieved.fubctional fluency in the Eng ish

language, and-who were receiving ESL instruction at the tine the study w

conducted.

Parents were considered to be dither parents, brothers amd sisters,

relatives or guardians; in other words, whoever claimed responsibility for

the care of the ESL stUdent.

ESL Teachers were &Wood those teachers, generally vith specialised

training in second language instruction, who were charged vith the-

responsibility of teaching English to ESL students in order to prepare them

for success in regular clasaes at their appropriate grade level.

'Regular Teachers of ESL Students wersdefined as those teachers in the

normal school program who had ESL students participating in their classes

in addition to the specialised ESL classes.

Principals of Bost Schools were defined as priucipals-of schools

housing ZSL classes.

Principals of Feeder Schools wore considered principals of schools.

without ESL Classes who transported ESL studente to a Host School.on a

regular partial-day basis for ESL instruction. This group of principals

was limtiad to Elementary School only, as all Junior and Senior Righ

Schools in the study had ESL classes and were therefore considered Rost

Schools.
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Central Office and ESL Administrators involved in the study were those

administrators in the Calgtry systea whose administrative functions were at

least partially related to the operation of the ESL program.

Both major forms of program delivery as defined in Chapter I were examined;

specifically, the Partial Day Andel, employed in Elementary Schools, and

the Rection Class Model, employed in the Junior and Senior High Schools.

In addition, the three experimental projects outlined in Chapter I were

scrutinized. These included the Resource Room Withdrawal Project at

Acadia School, the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project in a .number of

Elementary Schools in the East Area, and the Pre,-Employment Prr.Vocational

English as a Second Language (PEPVESL) Project at Forest Lawn Senior High

School.

The study was designed in such a way that a representative sample of Host

Schools became focal points. They provided the pool from which study

participants were selected. All investigation was limited to those

schools, their Feeder Schools and their administrators.

Data was collected by means of interviews and queitionnaires. Structured

interviews were used with Elementary ESL, atudents and parents of ESL

studentt, while informal interviews were conducted with Central Office,

and ESL administrators. Questionnaires contained both structured and

open-ended items and were administered to Secondary ESL students, ESL

'teachers, regular clessroom teachers, and Host and Feeder principals.

The following sections will present a detailed explanation of sapling

procedures, instrumentation, data colle6tion procedures and data analysis
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methods employed in the studji, along with some comment* on limitations of

, the study.

2. SAMPLING PROCEDURES

multi-stage cluster sampling method wap employed lathe stedy to identify

.participants. The first -stage involved ttbie selection of clusters, or

schools. This stage also identified the Bost principals (or principels'of

schools withfESL classes), and the ESL teachers Oho would participate in

the study.

The second stage involved the selection of ESL student apl,parent partici-

pants. Thi, stage also identified the pool of'iegular classroom teachers

of ESL student from which participants would be selected.

The third stage involved the selection of regular classroom teachers and

Feeler principals who would participate 'in the study:

In summary, the sampling procedures employed in this study proviled a.

representative.base of .57% of all schools hosting ESL classes, 22% of all

ESL students represented by either themselves or their parents, 622 of all

ESL teachers, 2% of all Regular Classroom Teachers and 16% of all princi-

pals of regular schools. detailed expianation of sampling procedures

follows.

St e 1 - Selections of ESL Schools Host Ptincis.ls sod ESL Teache's

To select the schools which would participate in the study, a stratified

sampling method was employed. Using a February 1,A982 ESL Staff List and
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the ACT Calgary and District White Pages phone book, it was possible to

organize current schools with ESL programs into cells by city quadrant and

school level (Table 5). ,In cases where a school appeared in two cells, the

program with the lesser enrollmarit was deleted. .
For example,: Langevin

Elementary had 27 students, Langevin Junior Bigh had 45 students; there-

fore, the elementary program was deleted.

..e.

A table of random numbers was employed to select approximately 502 of

schools per cell, In fact 22 out of a possible 41, or 57% was selected.

This selection procedure provided a pool of 758 ESL students, or 53% of

the total population of 1425 ESL Students for further sampling; (Consult
a

Table 6). In addition, this process identified the Rost principals (22

participants) and the ESL teachers (42 participants) who wOuld be involved

in the study.

It had been planned to parcel out for separate study the schools involved

in the three special projects referred to earlier; namely, the Resource

Room Withdrawal Project at Acadia School the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal

Project in six Elementary Schools in the East Area, and the Pre-Employment

Pre-Vocational Englishfts a Second Language (PEPVESL) Project at Forest

Lawn Senior High School. In fact, Acadia School was identified in the

sample selected and wa treated in the regular manner. Only the other two

projects required special treatment. The PEPVESL students were parcelled

out of the total ESL population at Forest Lawn Senior High School, also

identifiei in the sample. A 50% random sample of schools involved in the

Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project was selected; specifically, Annie

Poote, Pineridge and Falconridge.



'TABLE. 5

SCHOOLS WITH ESL CLASSES SY SCHOOLTYPE AND CITY QUADRANT

'CITY
QUADRANT

SCHOOL TYPE
N.E. N.W. S.E. S.W.

ELEMENTARY

Alex Munroe
* Catherine Nichols Gunn
Langevin (d)

* Riverside Bungalow

* Brentwood
* Cambrian Heights
Kensington Road

* Acadia
James Short Memorial
Maple Ridge

* Mountain View
* Patrick Airlie
Victoria

Calgary Hebrew
*.Connaught
Glenbrook
Kingsland

* Rosscarrock
Spruce Cliff

* Windsor Pork

JUNIOR HIGH
* Bob Edwards
Georges P. Vanier

* Langevin .

* Parkdale
* Senator Patrick Burns
Sir John A. MaConald

.

,

* Ernest Morrow
Ian Basalgette

* Sir Wilfred Laurier
Victoria (d)

,

* A.E. Cross
Calgary-Hebrew (d)
Mount Royal

* Woodman .

SENIOR HIGH

Crescent Heights
* James Fowler
* Queen Elisabeth

**Forest Lawn
Lord Beaverbrook

,

Central Memorial
* Ernest Manning .

(d) deleted from selection procedures

selected for the study
** excluding PEPVESL program
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TABLE 6

SCHOOLS WITH ESL CLASSES SELECTED AS STUDY SAMPLE

PROGRAM TYPE AREA SCHOOL #ESL STUDENTS

Elementary N.E.

N.W.

S.E.

S.W.

Junior High N.E.

Catherine Nichols Gunn 13

Riverside Bungalow 25

Brentwood 33

Cambrian Heights 32

Acadia 28

Mountain View 85

Patrick Airlie 38

Connaught 40

Rosscarrock 20

Windsor Park 14

Bob Edwards 34

Langevin 45

N.W. Sen. Patrick Burns 25

Parkdale

S.E. Sir Wilfred Laurier
Ernest Morrow

S.W.

Senior High N.E.

N.W.

SE
S.W.

* excluding PEPVESL students
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A,R. Cross

James Fowlei
Queen Elizabeth

*Forest Lawn

Ernest Manning
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19

21

7

48
32

231

35
42

63

58

198

TOTAL 758



As the Calgary Board of Education administers its schools in five Areas as

opposed to the four city quadrants, a table has been developed vbich

transposes the complete list of sample schools (including special projects)

into administrative Areas (Table 7).

Identification of the simple schools immediately. Identified the ESL

teachers and Host principals to be involved in the stUdy. All of these

people, or 100%, were selected.

Stage 2.- Selection of ESL Stulents and Parents of ESL Students

Student selection was treated differently at the Elementary and Secondary

levels. Class lists were collected from the ESL classes in the 10 Elemen-

tary schools selected for the study. After a random start, every fifth

student nase,,or 20% of the population, was selected for an interview. For.

the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project, 100% of the students in the three,

schools was Selected.

At the Secondary school level, class timetables for classes above the

beginner ESL level were collected for the 12 Junior and Senior Hist Schools

selected for the study. As the questionnaire would be administered in a

group setting, it was decided that classes rather then individuals would be

randomly selected. Therefore after a random start, one class per,sample

school was selected for participation in the study, in addition to ttm

PEPVESL class, making numbers at the Secondary leirel larger than the

proposed 20%. (Consult Table 8 for an analysis of proposed and actual

stulent numbers.),
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TABLE 7

SAMPLE SCHOOLS BY ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

ADMINISTRATIVE
CITY

AREA SCHOOL TYPE SAMPLE SCHOOL .

QUADRANT

North Elementary Brentwood N.W.

Cambrian Heights N.W.

Catherine Nichols Gunn N.E.

Junior High Parkdale N.W.

Senator Patrick Burns . N.W.

Senior High James Fowler N.W.

Queen Elizabeth
,

I

N.W.
,

East Elementary Mountain View S.E.

Patrick Airlie S.E.

Riverside Bungalow N.E.

Junior High Bob Edwards ,

N.E.

Ernest Morrow S.E.

Langevin N.E.

Sir Wilfred Laurier S.E.

Senior High Forest Lawn S,E.

West Elementary Rosscarrock S.W.

Junior High A.E. Cross S.W.

Senior High Ernest Manning S.W.

Southwest Elementary Windsor Park S.W.

Junior High , Woodman S.W.

Senior High

Southeast Elementary Acadia S.E.

Connaught S.W.

Junior High

Senior High
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PROPOSED AND ACTUAL ESL STUDENT PARTICIPANTS,,

ESL STUDENT PROPOSED
SCHOOL TYPE SCHOOL POPULATION SAMPLE

ACTUAL
SAMPLE

Elementary *Acadia 28 6 5
*Annie Foote 4 4 4
Brentwood 33 7 7

Cambrian Heights 32 6 6
Catherine Nichols Gunn 13 3 3
Connaught 40 8 11

*Falconridge 7 7 7

Mountain View. 85 17 16
Patrick Airlie 38 8 8
*Pineridge 8 8 8
Riverside Bungalow 25 5 5
Rosscarrock 20 A 3

Windsor Park 14 3 3

TOTAL 347 86 86

Junior High A.E. Cross 32 6 13
Bob Edwards 34 7 9

Ernest Morrow 7 1 9
'Angevin 45 9 9
Parkdale 19 4 11

Sen. Patrick Burns 25 5 19
Sir Wilfred Laurier 21 4 7

Woodman 48 7 8

TOTAL 231 43 85

Senior High Ernest Manning 58 12 18

Forest Lawn 63 11 21
*PEPVESL 12 12 10
James.Fowler 35 7 10
Queen Elisabeth 42 8 12

TOM 210 52 71

TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS 788 181 242

* Special Projects
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In summary, 31% of the student pool of'788 (including Special projects), or

242 students' participated_in the_etudy (Table 9). This was 17% of the

total ESL student population of 1425 students.

The selection of parents of ESL students prodeeded in a similar fashion.

At the Elementary level, the same class lists were employed. After a

random start, every tenth student naise, or 10%, was selected to identify a

parent name. At the Secondary level, class lists were obtained for the

classes selected for administration of the ESL Student Interview/Questiow-

naire and every tenth name was selected for parent identification. Parents

involved in the Itinerant TeaCher Withdrawal Project and the PEPVESL

Project were handled in a similar fashion at the 10% level. A list of 78

parents was thus developed. /t must be-noted that,these parents were not

the parents of the ESL students taking part in the study. Therefore, the

pool of students was broadened -by parent represent4ion so that__320

students or parents of students, or 22% of the 'total ESL student

population, were represented in the sample.

Sta Selection of Re ular Classroom Teachers and Feeder Principals

The selection of regular classroom teachers took plate-in-ilmrTtallawing

manner. At the Eleientary level a list of regular claseroom teachers was

developed by consulting the interview data,provided by Elementary ESL

student participants. After a, random start, every third teacher was

selected-. At the Secondary level, ESL teachers in each sample sehool were

asked to provide the names of three regular classroom teachers who had ESL

students in their classes. Thus a sample of 70 regular classroOm teachers

was devised.
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TULE 9

SUMMARY OF ESL STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS

ESL
STUDENT PROPOSED ACTUAL

SCHOOL TYPE IN STUDY POPULATION SANPL! 2 SAME

Elementary 13 347 86 252 86 25%

Junior High 8 ,231 43 192 85 37%

Senior High 4 210 52 25% 71 342

TOTAL 25 788 181 232 242 31%



The list of Elementary regular classroom teachers mentioned above provided

the Feeder principals to be involved in the study. The principals of all

twelve Feeder Schools represented by Elementary regular classroom teachers

in the study, or 100%, were selected.

It summary, then, !sampling procedures led to the selection of the following

study participants

242.ESL Students

78 ESL Parents

42 ESL Teachers

70 Regular Classroom Teachers

32 Principals (22 Rost, 12 Feeder)

In addition, administrators were interviewed in an informal manner as their

roles became evident as impinging on the ESL program.

3. INSTRUMENTATION

In general terms, activities employad in the development of the instruments

included the following:.

1. Development of Draft 1 of the interview/questionnaire based on issues

highlighted in Phase I of the ESL Evaluation

2. Revisions based on initial feedback frost the Evaluation team members

3. Development of Draft II
4. Field testing and circulation to the ESL Evaluation Steering Committee

members.
5. Revisions based on feedback from the Field Test participants and

Steering Committee members
6. Development of the Final Version of the interview/questionnaire

7. Printing

6')
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The majority of study participants had to be polled prior to the end of_the

school year, June 30, 1982.- . A. Phase II of the ESL Evaluation Study ,

commenced in March, 1982, time was limited for instrument development.

Consequently, several of the above activities occurred simultaneously.-

Table 10 provides in outline of the schedule adhered to for the process of

.instrument development.

Copies of the five instruments .employed in the study are provided in

Appendix 1.

4. DATA COLLECTION

The return rate of questionnaires and the completion of interviews was

extremely high, with all instruments being'completed and returned at the

902 rate or higher. This unusually high completion rate must be judged as

-
due to the enthusiasm of the participants and to the clarity of question-

naire construction. Certainly far Calgary Board of lducation employees,

the timing of questionnaires came at their busiest season and yet their

ongoing interest in the topic of the ESL Evaluation is demonstrated by

their coMpletion rates. Table 11 providea a 4ummary of instrument

completion rates.

An explanation ot the data collection methods employed in the ESL Evalue-'

tion study for each instrument follows.

6,3
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SCHEDULE FOR INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

INSTRUMENT DRAFT I DRAFT II

ESL Student Interviewi
Questionnaire March22-4pril 8 April 13--April 23

ESL Parent Interview April 26--May 14 May 17 *.-May 25

ESL Teacher Questionnaire May 3 --May 14 May 17 --June 7

Regular Classroom Teacher
Questionnaire May 17 --May 28 May 31 --June 11

14

Principal Questionnaire June 1--June 11 June 14 --June'j22
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FINAL
VERSION

April 26

May 26
%

June 8

June 14

June 23



SUMMARY OF INSTRUMENT COMPLETION RATES

OF COPIES # OF COPIF4
CIRCULATED compurn OF

QUESTIONNAIRE OR ANTICIPATED AND RETURNED TOTAL

ESL Student Interview/
Questionnaire 242 242 100%

ESL Parent Interview 78 71 912

ESL Teacher Questionnaire 42 41 98%

Regular Classrooe Teacher
Queetionnaire 70 63 90%

Principal Questionnaire 34 32 94%
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ESL-Student-Interview/ Outs tionnaire

As mentioned previously, Elementary' and Secondary students were handled

differently. The 86 Elementary students were interviewed individually by

the ESL Evaluation team's Research Assiit:Int using the ESL Student

Interview/Questionnaire-as a guide to questioning.

Despite the youth of some of the respondents, the stuAents were judged by

the interviewer as.being open and eager to talk. All but one of the

Elementary students were able to respond to the interviewer in English.

This one student required a Chinese interpreter. Generally, the interviews

took twenty minutes.

3

At the_Secondary level, the ESL Student Interview/Questionnaire was adminr.

istersd in a class setting as a questionnaire to 156 ESL students, the

Research. Assistant and ESL teachers circulating to respond to individual

questions. Students were judged by the Research Assistant'as being anxious

to make their responses as correct as possible. Generally, the question-

naire took forty minutes to complete in this manner.

ESL Parent Interview

Parents were contacted by the ESL Program's multilingual reception clerk to

set up appointments for interviews. At that time, the need for an inter-

preter was identified and the appropriate interpreter engaged. The Research

Assiitant and an interpreter then visited the parents' in their homes, e

usually in the.evening or-on weekends. The Research Aseistant judged the

66
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reception of the interview as favourable. on the pert of all.. parents.. They

greeted enthusiastically the Calgary Board of Education's interest in their

opinions regarding their children's progress in school. Frequently, the

whole fauily was present. Occasionally the parents had difficuZty

responding to certain questions if their own educational experience had

been limited. The interviewer judged the parents" ability to speak English

for Item A14 ("Now much English do younpeak?") according to the following

scale:

"No English"
The parent cannot speak any English.
(Translator required.)

"A little English"
The-parent can communicate needs in single phrases. In

conversation, meaning say be lost.
(Translator required.)

"Quite a bit of English"
The parent can function in normal donversetion with 80110

hesitation; however, meaning is easily diicovered.
"11e/she speaks English well" ,

TAe parent can function in face-tos-face conversation at morsel
speed with normal comprehension.

The interview lasted. free approximatily forty-five minutei to an hour. In

all 71 parents were interviewed.

ESL Teacher Queitionnaire

The ESL Teacher Questionnaire was circulated through the Calgary Board of

Education's interoffice mail to the 42 ESL teachers'working iu the study's

22 sample schools. A return envelope,was provided, coded to help identify

late questionnaires. Follow-up phone calls sere made. and "all .bnt one

questionnaire, or forty-one, were returned. This missing questionnaire.was

apparently sent to the University of Calgary by uistake and was lost.

0
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Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire

The Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire was circulated by interoffice

mail to 70 regular classroom teachers in 30 schools (11 Feeder Schools and

19 Host Schools). A return envelope was provided, coded to help identify

late questionnaires. Follow-up phone calls were made and 63 questionnaires

were returned.

Principal Ouestionnaire

The Principal Questionnaire was circulated by interoffice mail to 34

principals in 22 Rost Schools and 12 Feeder Schools. It was later

discovered that one Host School, Riverside Bungalow, which also houses the

ESL Program administrative offices, had no principal and therefore the

questionnaire was deleted. All the questionnaires were returned; however,

the principal of one Host School returned his copy blank. Therefore, a

total of 32 questionnaires provided usable data.

5, DATA ANALYSIS

The ESL Evaluation instruments provided two types of data for analysis;

numerical data resulting from Likert scale and Yes-NO responses, and open-

ended responses and comments. The numerical data was analyzed through use

of the computer program, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS). The open-ended responses and comments were analyzed for frequency

and subjedted to content analysis Procedures involving the development of

categories and the summarizing of responses. A more detailed explanation

of data analysis techn'ques follows.
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Statistical Analysis

Ouestionnaire iteus with numerical responses were analyzed by the SPSS

program resulting in a number of statistical functions for further

analysis. The following functions proVided useful information for the

Evaluation Stud*:

Frequency Analysis - numbers of responses per questionnaire
iteu and sub-item

cid-square Test - disparity between actual and expected
frequencies (SPSS, 223)

Cramer's V - degree of the relationship of the Chi-square Test
(Pophau, 276)

/Phi - siailar to Cramer's V for a two-by-two table (SPSS, 224)
IPearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient - degree and

value of a linear relationship (Popham, 70)

Content Ana sis

Open-ended esponses and comments were submitted to rigorous content

analysis tech.iques as outlined below (Barrington, 1981):

\

A. Developent of Categories 1. Responses unitized
2. Responses coded by group.
3. Responses sorted by question number
4. Categories deterst..isd for each

question
5. Responses resorted into, categories

E. Smeary of sponges 1. Category descriptors developed
2. Siuilar responses compiled
3. Similar responses paraphrased
4. Unique responses edited
5. Summary of responses for each

question prepared

The results of each qu stionnaire are summarized in Chapter iV.



6. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

At least two limitations to the study are evident to the researcher. The

first involves ESL Program changes; the second is related to unconscious

bias.

ESL Program Changes

The nature of the ESL Program is such that it responds to the fluctuation

in demand for services. During the course of the study, ESL students

entered the program, withdrew, completed, and changed schools. Student

numbers fluctuated between 1467 in January, 1982 and 1344 in September.

Staffing, from January to June, 1982 was increased by 3.2 full-timc

equivalent positions.

In addition, program changes weTe made. The Resource Room Withdrawal

Project at Acadia School was terminated at the end of June, 1982. A

program somewhat similar to the PEPVESL program at Forest Lawn Senior High

School Was opened at Jack James Secondary Vocational School. The Itinerant

Teacher Wixhdrawal Project was expanded to employ a total of 3.6 teachers

working in four Areas as of September, 1982. And the development of a

Multi-cultural Assessment Centre began also in September, 1982.
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Therefore the picture of the ESL Program presented by the Evaluation study

no longer reflects the reality of.the Progran and nust be viewed with a

certain flexibility.

Unconscious Bias

The research teals was limited to four 'embers, a Coordinator and three

Resarch Assistants,-one of whom conducted the interviews, another analyzed

data, and the third conducted a review of the literature and prepared the

information on the Canadian context of ESL provided in Chapter II.

Although chocks were built into the study, it is possible that unconsCious

bias was evidenced in the interpretation of data. Also, during the course

of data analysis, it became evident that questionnaire construction for

students and parents had been' biased towards an immigrint population.

However, particularly in the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project, this

turned out not to be the case and several Canadian4orn non-English

speakers had trouble interpreting such questions as, "Bow many years did

you go to school in your own country?" When problems such as this occur in

the data, a footnote appears for clarification.

To counteract unconscious bias and to help broaden the perspective of the

study, an additional factor was built into the study design. An outrof-

province ESL expert reviewed study data and recoamendations end prepared a

letter of validation which is provided in this report on pages vi and vii.
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CHAPTER /V - SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This chapter provides a summary of findings for each of the five instruments

used in the Evaluation Study. Appendix 3 provides these results in table form.

1. ESL Student Interview/Questionnaire

A. OVERALL

In all, 242 students were polled, mainly in the North and East Areas;

CEE+1.54

72% were Asian, 11% European, and the rest of other nationalities,

including Canadian. Approximately one-third of the students were in

each of Elementary, Junior High, and Senior High Schools. Particularly

at the Senior High level, but for all students over 13, a difference was

apparent between the students' expected and actual years of schooling,

indicating, in many cases, an interrupted education and, in others,

simply a lack of schooling. In addition, 11% of students were placed in

grades below what woad be expected for their age.

Moat of the students in the sample lived with their parents; 38% of

their mothers were not employed, as were 17% of their fathers. Their

mothers' English language skills lagged noticeably behind their

fathers'. Forty-two percent said that their parents had never met their

teachers. The frequency of parent-teacher contact decreased as age/

grade increased so that at the Senior High level, two-thirds of the

students said that their parents had never visited the school. Many did

not want increased, contact citing their parents' lack of English skills

as the main reason.
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At the Secondary.level, 362 of the ESL students held parttime jobs.

Most of the students over 16 worked between 25 and 40 lours per week,

generally cleaning offices or working in restaurants. Senior High

students felt particularly pressed for time and had little chance

outside school to practice their English.

The students were overwhelmingly positive about school in Calgary and

liked both ESL and regular classes. Elementary and Junior High students

were particularly satisfied with ESL, thought their teachers were good

C/041.55

and that school was fun, while Senior High students felt dissatisfied

and did not think they were learning English fast enough. Many had

enjoyed school in their former country particularly because they hid had

friends there. Many had experienced trouble in adjusting to their

Canadian school; 642 had received help from their ESL teacher. The lack

of Canadian friends'seemed to be tbe major problem experienced by ESL

students; only 322 visited with Canadian friends at leaat once a week.

Fiftythree Elementary students travelled.from Feedet,to Bost Schools by

taxi and 74 of them were satisfied with the arrangement.

Secondary students indicated some interest in the prograa changes

suggested in the questionnaire. They wanted to have tutorial services

in ESL once they were in regular classes and no longer receiving ESL

instruction. They also wanted transition classes in content areas and

increased vocational programming.
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B. SPECIAL PROJECTS

The five students in the Resource. Room WithdraVal Project at Acadia

School were generally satisfied with sChool and 'with ESL, but all had

experienced troble in adjusting to the school; most were between the

ages of 6 and.9. Only two students saw Canadian friends regularly and

VINO wanted increased parentteacher contact.

The 18 students interviewed who were involved in the Itinerant Teacher

Withdrawal Project had been in Canada more.than two years. Some were

born here. They were generally between the ages of 6 and.9. 'Many were

-unaware that they were receiving ESL instruction. Many indicated having

--

Canadian friends, although fe* saw them regularly. None had experienced

trouble adjusting to school. Most did not know if they wanted increased

parentteacher contact.

The 10 students in the'PEPVESL Project at Forest Lawn High School were

generally between the ages of 16 to 18. Most were Asian. Six students

had had six years of schooling or less. Six students also cleaned

office buildingsi most working between 25 and 40 hours per week. Only

half of them were satisfied with ESL and felt they were learning English

fast enough. Only one student.saw Canadian friends frequently. Most

wanted increased parentteacher contact., tutorial services, transition

classes, credit for ESL, and idditional vocational programming.
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2. ESL Parent Interview

A. OVERALL,

Seventy-one parents of ESL students ware intervieSed using an inter-

preter where necessary. Their children attended schools mainly in the

East, North, and West Areas. Sixty-five percent were Asian,, 162

European>, and the rest were Other Nationalities, or did not respond to

the question; 472 were mothers, 312 fathers; and 212 brOthers or sisters

of ESL students. There were approximately equal numbers of parents

representing each student age category. The schooling differential was

again apparent, particularly for students over the age of 13; 252 of

students aged 16 to 16 had four to six years of schooling in their

former country. A Certain amount of'secondary migration was evident as

292 had been in Canada less than a year, but 412 had been in Calgary

lass than a year. Eighty percent of parents were employed, 792 spoke

little or*no English, 632 had never visited their child's school.

Overall, parents were satisfied with a number of aspects of their

child's ,education: their child's adjustment to Calgary (European and.

Vietnamese parentsmere particularly satisfied, parents frog Bong Kong

tended to be dissatisfied); their child's placement in ESL and in his

grade, altheugh some parents indicated that their child hcil been plaCed

below his age group; the assessment of their child's English skills, the

method of ESL instruction and supplementary language instruction in

regular classes; their child's ease in ESL and regular classes; their

child's_speed_of langilage acquisition and progresa_in.regular ciSitten_

76
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their child's ability to maintain his native.language and cultural iden-

tity; and information received from the achool about the child.

Parents indicated- only borderline satisfaction with the following

aspects of their child's education: the child's ability to make Canadian

friends; information received about extra-curricular activities; and

information received about subjects their child should be taking in.

school.

Par-mtal dissatisfaction was evident in the followinvareasr'the degree

of contact with ESL teachers; regular teachers, the kost School and

Feeder School; awareness.of .counselling, library, learning assistance,

interpreter, and tutorial services; and awareness ,of help for

parenting.

Comments were most enthusiastic and positive at the Elementary level

where several parents reported their child's progress as rapid; however,

several also indicated the presence of learning problems which needed to

be addressed,, Parents of Junior High students were also positive in

response, ,ut a number reported student problems with grammar,

vocabulary and content areas and several requested more time for ESL.

.1k1 the Senior High level, parents were concerned with the need for

integrition into regular classes, the lack of homework, and the need for

guidance. /Throughout, parents commented on theii children's lack of

Canadian friends. None viewed it the school's responsibility to

maintain their cultural heritage.. It is interesting to note that

cultural heritage was not an issue for parents of Senior High students.

76
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

Three parents whose children were involved in the Resource Room With-

drawal Project at Acadia were interviewed,. ,Two were Aiian, one was in

the Other Ratioislity category; too were employeriv two spoke English

wellp two had visited the school. All were positive regarding their

child being transported by taxi to school. There was only one,aspect of

their:child's education about which all-three-eere positive: the supple-

mentary lenguage instruction'provided by regale:releases. Two out of

thiee were positive regarding 10 aspects of their child's education; all

could only provide indeterminate responses in.seven areas; and the

majority were negative or divided in seven areas. Coements were meetly

negative in nature, although good communication was hited between the

ESL and ,regular teachers. Learnieg problems provided the most concern

for parents.. Finally, all felt that tkeir children would probably lose

their cultural heritage.

Four parents of students involved in the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal

Project were interviewed representing a number of nationalities

including Canadian. Two werelathers, two brothers or sisters; all'were

employed and had goad English skills; three had visited the school. All

four patents were satisfied with 11 aspects of their child's education;

indeterminate in nine areas; and divided in five areas. Their comments

geherally reflected satisfaction with their child's progress; one parent

was negative regarding the child's placement in a grade too low for his

age; and comments tended to be negative regarding saintenande of

cultural heritage.
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Four parents of students in the PEPVESL Project were interViewed. Three

were Asian, one was Another Nationality; all were fathers; two were

! employed; all spoke only a little or no English; only one had visited

the chool. The schooling 'differential was evident in thia group; two

' students hal less than six years of schooling in their former country,

two had less than nine. All'had been in Canada between 19 and 24

months. The parents were satisfied with even aspects of their child's

education; the majority were satisfied with four additional aspects; and

the majority were indeterminate or negative about 15 other areas

including their child's inability to make Canadian friends. Most

comments,Were negative and identified the lack of help in English from

regular classes, the lack of Canadian friends, and the lack of contact

with the. school.'

3. ESL Teacher questionnaire

Forty-one out of a possible 42 ESL teachers returned their questionnaires

indicating a high level of-interest-in-the Evaluation Study. Slightly more

than one-third.taught each of Elementary and Senior High school, while just

less than one-third taught Junior High. The largest proportion taught in

the North Area, followed by the Southwest and Southeast Areas, while fewer

taught in the East and West Areas. Teacher attitudes related elightly to

their location, with those in. the North and Southeast Areas strongly in

favour of standardized achievement testing for ESL. Teachers in the West

Area tended to be undecided on a number of issues.

78
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Most teachers had a full-time ESL teaching assignmilit. There was a rela-,

tionship between teaching assignient and teacher attitieles:. the smaller the

teachintassignment (i.e., .6 or .4 of a full-time position) the less secure

the teacher felt as a staff member, the lass adequate she judged communfca-

tions with the,principal., and the less committed she felt on a number of

issues.

The majority of ESL teachers saw between 21 and 40 student* per day. The

nueber of sty:lents a teacher saw tended to influence teacher attitudes in

two areas: those who, saw less than 30 students per day felt that they

provided adequate suppOrt fOr students' cultural nestle, while those who saw

-

eore'than 30 students did not; and those teachers'who sew less than 40

students per day-felt that they cool& use additional support from parent or

student vOlunteers mhile thOse who saw sore than 40 did not. %

Most ESL teachers epoke anotber language although their first language was

English. One, hundred pereent of those who spoke another language felt that

it helped them teach ESL. Being able to speak another language influenced a

number of teacher attitudes. These teachers felt more strongly the need'for

administrative glddelines to deal with ESL students; they felt more strongly

that additional support was needed from school system psychologists and

speech pathologists; and they felt better able to meet ESL students social

and cultural needs than did those who spoke only English.

The amount of preparation time allotted to ESL teachers tended to be either

less than 30 minutes per day or between 30 and 90 minutes per day. Thome

teachers with between 30 and 60 minutes of prep time per day were somewhat
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more positive about meeting students' emotional and cultural needs and also

felt sore strongly a part of their school stafi.

ESL teacher training and professional development appeared/to be someWhat

limited. While 84% had attended university courses in ESL/instruction, only

half of them had taken three or more courses; Seventy-one percent had read

three or more texts on ESL On their Own; 66% had read three or more journal

articles on ESL this year; 51% had ever attended three or more conferences

on ESL; and 49% had attended three or more in-service activities this year:

Many teacher attitudes were related to,training and professional development

activities. Generally those with more training, or who :had acquired

knowledge through personal efforts, tended to have stronger, more unenimous

opinions than those without training or who had not made efforts.to acquire
-

knowledge related to ESL. Those with more formal training felt more

strongly that traniportation arrangements interfered wish both the teaching

and the learning process; they felt more strongly the need for ESL program

entrance and exit standards; and they feltiftra stronglz_that additional

support was needed from para-professiolials and resource room teachers.

Those who had read more texts on ESL instruction oU their,own tended to feel

that regular classes did not provide effective supplementary language

instruction and that ESL teachers did not have enough professional develop-

ment time. Those who had.read more journal articles during the year felt

that the regular school environment did not support students' emotional

needs; that ESL teachers did not have adequate prep tine; that there was a

need for curriculum consistency within each Division; and that more support

was needed from resource room teachers. Those teachers who had attended

three or more in-service activities related to ESL during the year tended to
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be somewhat more' supportive of the current ESL progress they agreed with

'students' placement in ESL more 'strongly than those who bad attended fewer

.1n-service activities; they felt more strongly that the system was respon-

sive to changes in the ESL student population duiing the school year; and

thsy_supported the concepr of indeiandent study projects for Secondary ESL

students.

All leiels of ESL teachers were very dissatisfied with the students' assess-

ment prior to placement, but Elementary teachers, in particular, reported

this concern: Only 442 of all the.7teachers felt thaw students-had been

pleCed in the appropriate grade and, at the Elementary level, diversity of

teacher comments reflected differing practices. Only.562'of the teachers

felt thit students were placed in the appropriate ESL class; dissatisfaction

appeered to be most evident sttbe Senioi*gb,level.

The teichers.vere somlwbat satiified with their ability to meet students'

instructional and Social needs, but wee dissatisfied with their ability to

meet sectional and cultural needs except at the Elementary level where

opinions were reversed. They had a very low opinion of regular classroom

teachers' ability to meet any ESL student needs except at the Junior High

.level where aupport was, evident.for regular classioos teachers meeting

instructional and social needs. Elementary and Senior High ESL teachers had

indeteriinate.opinions regazding the regular school nvironment meeting any

ESL student needs while Junior High teachers reacted negatively.

Generally, teachers indicated that the staffing ratio of 12:1 was appro-

priate for, the ESL classroom; bowe:ver, comments made- by several teachers

,claimed.that in reality the ratio was 20:1.
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Host teachers felt that their positions were secure except at the Elementary

level where teachers indicated a certain lack of administrative support.

Teachers were generally satisfied with the number of iv-service activities

provided, bui comments indicated that the activities were neither theoreti-

cal nor practical enough and that their scheduling caused problems. They

did not feel that enough tine was provided for professional development and

comments indicated a desire to choose activities; some teachers felt locked

in to school-based professional development activities. In addition, they

felt that they did not have enough preparation time.

Generally, teachers felt that the system was somewhat responsive to fluctua-

tions in the ESL population, but comments at the Elementary and Junior High

level wete negative.

The teachers supported a number of ESL program developments, specifically: a

guide for ESL resource materials, curriculum consistency for each Division,

curriculum development, and curriculum guidelines (either locally or provin-

cially developed); administrative guidelines for dealing with ESL students

and also for providing for ESL students with multiple handicaps; entrance

and exit standards for ESL and standardized achievement testingin ESL; and

4
ESL program articulation with the regular program.

Additional support services were wanted in the form of interpreters, home-

school liaison workers, guidance. counsellors, para-professionals, school

psychologistr,,resource room teachers and parent or student volunteers.
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Elementary ESL teachers indicat7d overwhelmingly that transportation

arrangements interfered with both the teaching and learning process. Most

agreed that the language needs of EC$ through Orade 2 children were better

served in the regular classroom; howeer, just over half of them wanted to

see the Itinerant Teacher Predect expanded.

Secondary ESL teachers supported the following proposed program changes:

credit for ESL classes; tutorial services; additional vocational program-

ming; transition classes taught by either ESL or content teachers; and

reception classes for new ESL students.

Molt ESL teachers felt that communication was adequate between themselves

and their principals, the ESL consultant and the regular classroom teachers

of their ESL students. They indicated strongly that communication with the

parents of ESL students were inadequate.

7

Overall, Elementary ESL teacher attitudes te0ed to be positive and Senior

High ESL teachers somewhat less positive, while Junior Righ ESL teacher

attitudes were divided on a number of issues. '

4. Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire

Ninety percent of the regular classroom teacher sample, or 63 teachers,

returned their questionnaires. Most of these teachers saw five or fewer ESL

students per day. They taught Mathematics, ilhysical Education, Science,

Social Studies or Typing. Half of them taught in the Elementary School,

one-third in Junior High and the rest in Senior High. Teacher attitudes

were related to the level of the teacher's school: 60%,af Elementary and
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Junior High teachers felt positive about their ability to provide effective .

supplementary language instruction; 77Z of Senior High teachers felt that

they were not meeting ESL students' language needs.

The largest proportion of teachers worked iu the East Area, followed by the

North, Southeast, West, and ,Southwest Areas.. Teacher attitudes towards

expansion of the -Itinerant Teacher coneept varied by Area: Elementary

teachers in the West and East Areas strongly supported expansion of the

concept, those in the North Area were somewhat positive, those in the South-

east Area, undecided, and the single teacher in the Southwest Area, strongly

opposed.

Generally, regular classroom teachers were positive about the work of ESL

teachers and the overall school environment meeting ESL student.needs. How-

ever, they felt that no one was meeting students' cultural.needs. As for

themselves, they viewed their ability to meet language needs negatively

while they felt positive about their ability to meet social and emotional

needs.

The majority of Elementary teachers did not feel that transportation

arrangements interfered with either the teaching or the learning process; .

hower, teachers' comments regarding transportation were generally nega-

tive. Approximately half supported the Itinerant Teacher coneept, but

comments were mainly positive.

Secondary teachers supported the suggested ESL program changes of providing

tutorial services, additional vocational programming, transition classes in

ESL using content and full-time in-school reception classes.
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Generally, teacher attitUdes eere divided or indeterminate regarding

adequacy of communication about ESL students in most areas, but they felt

positive about communication with the ESL coordinator and negative about

communication with the guidance counsellor in their school. Comments

indicated a desire to improve communication with parents of ESL students and

with ESL teachers.

5. PrinciW_Nestionnaire

Thirty-two principals, or 942 of the sample, completed and returned their

questionnaires. Twenty of the principals worked in Host Schools, housing an

ESL prograa, while 12 worked in. Feeder Schools, sending their ESL students

to a Host School for ESL instruction.

Analysis of questiennaire responses indicated that On most topics, the atti-

tudes of Bost and Feeder principals varied dramatically, depending on

whether they worked in Host or Feeder Schools. Ninety percent of Host

principals thought the ESL teacher was meeting students' social needs, only

452 of Feeder principals agreed. Ninety-five percent of Host principals

felt that communication with the ESL teacher was adequate, 67% of Feeder

principals disagreed; 742 of Bost principals,felt that communication with

the ESL coneultait was adequate, 67% of Feeder principals disagreed.

Seventy percent of Boit principals thought that imterpreter services were

inadequate; the Feederprincipals were undecided. On the other hand the

Feeder principals supported the need for additional help from para-

professionals, ths Bost principals were undecided.
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In addition, Principal attitudes varied according to school level. Nearly

60% of respondents worked in Elementary Schools (this figure was high

because all 12 principals of Feeder Schools were by definition, Elementary

principals). Thirty percent worked in Junior High and 10% worked in Senior

High. The need for additional support ,from guidance counsellors was

strongly supported by Junior High principals, while Elementary principals

strongly supported additional help from resource room teachers, and Senior

High principals felt the need for administrative policies and guidelines to

organize the ESL program within the school.

The greatest proportion of principals worked in the East Area, followed by

the North, West, Southwest, and Southeast Areas respectively. Principals in

the Southeast, East, and North Areas supported the suggestion to expand the

Itinerant Teacher concept across thlp system for ECS through Grade 2

children; they also supported piloting the concept for Grades 3 through 6

children. Principals in the Southwest Area opposed both ideas. Principals

in all Areas except the West Area felt that communication with the ESL

supervisor was adequate; Feeder principals felt that communication with the

regular classroom teachers of ESL students was adequate except those in the

West Area. Host principals in the Southwest and East Areas felt positive

about the criteria their had been provided with to evaluate ESL teachers,

while those in the West, Southeast, and North Areas wereldissatisfied.

Principal,attitudes also varied according to the number of ESL students who

were receiving ESL instruction, as well as according to-the number of ESL

students they had who were not receiving ESL instruction. Host Schools had

up-to 80 ESL students receiving instruction, but most fell in'the 21 to 50
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students category. Feeder principals-had up to 30 ESL students receiving

instruction, but most had fewer than 20. ThUse principals who had more than

40 ESL students were more positive about their own orientation'to the ESL

program; those with fever than 40 ESL students wanted additional help from

resource room teachers. Principals with up to 60 ESL students supported the

need for administrative lmddelinei to deal with fluctuations in the ESL
0

population during the year;. those with more were divided. Bost principals

with up to 60 ESL students were satisfied lath their coemunicatien wieh the.

ESL consultant; those with more than 60 were divided. Bost principals with

21 to 40 ESL students felt that the language needs of Grades 3 through 6

children were,better served in the ESL classroom; the rest of the principals

were divided on the issue. Regardless of the number of ESL students that

Feeder principals had who were receiving ESL instruction, all felt that

policy vas needed to refer ESL students for assessment and all felt that the

school environment met students' social needs. They were undecided about

the ESL teacher meeting emotional needs and generally negative about the

adequacy of 'support from hose-school liaison workers and guidance

counsellors.

Most principals indicated that they had 20 or fewer ESL students not

receiving ESL instruction who should be, but one Feeder principal indicated

that there were between 61 'avd 70 students in that school who should have

been receiving ESL instruction. ln many cases, this principal's opinions

varied from those of the larger group.

Prineipals reported a total of 18 ESL students with multiple handicaps;

these appeared to be mainly related to learning problems.



' Eighty-five percent of the principals had seen five or fewer parents of ESL

students. Their attitudes were negative regarding the adequacy of communi-

cation with parents on a number of topics related to the ESL program, the

regular program and school services.

Feeder principals were divided in their opinions regarding transportation

interfering with either the teaching or the learning process. However, they

all agreed that guidelines were, needed for the organization of the ESL

program within Host schools and for determining entrance into ESL classes.

They felt that additional support should be provided by resource room

teachers. Eight schools sent about five students to ESL class bi taxi;

three.schools sent 11 or more students by taxi. Three schools sent about

five students by bus; one school sent more than 15 students by bus. One

school had approximately 15 mtuients walking to their ESL. class. Those

principals who sent their students by taxi felt that the school environment

supported students' social and emotional needs.

Generally Speaking, Host principals supportel, the ESL teacher meeting

student needs twice as strongly as Feeder principals. Rost principals

supported the regular classroom teacher's ability to provide supplementary

language instruction much more strongly than did Feeder principals but

Feeder principals supported the regular classroom teacher meeting other

needs more strongly than did Host principals. AIl principals were,very

positive about the school environment meeting all ESL student needs except

cultural ones.

wip
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There was a relationship evident between Host principal attitudes about ESL

.teachers and their satisfaction with their own in-servicing on ESL teacher

evaluation. Thole who were satisfied with-their in-servicing felt that ESL

teachers met cultural neids, but those who were positive-about ESL teachers

meeting social needs were negative about their own in-servicing, and those

who were positive tbout ESL teachers meeting language peeds were negative

about the-teacher evaluation criteria with which they had..been provided.

There was also a correlation between principal attitudes towards regular

classroom teachers and expansion of the Itinerant Teacher concept for ECS to

Grade 2 children. Principals who felt positive about regular teachers

meeting ESL students' social and cultural needs supported expansion of the

concept.

In addition, principals who felt that the school environment provided infor-

mal language experiences were positive about their own orientation to ESL

student needs.

However, the more principals felt that 'regular teachers met students'

emotional needs, the less they felt that communication with parents was

adequate about course and program alternatives.. And another interesting'

negative relationship proved to be that the more principals felt that the

regular teacher supported culturel needs, the less-they felt that teachers

had been provided with adequate.orientation to the ESL program and to ESL

student needs.
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Regarding ESL teacher needs, Feeder principals were generally only able to.

provide indeterminate responses. Host principals strongly supported the

need for additional help from interpreters and home-school liaison workers,

and supported the need for more help from resource room teachers, psycholo-

gists and guidance counsellors.

Opinions regarding the edequacy of ESL Teachers! Professional Development

tine were divided; however, there, was strong support for holding a joint

professional development day for Host Schools to enable ESL teachers to meet

together. The area of professional development elicited more principals'

comments than any other area: principals stressed the importtece of staff

orientation to the ESL program and EFL student needs and cited examples of

professional development day programs on these topics which had worked

well.

When asked to develop as personnel profile of hiring criteria for an ESL

teacher, Host and Feeder principals had slightly differing views. Host and

Feeder principals agreed that the criteria of Personal Suitability and Atrii-

tudes Towards Immigrant Children were important, but Host principals also

thought Interpersonal Skills with Staff Members was important while Feeder

principals preferred Training in Second Language Acquisition.

Generally, principals' attitudes towards their own orientation to the ESL

program and the needs of ESL students were negative, while they were some-

what divided regarding orientation of regular staff to the same topics.
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Host principals generally felt the need for a number of administrative

policies related to tbe ESL pro7rem while Feeder principels made indeter-

minate responses.

Opinions regarling the Itinerant Teacher concept were varied. Host princi-

pals supported the suggestion that the needs of ECS through Grade 2 children

-wets better served in the regUlar classroom, while Feeder principals disa-

greed. However, Feeder principals supported the expansion of the Itinerant-

Teacher concept for,ECS through Grade 2 children across the systee and also

supported a pilot for Grades 3 through 6.

Secondary principals thought that transition classes for ESL.students was a

4 goad idea wtether they were taught by regular or ESL staff. They also

supported additional vocational programming, tutorial services, credit for

ESL, independent study projects and reception classes for new ESL students.

Feeder principals made negative or indeterminate responses regarding the

adequacy of communication in most areas. Host principals, felt posittve

1

1

about communication with the ESL teacher, the regular classroom teacher, and

the ESL consultant and supervisor. All felt that communication with parents

was inadequate. Most felt very uncertain regarding communication with the

ESL student's "other" principal.



CHAPTER V CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Well, what of Shiu, John, Gurdeep, Ken and their peers? Generally speaking,

they love going to school in Calgary and living in Canada. They like their ESL

iclasses and their regular classei and most are satisfied that they are learning

;

English fast enough. They only wish they had more Canadian' friends.

Their parents, teachers, and principals tend to agree with them, but with a

broader perspective, they also see some stresses and strains in the.E$L program

resulting from rapid growtti.

Most of these problems can be ameliorated by the Calgary Board of Education

through the development of policy in the area of ESL, through sone program and

curriculum changes, and through a-heightened awareness of multiculturalism on

the part of all staff members.

It is hoped that the conclusions and .recommendations which follow will assist

the Calgary Board of Education in providing appropriate educational experientes

for ESL students, -will help administrators cope effectively with a fluctuating

ESL student population, and will provide Alberta Education with information

which can be used in the consideration of ESL programs across the' province.

The five research questions posed at the beginning of the study will provide,a

focus for both the conclusions drawn from the data collected and the resulting

recommendations.

p.
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1. Student Needs (Researci Question Ome

0

What 'mortal meads of the English as'a Secoud Language student population

need to ie addressed by the Calgary Beard of Sducation's English aa a

Sanas& Language program?

6'

A. CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH QiiSTION ONE

Student needs w(srie divided .dnto four areas: a) Instructional Needs;

b) Socifl Needs; c) Emotional Needs; antd) CultUral Needs; and each will

be refecred to in turn._

Instructional,Needs

Senior High students registered dissatisfaction sith the speed of their

acquisition of English, while Elementary liUd 4nior High stUdents were

satisfied. In addition, while only half Of all-regular claisroom

teichers,,indicated that they wera meeting students' supplementary

language noels effectively, at the Senior High level 77Z of regular

classroom teachers, felt thet they were not providing effective

supplementary language instruction. Therefore, it can be concluded, at

the Senior High level, .that ESL students' instructional needs in both

the ESL classroom and the regular classroom are not being adequately

net

Another need area related to Senior -High stUrlents is their lack of

schooling. ln the age 16 to 18 category, 25% ofistudents have had only
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four to six years of schooling in their former ceuntry. There is

currently no booster-type program which addresses the need for academic

and conceptual upgrading as well as languagt development,

At the.Elementary level,.principals in the tudy i4entified 18 ESL

students with multiple problems or special learning needs. Several

parents regiatered concern that their children's apecial learning needs

were not being met and few were aware that the Calgary Board of Educa-j

tion provided learning assistance and resource room services. It

appears that current ESL students are not being provided with *hose

servicei available io regular students with special learning needs.

A final instructional need of ESL students at all levels involVes

agsessment and placement. ESL teachers were dissatisfied with the

adequacy of current ESL student assessment prior to placement and with

placement in the appropriate grade. The comments of some parents

supported these concerns.

Social Needs

The Social integration of ESL.students is an area of which all staff

member* should be made aware. Only 32% of thoseatudents interviewed

actually visit with Canadian friend, outside of school at least once a

week. Parents underlined the need for their children to have English-

speaking friends. ESL teachers felt, in particular, that at the Junior

High level, ESL students' social needs were nbt being met.



c) Emotional Needs

Although ESL'teachers weri viewed by other staff *embers as doing an

xcelIent job, they themselves felt that they were not meeting ESL

studeirs' emotional needs adequately. Both ESL teachers and principals

of Boit schools falt.fhat additional support should be Orovided by

Guidance Counsellors and School Psychologists to add ESL teachers in

meeting students' emotional needs. In addition, at the Eleeentery

level, regular classroom teachers Were not perceived by ESL teachers as

supporting students' emotional,needs.

.(1) Cultural Needs

All.etaff members indicated that ESL students' cultural needs wart pot

being met. The high priority given tO the concept of Multicultural

Liaison Workers'by_both zst teachers and Bost 'principals supportet this

view. Such workers would link ESL sfudents and their families with the

school and the community. A copy of the role'descriptien for similar

workers in the Vancouver School Board is attached in Appendix 4. It

suet- be noted that parents were generally setisfied with their

children's ability to maintain both native language and cultural iden-

tity.

Q
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH OUESTION ONE

Based on these conclusions regarding ESL students' needs, the following

recommendations are made:

RECOMMENDATION 1

That criteria, including time lines, be adopted for the complete

integration of ESL students into regulir classes at all levels in the

school system, but particularly at the Senior High level.

RECOMMENDATION 2

That support services, such as dropin tutorial services in schools, 1*

provided in schools on an ongoing basis for ESL students.who have been

placed in regular classes.

RECOMMENDATION 3

That transition classes involving content areas be developed and taught

by ESL and regular staff for both Junior and Senior High ESL programs

and that coMpletion of these courses be included on students' records.

RECOMMENDATION 4

That Alberta Education be approached regarding the granting of credit

for satisfactory completion of transition courses at the Senior High

level.

9 b
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RECOMMENDATION 5

That a booster program be developed at the Senior Nigh level for

students having an educational gap of more than two years which would

involve academic upgrading, career counselling for both students and

their parents, and tutorials in the native language to aid conceptual

development.

RECOMMENDATION 6

That the Calgary Board of Education confirm that all resources Amalie-

ble to regular students be made available to ESL students, including

such services as resource rooms, Learning Assistance Centres, school

psychologists, and guidance counsellors.

RECOMIDATION 7

That all ESL students be assessed to identify both language and educe-

tional needs prior to placement in schools and be assessed periodically

thereafter to monitor progress.

RECOMMENDATION 8

That grade placement of ESL students be determined by their chronolo-

gical age.
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RECOMMENDATION 9

That a policy endorsing multiculturalism be adopted by the Calgary

Board of Education, acknowledging the presence of students of all

nationalities as an enriching factor for all.

RECOMMENDATION 10

That all schools, but in particular the Junior High schools., stress

integrative social activities and foster multicultural awareness

through such strategies as buddy systems, international games, and

multicultural field trips.

RECOMMENDATION 11

That- a team of para-professional Multicultural Liaison 14orkers be

established to link ESL students, their parents, and their ethnic

communities with school staff, the school, and commUnity resources.

2. Program Needs (Research Question Two)

What is the most effective may or mays to organize, administer and deliver

the Calgary Board Of Education's English as a Second Language program in

order to meet students' needs effectively?
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A. CONCLUSIONS MATED TO RESEARCH QUESTION TWO

There are currently two major delivery modes being employed by the BSL

program: a) The Partial Day Model, which occurs at the Elementary level,

involving the withdrawal of ESL students from Feeder Schools for a portion

of the day and the transportation of them to a Bost School in order to

attend an ESL class; and b) The Reception Class Model, which occurs at the

Secondary level, involving the permanent registration of ESL students in a

school having ESL classes with increasing integration into regular classes.

In aMlition, three special BSL projects were in operation in the 1980-81

school year. These were: c) The Resource Roos Withdrawal Project at Acadia

School with ESL students from outside the community being transported on a

full-time temporary basis to the school for both ESL and regular classes;

d) The Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project in tha' East Area involving one

Itinerant Teacher travelling from school to school to provide support and

materials for regular classroom teachers in Division I with ESL students

fully integrated into their classes, as well as to work with ESL students

on an ad hoc basis; and a) The Pre-Employment Pre- Vocational English as a

Second Language (PEPVESL) Project at Forest Lawn Senior High School,

providing an alternative course of stmiy for a group of 15 ESL students who

spent at least a year in ESL already, but whose progress had been slow.

Each of these delivery modes and special projects will be addressed in

turn. Finally, some conclusions will be drawn regarding general program

needs in the area of policy development and curriculum development.

9 ti
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a) The Partial Day Model

Two serious problems are evident in this model as it is currently being

employed. These are: i) An Information Gap; and ii) Transportation

Costs.

i) .An Information Gap

A glance at the responses of Feeder principals reveals their

serious lack of knowledge about the ESL prograM and the needs of

ESL students. For example, 83% of Feeder principals indicated that

their ESL students had no multiple problems or apecial learning

needs as opposed to 35% of Host principals. In addition, they were

much less.positive than Host principals about the effectiveness of

ESL teachers in meeting social, emotional, and cultural needs.

Only 27% felt regular teachera were providing effective supplemen-

tary language instruction compared to 80% of Host principals.

In neatly all cases regarding needed administrative guidelines for

ESL, 50% of Feeder principals made indeterminate responses. They

reacted similarly when questioned about the adequacy of support

services to ESL.

Feeder principals' lack of understanding of the Itinerant Teacher

concept was evidenced by the fact that 67% said that the language

needs of Grades 3 to 6 children were better served in the ESL

classroom, and 67% also said that the Itinerant Teacher concept

should be piloted for Grades 3 to 6.
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In all cases, communication regarding ESL between the principal and

other staff members was judged at least 302 less positively by

Feeder than by Host principals. It must also be noted that the

adequacy of staff orientation to the ESL program and ESL student

needs was judged much less positively by Feeder principals than

by Bost principals.

It appears that Feeder principals know little about the ESL program

to which they send their students and are not as aware of ESL

.student needs as Bost ,principals. The ESL students enrolled in

Feeder schools are being less well served than those in Bost

schools. The serious information gap evident in the Bost-Feeder

relationship weakens the effectiveness of the Partial Day Model.

ii) Transportation Costs

In our student sample, which constituted 172 of the total ESL

student population, 86 students were located in Feeder Schools. Of

these, 29 went to ESL class by taxi, 21 by bus, and the rest walked

or made Other arrangements. Principals! data indicated that while

most schools sent five students or fewer by taxi, two schools were

sending between 11 and 15 students. One school sent more than 15

students by bus, and one school allowed between 11 and 15 students

to walk to their ESL class.

The estimated ESL taxi budget for 1982 is $147,693 (Shaver, 1982).

Problems cited by the Transportation Department included ever-

changing arrafigemen for a changing population, taxi punctuality,-

and driver.attitud
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However, thi..costs involved in inch a transportation network are

not only financial, but also time lost and effects on the teaching

and learning process. Students are losing up to 30 minutes from

their instructional day in travel time, as most students took 15

minutes or lesi to get, to their Host school. It must be noted,

however, that eight students tOok up to half an hour to travel one

way, and one studeht took nearly an hour.

It is likely that the instruction they are missing in their regular

classrpoms is in the content areas, as it would be,nearly impOs-

sible to eynchronize Language Arts in every Feeder School with the

ESL program in the Host School. The preparation time of ESL

teachers is also frequently infringed upon by-early arrivals and

late departures. Principals also indicated that time was involved

training students to use the bus and that students who stayed over

the lunch hour required supervision.

Sixiy-three percent of regular classroom teachers felt that trans-

portation arrangements did not interfere with the teaching, process.

This attitude is understandable because once the ESL. student

disappears from class the teachers' load is lightened. However,

93% of (ESL teachers .said that the teaching process in the ESL

classroom was affected negatively by transportation arrangements.

Taxis are late, students miss them, classes must be run according

to city bus schedules, and arrivals and departures are impossible

to synchronize.
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Again, views differed regarding the le4rning process: 60% of

regular teachers felt that transportation did not interfere with

the learning process; 73% of ESL teachers said that it did.

Students and parents were generally positive regarding rransporta-

tion while printipals were ambivalent.

The financial costs, instructional time last, and interference with

both teaching and learning processes, must, be judged as factors

working against the effectiveness of the Partial Day Model.

.!

,

Therefore, it appears that ESL students in reader schools are being

less well served then ESL students in Bost schools. Their principals

know less about their needs and less about how those needs are being

met than do Bost principals. They are losing valuable Anstrectional

time while in transit, and their learning process is being interruited.

The Board is losing money by administering a complex transportation

network and by supporting transportation costs. And ESL-teachers'

primary task of language instruction is interrupted ,by juggling

arrivals and departures of students.

In conclusion, the Partial Day Model as currently employed across the

system is not providing ESL services effectively to all ESL students.

Considering the different size of the ESL student population in

diffcrent Areas of the system, a more local response to ESL student

neels would be more appropriate. In consultation with ESL administra-

tive staff, Areas could select a variety of instructional solutions to

provide more responsive service to their ESL students.
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b) The Reception Class Model

The Reception Class Model at the Secondary level appears,c,to be an

effective way of delivering ESL instruction, witfi the .following

exceptions: i) M.: Need for Administrative Structure at the School

Level; ii) The Need for Vocational Programming; iii) The Need for

full-time Reception Classes; and iv) The Need for Speeded Integration.

i) The Need for Adadnistrative Structure at the School Level

Senior High principals indicated strongly a need for administrative

policies and guidelines for the organization of the ESL program at

the school level. Included were such areas as:

1. Organization of the ESL program within the school

2. ESL program size within the school

3. ESL class size

4. Criteria for' placement of students within available ESL

classes

5. Degree of articulation between ESL and content areas

ii) The Need for Vocational Programming

Aside from the PEPVESL program (see below), students, teachers, and

principals agreed that more vocational programming should be made'

available tO ESL students. Aiwever, before another' vocational

program is mounted, careful consideration needs to be given to
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feasibility of.implementation and prOgraw goals and, components.
. .

Other ESL programa shouia be consulted regarding their success with

simi/l.ar courses, and parents and students should be consulted-

regarding their expectations..

'ill) The Need for Full-Tine Reception Classes

Few schools, if any, at the Secondary level hold full-time

reception classes for the new non-English speaking student. Both

regular and ESL'teachers felt that such intensive full-time initial

instruction in the school would speed the process of integration.

iv) The Need fcit Speeded Integration

CEE+1.87

The dissatisfaction of Senior High ESL students at their speed of

language acquisition has been addressed above in the section

entitled Student Needs.

A commeni must be made about the Junior High ESL program. Apart

from the need for social integration already identified, and apart

from ESL teacher attitudes which tended tU be diverse at this

level, rhe data remains inconciusive regarding the ESL program at

the.Junior High level. There is no clear enfortement of the Recap-
. 0.

tion Class Model as it is currently employed. The importance of an

effective ESLprogrem for students in these middle years cannot be

underestimated, but it remains unclear whether or not a relatively

sUccessful approach at the Senior High level is in lact the most

appropriate for Junior High use. Further study is required.
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It can, however, be concluded for the Senior High Reception Class Model

- 'that it is' an appropriate delivery mode which can better address

students' needs if administrative policies at the school level are

outlined, if, vocational programming needs are addressed, if.fulltime

reception classes are developed, and,. if the students' desire for more

rapid Integration is attended to.

c) The Resouirce. Room Witharawal Project

CEB*1.88

C.

Students in the Resouide Room Withdrawal Project indicated general

satisfaction with Acadia School and with the ESL program, although all

had experienced trouble adjusting to the school and few saw Canadian

friends regularly. The parents interviewed were positive about

transportation arrangements, but tended to be divided.' in their

attitudes towards the school and the ESL.program. In particular,-they

cited learning problems which had not been addressed. Communication

between,home and schooi and betWeen ESL and regular teachers wa-s a

positive aspect of this project.

However, at the end of the 1982 school year, the project wastetwineted

for the following reasons: 1) The Reiource Room Withdrawal Project

created a false population by bringing in students from outside the

school's community; 2) The Resource Room Withdrawal Project took the

responsibility for the immigrant child away from the 'Feeder school; and

3) The Resource Room Withdrawal Project led to an inequitable sharing

of regular teacher resources across the system (Wyatt: 1982c).
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d) The Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project

The Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project isplemented in the East Area

with one Itinerant Teacher imst be considered a success. Over half of

the Division I students in the project were not aware that they were

receivizs ESL instruction and half, experienced no 41ifficulty ii

adjusting to school. Their comments.were particularly enthusiastic

about their regular classes. However, only 182 saw Canalian friends

outside of school at least once a week.

Parents interviewed were very satisfied with both ESL end regular

classes, and with their child's ability to sake Canadian friends. The

.majority of ESL teacers felt that the language needs of these children

are better served in the regular classroom. In the East Area, 822 of

regular teachers and 572 of principals supported expansion of the

concept. Elementary ESL teachers in all Areas were less enthusiastic

about expansion of the concept.

In the fall of 1982, while the Evaluation Study was still under way,

the Itinerant Feeder Withdrawal Project was expanded to employ * total

of 3.6 ESL teachers in four Areas, including the continuation of the

teacher described previously. One of the ne0 Itinerant T*achers was to

serve an ESL population in a possible 33 schools, although after

initial assessment, only eight schools with a total of 30 ESL student&

required her essistance.
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It can be concluded that the professional development focus of the

project is working successfully due to the support of the regular

classroom teachers. The approach is certainly more cost effective than

the Partial Day *del and more responsive to population changes.

However, instructional areas of concern which need to be addressed

include:

i) Effectiveness of alternative methods cf ESL instruction employed by

Itinerant Teachers (i.e., small group instruction, demonstration

lessons, one-to-one instruction, etc)

ii) Establishment of guidelines for numbers of schools and students

which can effectively be served by one Itinerant Teacha

iii) Social integration of ESL students compared with other instruc-
.

tional models

iv) Input of parents

v) On-going annual review of project effectiveness and flexibility

vi) Itinerant Teacher satisfaction

e) The Pre-Employment Pre-Vocational English as p

Second Language (iEPVESL) Project

The PEPVESL Project does not appear to be meeting ESL student needs
w

effectively. Only 50% of the PEPVESL students felt that they were

learning English fast enough. Sixty percent had six years or fewer of

schooling in their former country and 60% worked up to a 40-hour week

cleaning offices. Most parents interviewed had never visited the

school. Only half were satisfied ,with their ehild's progress in
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regular classes. .Twenty percent of the students saw Canadian friends

regularly and parents were concerned about social integration. Both

students and parents wished for core parent-school contact.

The work experience component of the project appears to be inappro-

priate for these students, already in the evrk force, because 'they are

not paid for their efforts. The survival levels of English and Math

ubich are part of the program are of a vocational nature, but may not

be addressing the remedial needs of these students.

Student needs and project goals are no longer congruent. The original

goal of preparation for- employment in a Canadian context is not

addressing these students' pressing needs in the most effective

manner. Therefore, this project should be terminated.

An extension of the project into Jack James Secondary School in

September, 1982, should be reviewed for goal clarification in light of

the above conclusion.

0 General ESL Program Policy Development

Principals' and ESL teachers supported the need for policy development

at the Board level for the ESL program in the following areas:

i) Criteria for entrance to and exit from ESL classes

ii) Criteria for dealing with ESL students having multiple needs

CP24-1.91
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Program standards for ESL would help to coordinate the ESL program

across the system. A clear policy which Outlines a philosophy and

procedures for helping ESL students who have multiple needs would

ensure that these students,are receiving equivalent service across the

system.

g) Curriculum Development

Although thim study did not address the topic of curriculum with any

degree of specificity, in general terms, certain issues relating to

curriculum emerged from the data.

i) There should be curriculum development within each Division of

grades.

ii) Curriculum consistency should be achieved within each Division of

grades.

iii) Guidelines for ESL should be developed either locally or jointly,

with Alberta Education.

iv) ESL resource guides should be dnveloped for ESL teachers and other

staff members.

CEE+1.92

ESL curriculum.development and curriculum consistency within each

Division of grades would foster program coordination and be of parti-

cular benefit for ESL.students moving within the system. The issue of

ESL guidelines has already begun to be addressed in a joint manner by

local boards and Alberta Education. This will foster program coordina-

tion on a provincial scale. Resource guides should be developed not

[92]
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only for ESL teachers, but. Also for regular ;4:sobers mbo have ESL

students in their classes to assist them in providing appropriate

supplementary language instruction, and for all principals to assist

them in providing access to community resources.

RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH QUESTION TWO

lased on these conclusions regarding ESL program needs, the following

recommendations are made:

RECOMMENDATION 12

That use of the Partial Day Model be re-examined in light of the

viability questions raised in this study.

ItZCOISMIDATION 13

That consideration be given to the use of a variety of solutions to

the ESL needs of each Area of the system in order to provide flexible

and responsive ESL services, and that decisions about appropriate

delivery modes be determined within each Area.

ItECOMENDATION 14

That ESL programs at the Senior High level be consolidated into

specific schools and that principals of these schools provide for

appropriate administrative representation.



RECOMMENDATION 15

That full-time reception classes for non-English speaking students be

provided in Senior High schools which offer ESL services.

RECOMMENDATION 16

That the feasibility of operating a vocational program for ESL students

in secondary schools be considered, based upon the experiences of other

major Canadian ESL programs, upon current and future secondary ESL

student needs, and upon parental input.

RECOMMENDATION 17

. That upon completion of its responsibility to currently enrolled

students, the Pre-Employment Pre-Vocational English as a Second

Language (PEPVESL) Project be terminated.

CEE+1.94

RECOMMENDATION 18

That the use of the Reception Class Model at the Junior High level be

re-examinei in light of inconclusive study findings about its viability

for ESL students in these grades.

RECOMMENDATION 19

That the effectiveness of the Itinerant Teacher Withdrawal Project be

reviewed annually for flexibility, teacher satisfaction, ESL student
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social integratibn, parental input, and adequacy of administrative

gOidelines, 'aid that the findings be used as a factor in determining

the future direction of this delivery mode.

REcommence 20

That the Calgary Board of Education develop criteria for student entry

to and exit from ESL programs.

RECOMMENDATION 21

That the Calgary Board of Education develop guidelines for providing

for ESL students having multiple needs.

RECOMINDIDATION 22

That the Calgary Board of Education encourage the development of ESL

curricular guidelines for each Division of grades to foster program

consistency and that these guidelines be disseminated to all principals

aid to regular Classroom teachera of ESL students.

BECOINIENDATION 23

That appropriate ESL resource guides be developed for each of the

following groups: principals, ESL teachers, and regular classroom

teachers.
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3. Staff Weeds (Research Question Three)

What considerations related tothe teaching stiff of the Calgary Board of

Education's English as a Second Language Program need to be addressed in

order to ensure the prog1='s effectiveness?

A. CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH QUESTION THREE

The Calgary Board of Education and its ESL students have been fortunate

over the years to be served by a dedicated, hard-Working and concerned

group of ESL teachers, who are to be commended for their servi6e. They are

perceived by students, parents, other teachers and principals as doing an

excellent job meeting students' instructional needs. However, the stresses

and strains of a rapidly growing program have resulted in certain ESL

teacher needs which must be addressed; specifically, a) Preparation Time;

b) Staffing Ratio; and c) Professional Development.

a) Preparation Time

It appears that ESL teachers' preparation time is being encroached upon

by a variety of factors. Only 44% of ESL teachers indicated that they

hid adequate preparation tine; 48% had less than 30 minutes per day.

The major problem at the Elementari level appeared to be the amount of

time required for the coordination of students travelling to neighbour-

hood schools during this period;, and Senior High teachers indicated

that their preparation time was taken up with tutorial work and

administrative duties. The preparation time of ESL teachers should be
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reviewed relative to 'that of regular teachers for adequacy of time and

appropriateness of activities performed during that time to ensure that

contractual obligations are being met.

b) Staffing Ratio

There has been uncertainty regarding the staffing ratio for ESL

teachers. The 12:1 full time equivalent ratio which was applied

several years ago has been discarded. Some ESL teachers maintained in

their comments that the actual ratio was 20:1 full time equivalent.

This issue should be clarified in vTiting and disseminated to all ESL

teachers and their principals.

c) Professional Development

CM1.97

The importance of pre-service training in ESL instruction_ and of

ongoing professional development activities cannot be emphasized

enough. The data collected in this study shows strong statistical

responsible for the recruitment and employment of ESL teachers and

principals responsible for ESL teacher evaluation should make

themselves familiar with these findings. Two major conclusions can be

Irawn: i) There in a need for relevant hiring and evaluation criteria

for ESL teachers; and ii) Professional development time is used

inefficiently.
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i) The Need for Relevant Hiring and Evaluation Criteria

CEE+1.98

for ESL Teachers

ESL teacher training and profesaional development appears to be

somewhat liMited in the Calgary area. While 84% of ESL teachers

have attended university courses in ESL instruction, only half of

them have'taken three or more courses. Seventy-one percent have

read three or more texts on ESL on their own; 66% have read three

or more journal articles on ESL this year; 51% have evei attended

three.or more conferences on ESL; and 49% have attended three or

more 1.w-service activities this year.

There were significant statistical correlations between pre-service

training or om-going professional development and positive teacher

attitudes regarding ESL instruction. Those without training, or

who had not mAde efforts to acquire knowledge related to ESL,

tended to be uncertain or negative in their attitudes.-

There were significant correlations between the number of in-

service activittes attended by ESL teachers and their support of

the administration of ESL. In addition, the language skills of ESL

teachers also4moved to be influential. Seventy-one percent:of the

ESL teacher sample spoke another language. Without exception, they

felt that this skill had helped them teach ESL. 'Significant

correlations emerged between-their ability to speak more than, one

language and their perception of ESL program needa. They also felt

more strongly than monolingual teachers that they were meeting

students' social and:culturartieeds.
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When principale were asked to judge the importance of a number Of

proposed hiring criteria for ESL teachers, both Host and Feeder

principals indicated that Personal Suitability and Attitudes

Towards Immigrant Children were important criteria. They differed,

however, on a third criterion: Host principals considered Interper-

sonal Skills with itaff Members important, while Feeder principals

rated Training in Second Language Acquisition more highly.

Ironically, while the data supports the primacy of pre-service and

on-going training, Host principals mho evaluate ESL teachers do not

value this criterion as highly as the lese,informed Feeder princi-

pils. This fact,.coupled,with Host principals' limited in-service

in ESL teacher evaluetion (seebelow), points to a veakness in the

system relative to the need for clearly defined criteria or guide-

lines for the hiring and evaluation of ESL staff.

ii) The Inefficient Use of Professional Development Time

Many ESL teachers are bound to school-based professional develop..

sent day activities and -thus are only able to meet other ESL
-

teachers after hours. This hairesulted in a scheduling problesC

for ESL 1y-service activities and may explain their low attendance

rates at such functions. However, the strength of _statistical

relationships between profestional development and teacher attitude

suggests that attendance at iv-service activities should be compul-

sory. But the comments of sOme SL teachers indicated that in.-

service activities ware not meeting their needs. Therefore, -a

spectrum of activities-should be provided to meet the needs of

1 1
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teachers at different levels of professional development. In

addition, it was noted that professional development activities in

'ESL instructicin available at the university level were quite

limited in nature. Therefore, the Calgary Board of Education

should support its ESL staff needs by requesting that sufficient

university-level training in ESL instruction be provided.

Principals' comments indicated, on the other hand, that the

participation of ESL teachers in school-based professional develop-

ment activities related to the ESL program and ESL student needs

were beneficial for staff orientation. Therefore, it seems

appropriate that ESL teachers should spend some of their profes-

sional development days with.their school staffs and . the others

with ESL teachers. Eighty percent of Host principals in the study

supported the concept of holding a oint professional development

day with other Host schools to enable ESL teachers to meet fot such

professional activities. This supportive attitude on the part of

principals should 'be followed up,.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH OUESTION THREE

lased on these conclusions regarding staff needs, the following recom-

mendations are made:
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RECOMMENDATION 24

That principals of schools having ESL teachers review the preparation

tine of those teachers foz both adequacy of tine relative to regular

teachers and aPpropriateuess of activities performed during that tine

to ensure that contractual obligations are being net.

ricapetenanox 25

That the full tine equivalent staffing ratio for ESL teachers be

clarified in writing and disseminated to all ESL teachers and their

principils.

RECOMMENDATION 26

That ESL teacher hiring and evaluation criteria be revised to sake pre-

service training and ongoing professional development priority items.

RECOMMENDATION 27

That participation in ESL professional development activities be 4

condition of enployment for ESL teachers.

RECOMMENDATION 28

That schools hosting ESL classes arrange to have one joint professional

development day per year to enable ESL teachers to partitipate in

professional activities.



RECOMENDATION 29

That current ESL in-service activities be examined for eheir appro-

priateness for ESL teachers who are at various' stages of their

professional development.

RECONNERDATIOR 30

That the Calgary Board of Education reauest that sufficient profes-

sional training in ESL instruction be provided by the Universiey of

Calgary and the other Alberta universities.

. 4. Resource Reeds (Research Question Four)

What resources are required and how should they be deployed in order to

operate the Calgary Board of Education's English as a Second Language

program effectively?

A. CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH QUESTION FOUR

At the present time, the ESL program appears .to be well funded and few

resource needs are evident. One area identified by principals as needing

improvement was the provision of more funds for field trips and mu1ticul-

tural activities involving ESL students. Another problem area at the

Elementary level was ielated to the availability of school funds.for the

specific purchase of ESL materials.

CEE+2.2
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B.-RECOMMENDATION RELATED TO RESEARCH QUESTION FOUR

Based on these cOnclusions regarding resource needs, the following recomr

mendation is made:

RICOIECIDA.TION 31

That principals who have ESL students in their schools designate funds

in their budget for ESL activitiesland supplies.

5. COmeunication Needs (Research (uestion Fivel

What methods should be employed to ensure that information regarding ESL

students, their needs and progress, can flow easily both through the system

and to aad from their homes?

A. CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH QUESTION FIVE

It is. apparent from ths findings of this studythat information regarding

ESL students is neither flowing through the system nor to and froO their

homes.

a) Systesrwide Communication

Within the system, communication regarding ESL students appears Weak in

two main areas: (i) Staff In-Service on ESL; and (ii) Communication

among Staff kembers.

CEE+2. 3
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i) Staff In-Service on ESL

4

Principals and regular classroom teachers who have ESL students-in

their classes do not feel that they have had adequate orientation

to either the ESL program or ESL student needs.

Over half of the regular_classroom teachers in the study indicated

that they felt communication should be improved between themselves

and their respective ESL consultants. Fifty-eight percent of

Feeder principals :felt that regular teachers hsd not received

adequate orientation and approximately 40% of Host principals

agreed.

Only 33% of Feeder principals felt that they themselves had frde-

quate orientation to the ESL program and the needs of ESL stuaents.

This finding is substantiated by the general lack of knowledge

related to ESL demonstrated by Feeder principal responses to their

questionnaire and has resulted in a major weakness in the Partial

Day Model.

While 60% of Host principals felt that their orientation was

adequate, only 30% were satisfied with their in-service on ESL

teacher evaluation. Not surprisingly, Host principals' perceptions

about ESL teachers' ability to meet student0 language,.emotional,'

social, and cultural needs correlated significantly to these

principals' opinions regarding the inadequacy of their own in-

service on ESL teacher evaluation.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that in-service activities should be

conducted for regular classroom teachers having ESL students in

their classes on the ESL program, on student needs, and on uulti -

cultural awareness. All principals, whether they host ESL classes

or not, should also receive similar in-service. Such activities

could include foreign language-culture orientation sessions, could

provide information on community resources, cultural adjustment and

its implications for teaching- and learning, and could advance

suggestions for creating a more positive multicultural atmosphere

within the school environment. In addition, principals who have

ESL teachers in their schools should receive in-service on ESL

teacher evaluation and be provided with appropriate evaluation

criteria.

11) Communication between Staff Membors

Communication between staff members about ESL students, their needs

and progress, was judged unsatisfactory by at least one participant

in the following pairs:

1. The ESL Teacher and the Regular Classroom Teacher

2. The ESL Teacher and Other Staff (Resource Room Teacher,

Guidance Counsellor, Language Arts Staff)

3. The part-time ESL Teacher and the Bost Principal

4. The ESL Teacher and the Feeder Principal

5. The Regular Classroom Teacher and the Resource Room Teacher

6. The Regular Classmate Teacher and the Principal

7. The Regular Classroom Teacher and the ESL Consultant

S. Host and Feeder Principals



9. Feeder Principals and the ESL Consultant

10. Feeder Principals and the ESL Supervisor

The degree of communication breakdown in this area can only be

described as unsatisfactory. It.is hoped that the many recommenda-

tions advanced in this report will tighten administrative proce-

dures, clarify roles, identify appropriate services, and encourage

staff involvement. Such activities as classroom exchanges would

foster an understanding of the varying. _demands placed on staff

members. Adequate attention to the areas cited above should result

in a narked improvement in communication between staff members

about the needs of ESL stLdents.

b) Home-School Communication

Communication between Calgary Board of Education staff and parents of

ESL students was judged unsatisfactory on all counts. Problems

included: i) Lack of English Language Skills of Parents; ii) Iafre-
.

quency of Parent-School Contact; and iii) Lack of Parental Knowledge of

School Services.

CEE+26

i) Lack of English Language Skills of Parents

It appears that the major cause of poor home-schoOl communication

is due to the language barrier: The parents are very interested in

the progress of their children and in all cases reacted positively

to the interview situation set up for this study with an inter-

preter provided when necessary.
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Of those parents interviewed for the study, 792 were. judged by the

interviewer aw having minimal or no skills in English. Parents

were generally dissatisfied with the speed of their min language

acquisition; most claimed that they were too busy. Based on
-

students' perception of their parents' English language skills,

sothers' language skills lagged far behind fathers'. Twice as many

mother, as fathers spoke no English; half as sally sothers as

fathers spoke English well.

ii) Infrequency of Parent7School Contact

Over 60% of the parents of ESL students interviewed for this study

had never visited the school or talked to a teacher or principal by

phone. The frequency of parent-school contact correlated nega-

tively to the age and grade of the child to the point where two-

thirds of the parents of Senior Sigh School students interviewed

had never been in touch with the.school. Over half of all the ESL

students interviewed desired more parent-teacher contact. ESL

teachers and principals judged their cosmunication with parents

inadequate. Regular teachers were uncertain regarding their

contact with parents of ESL students. Parents also were vary

uncertain about the adequaCy of their contact with either teachers

or the school.

iii) Lack of Parental Knowledge Of School Services

Related to their ladk of school contact was parents' lack of

knowledge about school-level and System-level services. One
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hundred percent were unaware of any help available for parents,

such as parenting courses and family counselling; 97% were unaware

of interpreter services or tutorial help for ESL students; 91% were

unaware of special help for learning problems; 86% were unaware of

library services; and 77% were unaware of counselling services.

However, 80% of parents were atisfied with the information they

had received from the school about their. child. One wonders how

many cultural factors have influenced this attitude (e.g.,

differing role of the school in other cultures, the desire to save

face, etc.). Principals, on the other hand, were dissatisfted with

their communication with parents about their child's progress and

also judged their communication inadequate regarding extra-

curricular activities, the ESL program, regular course and program

alternatives, school-level and system-level services, and the

school system in general.

It must be concluded that the lack of skills in the English

language on the part of the parents,of ESL students is the main

cause of poor home-school communication. Principals and teachers

are uncertain how to approach non-English speaking parents; parents

hesitate to communicate in an unfamiliar language. The result is

infrequent parental contact with the school and a lack of knowledge

about school ervices available. The establishment of a team of

Multicultural Liaison Workers, recommended above, would certainly

help to improve communication. In addition, establishment of.a

liaison service to link teachers and principals to community-based

126
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translators who, u opn request, would belp staff members in 'the

preparation of multilingual memos to the home and also in the

translation of written communication frou the home would also aid

communication. In addition, parents of ESL students can be

informed of continuing education opportunities available to them

for English language acquisition. For many parents, the concept of

continuing education is unfauiliar and needs to be explained.

Also, the gap between the English language skills of mothers and

fathers of ESL students needs to be addressed. Mm addition to work

responsibilities and lack of knowledge aboui continuing education

opportunities, some women uay be home-bound due to either cultural

preference or child-care duties. Language training can be

conducted in other than institutional settings and consideration

should be given by the Calgary Board of Education's Continuing

Education Departuent to the special needs of theme prospective

adult students.

Finally, the parents of Calgary Board of Education ESL students

should be informed of the outcomes of this study. Having partici-*

pated in the generation'of data for the evaluation and having so

willingly welcomed Calgary Board of Education representatives into

their bogies, it is appropriate that the parents of ESL students

receive a brief summary of study findings and actions taken by the

Board on behalf of their children and thenselves.

1
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B.11ECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO RESEARCH QUESTION FIVE

Based on these conclusions regarding communication needs, the following

recommendations are made:

RECOMMENDATION 32

That in-service activities be provided for regular classroom teachers

and principals about the ESL program, ESL students' needs, and multi-

cultural awareness.

RECOMMENDATION 33

That principals who have ESL teachers in their school receive in-

service in ESL teacher evaluation and be provided with appropriate

evaluation criteria.

RECOMKEMATION 34

That ESL and regular classroom teachers be encouraged to paiticipate in

snort-term classroom exchanges to foster awareness and camninication.

REONMNDLTION 35

That an interpreter/translater,liaison service be eitablished to link

principals And teachers to interpreter services in the community

to aid communication with students and parents.

CEE+2. 1 0
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szcompranal 36

That parents ,of ESL students be made aware of continuing education

opportunitiet for their own-English language acquisition and, in parti-

cular, that the language needs of mothers of ESL students be addressed

by the Calgary Board of Education.

RECOMMIDATION 37

'That a brief summary of the findings of this study and the actions

taken by the Calgary Board of Education as a result be circulated as

feedback in a multilingual memo to the parents of ESL students.

Concluding leaarks

The wealth of information generated by this study provides a unique

in-depth view of one major English as a Second Language prograe in Canada.

The findings are'both gratifying and unsettling - gratifying because the

Calgary Board of Education has mounted a basically successful ESL program,

unsettling because there is so much yet to be done.

To meet the ever-changing demands of the future, our schools should become

more flexible. They should 'support the concept of mUlticulturalism so that

all parties involved in the educational process may gain from that contact

and they should foster'the,integration of-ESL students - not only into our

classrooms, but into our lives.
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INLITIDCTIONS

We are trying to fled eut whin K.S.L. students think about learaisg Imgligh sad
piss to school La Colliery. Plesse answer the fellowisg questions the way you

feel. There are se right er wreag emewers asd your teachers won't see your

answers. Lista. carefelly as I read each question mad then pat a tick (/).1* the

bee beside the mower yeu elnase.

Lets try ease practice questions.

1

Pl. De yea like ice cream?.

If you do like ice creole, put tic. '1) in the YES box.
If you Wn't like ice cream, put u (/) in the NO box.

Do you uaderstand?

Let's try a harder one.

Yee

Pl. How many brothers and
'diners do you have
here mad in your own
country?

] I have no brothers and sisters
1 1 3 brothers and sisters
] 4 6 brothers sod sisters

7 brothers and sisters
] 10 er sere brothers and sisters

If you have no brothers or sisters, put tick (/) in the first

box.

If you have one, two, or three brothers and sisters, put tick (/)

in the second box.

If you have four, five, or six brothers and sisters, put tick (/)

in the third box.

If ywit have seven, eight, or nine brothers and sisters, put
tick (/) in the fourth box.

If you have ten or yore brothers and sisters, put tick (1)

in the fifth box.

Do yeu understand?

O.K. Let's begin.

Please turn the page.
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A. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU

In this ection we would like you to tell us a little bit about yourself.

Qusstion Answers

2.

1. How old are you? [ ] 6 .... , (1)
[ ] 10 - 12 (2)

I 1 13 ... 15 (3)
[ ] 16 - 18 (4)

1 ) Omer 18 (5)

2. Are you a boy or a girl? 80Y (1)
[ ] Girl (2)

3. What grade are you in? 1 1 K-3 (1)
(2)

I 1 7 - 9 (3)
I ] 10 - 12 (4)

4. What country do you come from? [ ] Vietnam (1)
[ ] China (2)

Please write the name of your I ) Hong Kong (3)

country here: . I I Othei Asian Countries (4)

I 1 Europe (5)

Also put a tick in the right box. [ 1 Other Countries not mentioned (6)

5. How many years did you go to I ] 3 years or less (1)

school in your own country? 1 ] 4 - 6 years (2)

[ 1 7 - 9 years (3)

1 ] 10 - 12 years (4)

6. How long have you been in Canada? [ 1 Less than 6 months (1)

I 1 6 months - 12 eonths (1)
[ 1 13 months - 18 months (3)

19 months - 24 months (4)

[ 1 Over 24 months (5)

7. How long have you lived in Calgary? I 1 Less than 6 months (1)
I ] 6 months -.12 months (2)

] 13 months - 18 sonths (3)

[ 1 19 months - 24 months (4)

I J Over 24 months (5)

8. How long have you been attending
E.S.L. classes in Calgary? I ] Lss than 6 months (1)

[ 1 6 months - 12 months (2)

[ 13 months - 18 months (3)
[ 19 months - 24 months (4)

I ] Over 24.monthc (5)
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I. INPOICiATION MOUT ICOR PARENTS A.

la-this sections we.weuld libe you to tell us a little bit about year permits.

(Nestles

1. Do you live with your parents? ( 3 YIN

No

If NO:

a) If you don't live with your parents,
wbe do you live with?

Now turn toSection C

i I Irother r sister
( j Other relative
( Geordies
( j I live es sy ewn
1 j Other (please milliAlls)

2. Does your father work?

3. Does your father speak Eaglish?

A. Does your mother work?

5. Does your mother speak English?

C1213

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(3)

( I Yes (1)

I No (2)

( j Not applicable (3)

j No English (1)

A little Eaglish (2)

Quite a bit ef Iselish (3)

j Ns speaks Inelish well (4)

I Net applicable (5)

Yes (1)

I No (2)

( j Not applicable (3)

j No English (1)

] A little English (2)

I Quite a bit .af English (3)

) She speaks English well (4)

j Not applicable (3)

Please turn the page.



A. GENERAL INFORMATION MOUT YOU (continued)

Question

9. In what part of Calgary is your
hone?

Please write your address here:

10. What is the name of your other
school?

Please write your school'i name
here:

11. What is the name of the school
where you attend E.S.L. classes?

Please write your E.S.L. school's
name here:

3.

Answers

Do not Witt in this box

[ ] North . (1)
[ ) East (2)

[ ) Vest (3)
[ ) Southwest (4)

1 3 Southeast (5)

[ ) North (1)
[ ) East (2)
1 ) West (3)
I ) Southwest (4)
[ ) Southeast (5)

[ 1 Northeast (1)

1 I East (2)
[ I. West (3)

1 ) Southwest (4)

I I Southeast (5)

Please turn the page



C. INFORMATION ABOUT TOUR JOS (Nish School Students Osly) 5.

In this section we would like you te tell us about your jab, if you have see.

Question Answers

l. Do you have a job? I ) Yet (1)
( 1 No 7

If YES

a) What kind of work de you do?

) Row many hours do you work

( ) I Clen effice buildings
( ) I work An a restaurant

1 1 I womb in a store
( ) I babysit
1 1 Other (please enplain)

I ] Fewer than II hours per week

9 24 hours per week

I 1 25 AO hours per week
( ) Nore than 40 hours per week

Flume turn to Section E.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)



D. INFORMATION MOUT HOW YOU GET TO YOUR E.S.L. CLASS (Elementary Students Only) 6.

In this section we liould like you to tell us about how you get to your

E.S.L. class.
Only answer this section if you art in Elementary School.

Question Answers

1. Do you come from another echool for
your E.S.L. claas? 1 ) Yes (1)

I I No (2)

If YES

a) How do you come to your E.S.L. class?

) Do you like travelling by bus or taxi to
this school for your E.S.L. class?

Can you tell se why?

[ 3 Taxi
1 ) Bus
[ ) Other

Please explain

] Yes

[ ) N0

(1)
(2)

(3)

c) How long does it take you to go from your, [ ) 15 minutes or less (1)
other school to your E.S.L. school? 1 ) 16 30 minutes (2)

) 31 45 minutes (3)
) 45 - 60 minutes (4)

) More than one hour (5)

Please turn the page.

141 6.0
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L. VOW TOO FEU ABOUT ICBM
7.'

I. this section% we would like to Isom a little bit about hey you feel about

school. llowentary students say mower gosetiess 1 to 7. Junior mid

Senior Righ students soy mower (*Wiese 1 to I.

Qualities

1. Do you la. poise to school is Calgary?

Cas you tell.= why?

2. Did you like going to school is the
country you lived is beforo?

Cos you tell us why

3. Do you like your Z.S.L. class

Can you tell ma Why?

4. Aro you looming English as quickly as you

want to?

Asmara

1 1 Yes (1)

I i Nin (2)

1 3 Yes (1)

I 1 Vs (2),

Yes (1)

I I NO (2)

1 Yes

I I No

a) Con you tell ow why you are sot learnt', Coolish as quickly as

you went to?

Pleas* turn the psge.
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E. HON YOU FEEL ABOUT SCHOOL (Continued)

Question

5. Do you like your other classes?

Can you tell se why?

6. Can you understand your other teachers well
enough to do your schoolwork?

8.

Answers

[ 1 Yes (1)

I Nn (2)

[ 3 Yes
j No

If NO

a) If you can't understand your other teachers well
enough to do your schoolwork, what do you do in
your regular classes?

7. Do you like living in Canada? Yes (1)

I ]
f2)

Can you tell se why?

S. Do you have any Canadian friends?

If TES

[ j Yes (1)

] No 1 (2)

a) How often do you visit with your
Canadign friends after school? [ ] Everyday

[ j Twice a week
j Cnce a week

[ ] Now and then
( j Only once in a while

[ 3 Never

Please turn the page
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(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
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L. NOW YO0 10ELL am moot, (costlim.d) O.

Questies Asewers

h. When you first *carted school here, did you
have trouble eiderstasdiss what yes should de 1 ) Yes

(2)
(1)

In school?

a) When yee first stpitted Scheel here,
helped yes understood the school better:

I. 'A student ape/Alen peer lamessae amd 1 i Yes (1)

leglieb? ; 1 ) 110 (2)

11. Am adult interpreter? 1 ( YOo (1)

( ) Me (2)

t

111., Your el:sprees teacher? I I Ts* (1)

( 1 IN (2)

iv. lour E.S.L. teacher? 1 1 Yes (1)

I I No (2)

Any cements?

10. Now ofton do Your teschers talk to your
parents about how you are doing in school?

11. Would you like your teachers to talk to your
parents sore often about how you are doing in

school?

Any comments?

1 1 Two times year (1)

.1 1 One time year (2)

I Never (3)

r 1 Yee (1)

No (2)

Please turn the pase.
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c(-

E. HOW YOU FEEL MOUT SCHOOL (Continued)

For High SChool students only:

12. What Changan would you like to see in your
high school prograe

a) Credit for E.S.L. classes ( 1 Yes (1)

[ I No (2)

b) Hore time to study by yourself. I 1 Yes (1)

I 1 N0 (2)

c) Hors Job training. I ] Yee (1)
.... I 1 Ho (2)

d) A teacher who could help you with English ( 1 Yes (1)

after you finish E.S.L. classes. - 1 ] N0 (2)

e) Special E.S.L. classes for Social Studies, 1-1 Yes (1)

Science, .stc. . 1 I No (2)
.

Any consents?

.

4.1

Thank you for helping us out by answering all these questions!

C1293
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INSTRUCTIONS roa =MAL /NTOINATION QUESTIONS 1.

First of all, I would like,to find out gems general information about you
and your family.

I will read the question to you amd than read the list of pcssible answers.
You may choose the &newer which best applies to you.and will check it off.

Let's try an example.

Pl. Now many children do you have? [ Nome
[ 1 - 3 children
[ ] 4 - children
[ J 7 - I children
[ J 10 or more

Do you understand?

O.K. Let's begin

l
C1313



A. 2102214L 1311012141102 2.

First man in(ousatiso sheet and yeerself.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(3)

yen give no some general
(insert mos of 2.2.L. tagiest)

(buistiee

1. Sew alA is

Assam

1 1 6 9
I 1 10 12

1 1 13 15

1 1 16 22

1 1 Over 18

2. Is be/she a bey or-a girl? 1 1 ley (1)

1 Girl (2)

3. Whet grads is be/she is? ( 1 I.C.3. (1)

1 1 1 3 (2)

1 1 A 6 (3)

1 1 7 9 (4)

t 1 10 ... 12 (5)

4. Viet eopotry does sena front 13 Vistas (1)

(Write in epee of eseetry bores ( ] Chins (2)

) ( j Mang Aemg (3)

I Other Asian Comotriee (4)

t Mime (5)

1 Other Countries NC
soatieeet .

(6)

5. lee nosy years did se to j 3 'sere er loos (l)

school in his/her ord7en-irgiaryt I ) 4 years (2)

t 7 2 years (3)

1 1 10 12 years (4)

6. Nov lees has been is Canada? 1 1 LOSS than 6 meths (1)

I 1 6 seethe 12 eenchs (2)

I 1 13 sour' LS meths (3)

1 1 12 meths 24 seethe (4)

( Over 2A seethe (5)

7. Sea left hes be/she lived in Calgary? 1 Lase then 6 menthe (1)

( 6 seethe -12 neva. (2)

\ 1 13 seethe 12 meths (3)

t ) 12 essthe 24 seethe (4)

( ) Over 24 wombs (5)

S. Vim lseg hes be/sho hove attendimg
E.S.L. classes la Calipery? 1 Lass 'than 6 neenhe (1)

1 j 6 moths< 12 mambo (2)

I 1 13 swaths, 12 meths (3)

1 12 maths 24 seethe (4)

( I Over 24 nest* (5)

C1323



A. GENERAL IlIFORNATION (Continued/

livestion

12. What la your relationship to

?

13. Do you work outside the home?

14. Row such English do you speak?

(Verify in hox at right.)

AMMOTS

3.

( 3 Mother (1)

[ I Father (2)

[ ) brotber ex Sister , (3)

[ ] Other relative (4)

[ 3 Guardian (5)

( ] Other (please specify) (6)

[ ] Yes (1)

( I No (2)

/OR INTERVIEWER 70 COMPLETE:

1 ] No English (1)

[ ) little English (2)

( ] Quite a bit of English (3)

1 3 Ne/she speaks English well (4)

a) Can you explain why you ate sot liarniug English as quickly as

you watt to?

15. lave you ever visited
school(s)?

16. Nave you ever talked to a teacher
or principal about
progress on the phone

(3 Tes (1)

1 No (2)

[ J.Tes (1)

'0 1 1 No
(2)



A. GZSZIAL MOMMIMATIOO (retired) 4.

Orestes Aswan

O. Met Is 's Win, address? [ I Mirth (1)

I I Zast (2)

[ I Mist (3)

I I Southwest (4)

I I rothesat (5)

10. Shot oohed der attend [ I Sofft (1)

ter slimes alierg.L.? I I Zest (2)

I I Sest (3)

I I Sestrest (4)

I I Soothers (5)

( I See't know (4)

1.1. Whet eared does be/she
surd for ZAS.LA Orme.?

I North

I I lost

I I Vest

[ I retreat
I Southeast

[ I Des't hem

If err= for 10 sad 11 altars

a) Noe does So so
blether Z.S.L. class?

I I Taxi

[ I Sue
I I Other (Please espria)

b) Do you feel that this traesportaties
arrasseeest la satisfattrY1 I I Tes

I I So

Mould you ears to russet further about
transportation arrogreents?

18

C1343
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A. INSTEICTIONS YOR MINION QUESTIONS
5.

O.L. Thank you very much for that general las:motion.

Nov I would like ta fled out your spision en several topics.

Lot sa explain how the questioss work.

I will read a question to you, such as:

"Are you satisfied with the weather today?"

In this question, "satisfied" seam that you are pleam: with the weather and do

sot want it to chenge.

Tou say respond to the question in sea of sit ways:

5 or 'Very Satisfied"

4 or 'Satisfied"

3 or "Dadecided"

o
mans that you are very pleas d with the

weather today and definitely not vent it

to change.
I

I

ssank that you find the acceptable today

and do sot want it.to change.

seam that you can't sake up yoUr mind whether or

not_you would like the weather to change today.

2 or "Dissatisfied" omens that the weather is not acceptable today

asd you want it to thanes.

1 oi "Very Dissatisfied" mans that yeu are very displeased with the

weather today and definitely want it to change.

0 or "Don't Ymow" means that you cannot answer the question about

the weather for lack of information.

Do you usderstand this method of questioning?

Also, from time to time, I will ask you for comments on a topic, and I vill.try to

write dovn your ansuers.

Do you have any questions?

0.1.. Let's Begin.

C1353





C. YOUR OPINION REGARDING YOUR ann's PROGRESS 
7. 

In this section I would like to ask you 
how you feel about the way your child 

is 

progressiag 
in his acquistioa of laglish. 

Qweation 

alp 

1. Are you satisflod with the way that 

he/she la bales taught Isglish? 

2. Are you satisfied that he/ehe is Lantos . 

English as quickly se you mast lits/ber toy 
5 4 3 2 

Uould ytm cars to comsat further zsgerdist 
's progress is learning &relish? 

3. Ars you satisfied with the way that bis/ber 

othar classes are helping him/bor lona 

English? 

4. Are you satisfied with the progress be/she 

is making in his/her ether classes? 
. 

Would you care to comment further regardisg 

'a progress la his/her 

ether classes?. 

r1373 
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a. TO00, MEM ISCARDINS SOU CIZI041 40,052110T S.

Mosw I yeala like se sok yam hew yes gill sheet the gay year &lid le adjusting

seeially, t1si317. sad soltsrally le lagawil is Calldf7.

geese law

1. Are yea satisfied that Is adjestlas

se Wills la Calgary?

2. Are yes satisfied that IA tibias

Comedies grinds?

Caeld yes esssest amplieys that the eihael
salad help yam *lid adjast batter?

3. Ass yes satimeted that bash.
teals st ease. La hie/har I.S.L. elms?

4. Asa yea satisfied that beishsfeels st sass
is hisfirr ether elassee?

4110111111

4v

/49
e

#
5 4 3 2 1 _ 0

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

1

111

&aid yea sugg est asy wage that shoo easel
scald be/p year and teal sets at asset

1,,I

5. Are yea satisfied that 1111 be

able to maintain iisaria7rarideatire 5 4. 3 2 1 0

.

7

G. Are yes satisfied that sill be

able to asisteis hisAarinliorMisers? i 5 4 3 2 1 0

Could yes smapat my ways that the Whoa
woad help year WU estatalaklahar
saltassi hweitage?

1 5

C1383
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L. TOUR OPINION MAID= INI ODITACT TOO NAVE WITS IDOL CtILD'S SCIOOL .9

Fiaally. I would like to ask yea boo yiu /nil sheet the way the obsol hes explained

your shild's program and hill progress to you.

Question

1. Are you satisfied that you are
seceiviag =sough informal,' &pest
what
does at school?

2. Are you satialed that you are receiving
enough isforeatie about what subjects
heishe should be taking?

3. Are yes satisfied that you are receiving

!sough lafermation about what activities
be/she mold he involved la(soch as arms,
field trips. etc.)?

4. Ass you satisfied with the amount f
cestact you have bed withs

a) 's CU seashell

h) lio ether teachers?

c) 's ISI. school?

d) 'w ether school?'

Would you care to comient further en the

amount of contact you have had with
's stiownI(s)?

E1393

iP

41 41 fP

g JP 44.

AP4.s
z../

de IF

3 4 3 2

3 4 3 2

4 3 2

3 4 3 2

3 4 3 2

3 4 3 2

3 4 3 2

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0



100ROUNIO, mum TM =ACT 100 01111 1001 CULDIS OCNOOL. 10.

(Cooriamed)

Qoassisa AMPS'S

4. Ara yea eariodiad tbet you bsve bees -de
suave et ether serrises the seboal ses
yeaVide far you sod year sueb ass

a) isterpreenr servissm 3

b) aeumealiss serises 3

e) libsery morals., .3

d) spode/ MU sopa bo/ibe liaising 1.161. 3

a) @pedal help fee learailat lvvelso 3.

1) spegal help for ossasso: 3

Wield yee sore us asommat foram ablest tie
morvisse you feel the eabeel sboald provide
for your sidle

if .1
.? ar 4. -

..;" 41'
art e46. -e 4

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0

4 3. 2 1 0

4 -3 2 1 0

Umiak yam vary arab ter oberias pier 'Wises glob ue. I bops tbet ve will be

able re Saprove ear esivisea se your Obild and so other IAA. miaow im the

C1 403
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E.S.L. Teadher Questionmaire

15,y
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zinaucnors POI MACE10110 1100111141011 1.

Wore we WW1 dot whet yes Mak &beet the Calgary heard of Ideastlee's 1.114.
program it meld br helpful to hove sem gametal Imakisimed isforustios Mout yes ss
as X.S.L. Casabas.

lack qusetlemoilll be followed bi a aeries et passible amewers. Please pet tick
4/) la the bat beside the amour that you fael best applies teTyiek

Imola

PI. Is Alt pert et Calgary do yes Iles? 1 Werth Salt

I I Ninth Vest
[ 3$v.tkkat
[ Jksth Mist
[ J I don't live

la Calgary

If yes live is the North Last part et Calgary., put a tick (i) is the first bea.

If yaw live is the Werth West pert ef Calgary, put tick (./) is the weed Mu.

If you live la the South Last pert of Calgary, put a tick (i) is the third boa.

If yes live la the Smith West pert ef Calgary, put tick (i) la the fOurth hes.

If yeu deu't live la Calgary, put tick 60 la ths fifth bee.

Please tars the page.
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A. SACKGROUND INFOINATION 2.

could you please give us some background information about your work situation and
your training in second linguage instruction.

Question Answers

1. At what instructional leVel do you teach? [ I Elementary (1 )

1 I Junior Righ (2)

[ I Senior Nish (3)

2. In which Areas are the schools in which [ ) North (1)

you teach? [ I East (2)

[ I West (3)
[ ) Southwest (4)

i ] Southeast (5)

3. What is your teaching assignment? I 3 .4 (1)

11.5 (2)

( I .6 , (3)
[ I Full time (4)

4. How many E.S.L. students do you see per day? [ ) 20 students or less (1)

[ ) 21 - 30 students (2)

1 ] 31 - 40 students (3)
[ I 41 50 students (4)

[ I 51 40 students (5)

1 ] 61 70 students
[ I 71 80 students
[ I Hors than 80 students

5. (For elementary teachers only)
How do you students come to class? 1 ) Taxi (1)

, [ I Bus (2)

[ I Their E.S.L. class is
in the same school (3)

[ I Other (Please specify J4)

6. How much prep time do you have per day? 1 3 None (1)

) Less then 30 minutes (2)

[ 3 31 - 60 minutes (3)
1 I 61 90 minutes (4)

I,More than 90 minutes' -(5)

7. Do you speak any language other than English? [ I Yes (1)
) No ---] (2)

If YES:

a) Is your first language other than English? 1 3 Yes
[ ] No

b) Does knowing another language help you as
an E.S.L. teacher? [ 3 Yes

I ] No

Would you care to comment further about how knowing a second
language has helped you as an E.S.L. teacher?

Please turn the 'page
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(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)



A.

a.

BACKCIOMOV DIV010101011 (COst'd.)

Questisa .

lewaeach fateel training is sesead language
instruction have you received?

S. Sew sissy isservice activities se escaped
leagues* lassuage lastractlea have you
&needed this year?

10. Sew may conferences ea second lassoes*
lastructios hove you ever attended?
(such as *TESL, TESOL.

U. Now many texts os secoad linguaii
iastruction hive you read on your own?

I Nee*
I I 1 2 university pears*.
I j 3 5 university courses
11 Mere than 5 aaiversity

courses

3.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

I Ness (1)
( I 1 2 imeervice activities (2)
I ] 5 5 laserviee astivities (5)
) heft thew 5 laservias
activities (4)

I ) hese

I 112c.ofareec..
I ) 3 - 5 coafereaces
[ I Wire than 5 teetering.

[ Nees
) 1 - 2 teats

[ 1 3 - 5 texts
[ I More then 5 tants

12. Mow ainy journal articles se second leagues* [ I Nei*
iastrOctien have you reed this year? [ 3 1-2 articles

1 ) 3.-5 articles
[ 3 Mere than 5 articles

13. In yoot opinion, which of the reseurses,
sontioaad in questions 6-11 has.heleed
you the vest in coping with the aside
if L54.. students?

14. Which of these resources has hilped you
the least in coping mith the ass* of
IAA. stolen'?

15. Was anything else helped you cope with
the educational needs of E.S.L. students?

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Cawing smother language (1)
Felmal traisiag in secead
lemmas. lastractioa. (2)

Isservica activities es
secosd leagues*
isstracties. (5)

Ceafereaces suemeceed
isetructioa. (4)

Texts ea sassed lassies*
lestracties. (5)

Journal articles se secood
leagues. imetrocties. (i)

)4aswies Another lassaige (1)
reveal milting is vetoed

laagasge lastractioa. (2)
Ieservies activities ea
goosed lassies.
lestimetise., (3)

Cseisreeess,os seised
lasguaes lastrictiee. (4)

Teets ea sassed lahsiage
lestruetioa. (5/

Journal articles en oscsad
law:4e isstruction. (4)



INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPINION QUESTIONS 4.

Now that we knee a l/ttle bit aboct your background we would like to know what you
think about the Calgery 'Ward of Education's E.S.L. program. There are four areas

in particular that are being considered. These include:

1. Student Needs
2. Teacher Needs
3. Program Needs
4. Communication Needs

The questionnaire works like this. You will be provided with a'statement regarding

one of these four areas. You can agree or disagree by using a six-point scale and

then you can add your own comments or suggestions.
4

Example: 4
.

"'".
Ltr *

4F 4 4" 4 4' 2, Comments and
Sug..tion.

Pl. As an Albertan,
I feel that:

a) Winter should be abolished. 4 3 2 1 0

If you stronely serg that winter should be abolished, draw a circle (0) around 5.

If you arise that winter should be abolished, draw a circle (0) around 4.

If you can't make up your mind whether or not winter should be abolished, draw a
cirtlo (0) around 3.

If you disagree that winter should be abolished, draw a circle (0) aroued 2.

If you strongly disagree that winter should be abolished, draw a circle (0) around

1.

If yea can't answer the question due to lack of information about winter in Alberta,
draw a circle (0) around O.

In additioa, if you would like to add a comment or suggestion about abolishing

winter in Alberta, you may write in the box on the right under "Comment".
Please be brief but please comment!

Please turn the page.
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I. intuit NEEDS

Will you think about the various needs your studeets demonstrate and consider the following statements.

1. Prior to the commencement of lastruction in I.S.L.
1 feel thst my students were:

Comments and Suggestions

3.

a) Assessed adequately

.

3 4 3 2 1 0

b) Placed in the ppropriate grade. 3 4 3 2 1 0 .

c) Placed in the appropriate S.S.L. class. 3 4 3 2 1

Please turn the page.
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2. Within ay E.S.L. classroom, I feel that
I am providing my students with:

S.

4..0
1 0 di

be
sp e ,,A AP

...e o do q.

s, q,
4P

sr 0 0
Comments and Suggestions

6.

a) Effective instruction for their language needs. 5 4 3 2 1 0

,

b) Adequate support for theft social needs. 5 4 3 2 1 0

c) Adequate support for their emotional needs. 5 4 3 2 1 0

d) Adequate support for their cultural needs. 5 4 3 2 1 0

i

Please turn the page.
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. 3. le the E.S.L. students' regular claim*
1 feel that they are being provided with:

Suggestions for Improvement

7.

s) Effective supplementary instrectiom for their 3 4 3 2 1 0

Iseguage needs.
a

;

,..

II) Adequate support for their social moods.

y

3 4 3 2 1 0 .

e) Adequate support for their emotional seeds. 3 4 3 2 1 0

d) Adequate support for their cultural needs. 3 4 3 2 1 0

, 4

Please turn the page.



4. In th E.C,L. tudent' regular environment
I feel that they are being provided with:

411'

0410

1
le 46 Si

y
45"

cli

101
.4
e 404 4 .

4" o it..

-11111111-101111111 MOIL 1.11. mil

Comments and Suggestions

8.

a) Effective informal language experience. 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) Adequate support for their social needs.

,

.

5 ' 4 " 3 2 1 0

I

c) Adequate upport for their emotional needs. 5 4 3 2 1 0

,

,

'
,

d) Adequate upport for their cultural needs. 5 4 3 2 1 0

Please turn the page.
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5. What ether student needs ould be addressed by the E.S.L. program?
Please @wisest bow thin eon bot accomplished.

1.11.L. Student Needs Comments end Suggestions

a)

b)

^

e)

Please turn the page.



C. TRACNER NEEDS
--

Will you Wok about your own needs as an E.S.L. teacher and consider the following statements.

1. As an C.S.L. teacher, I- feel that:

U.
t o

4%

b e. da
be' e

... 4 s:+ AP
0-A .,,

... cit'

.v- v v Comments and Suggeation.

10.

a) My position io secure as a *toff member in y
school. 5 4 3 2

b) I am a part of the staff of my school.

.

5 4

..;,----

3 2 1 0

.

c) I have adequate support from other staff
members in my school 5 4

_

- 3 2 1 0

LI

Please.turn the page.



2. As am S.S.L. teacher, I feel that:

40'64
400

11.. ie
40` Aelb IP 04 40 0;4,

4fr fi 41411 ge Comments and Suggestions

11.

a) The staffing formula of 12:1 Is appropriate for
the E.S.L. classroom. 5 4 3 2 1 0

14 The systen I responsive to making staffing
changes for E.S.L. as class slues change.

\
5 4 3 2 1

,

0

c) I have adequate prep time. 5 4 3 2 1 0
,

_

L..

4

Please turn the page.



3. As an E.S.L. teacher, I feel that:

0 04
g.4 0

o d3
eb 0' ....14es / .%. 0 A6, ,z4.

4:-.4, %.
es .* Oc'b.

Comments and Suggestions

12.

.

s) Sufficient tiae is provided by the system
for my professional development. 5 3 2 1

b) Sufficient,inservice activit1es are provided
by the E.S.L. consultant team. 5 4 3 2 1

c) I sm made aware of external professional
development activities (such as courses,
conferences, etc.) available to me. 5 4 3 2 I 0

Please turn the page.



4. What other teacher needs hoeld be addremeed by the CALL. program?
Flew' ugliest how tide can be accomplimhed.

W.W.I.. Teacher Needs Comment. id Suggestions

13.

Plemme tura the page.



D. PROGRAM NEEDS

Will you think about ,the needs of the.E.S.L. program and consider the following ststements.

1. A. an E.S.L. teacher in the Calgary Board of Education system,
1 feel that the following program developments in E.S.L.
should be implemented:

4P

b 0 di
be'

.
.

do
6'

,I.

,,,, .,4. -
,b 4W 40S. 0, I Comments and Suggestions

14

Curriculum develpment for each Division. 5 4 3 2 1 0

) 'Curriculum consistency across th ,?. system for the
Division in which you teach. 5 4 3 2 1 0

i

c) Locally developed curriculum guidelines and teaching
suggestions for each Division. 5 4 3 2 1 0

d) Provincially developed curriculum guidelines
and teaching suggestions for each Division. 5 4 3 2 1 0

e) Program standards (i.e. entrance and exit standards) 5 4 3 2 1 0

) Program articulation with ubjects in the regular
program.

5 4 , 3 2 1 0

g) Standardized testing procedures. 5 4 3 2. 1 0

) A guide for E.S.L. resource materials. 5

1) Administrative directions and guidlines for
processing students.

5 4 3 2 1 0

j) Priority guidelines for students with multiple needs 5 4 3 2 1 0
1

Please turn the page.



2. As en S.S.L. teacher, I feel that there is a need for
,sdditional support services front

4
.**

.4610 4016

Zr 4 if

0, e 046 Consents sad Suggestions

Is.

) Interpreters 5 4 3 2 I 0

) Scheel Psychologists 5 4 3 2 1 0
.

) Guidance counsellors 5
.

4 I 2 1 0
.

.

d) None Lisloon Workers 5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

F

I

0

0 a" a

L
4) Speech Pathologists

f) Iteseurce Roots Tesehers 5 4 3 2 1 0

g) Pere-professionals 5 4 3 2 1 0 ,

.

) Parent/Student Volunteers 5 4 3 2 I 0



3. (FOR ELEMENTARY E.S.L. TEACSERS ONLY)

As an E.S.L. teacher in the Elementary School.
I feel that: t

4

em
0,d,

b.b' 41..

e ...0
4$ a so 4 Si V-

4e 4, 6 e es ..
s e N, t

g:' 1. IP o s'i.

Comments and Suggestions

16.

a) Transportation arrangements for E.S.L. students
0

'
0

do not interfere with the teaching process.

'
.

5 4 3 2 1 0
,

.
.

b) Transportation arrangements for E.S.L. students .

do not interfere wlth the learning process. 5 4 3 2 1 0

,...

. .

c) The language needs of E.C.S. to Grade 2 children
are better served within the regular classroom." :5 4 3 2 1 0

.

.
.

. ..

d) The itinerant E.S.L. teacher concept for 5 4 3 ' 2 1 0

Division 1 children should be expanded. .

ease turn me page.



4. (roa SECONDARY S.S.L. TUC)IERS ONLY)

As a Sigh School teacher, I feel that the following
program alternatives should be mode available In
the Nigh School &SA. program:

40 4#P00
'0 i e s3IP

p

401 '

ce :OP 1, / 4aFS
fv4. 9 4' qk 0,

Comments and Suggestion.

a) Reception clalses for sew 11.5.1.. *basalts. 5 4
l

3 2 1 '

b) Accreditation for S.S.L. courses 5 4 3 2 1

c) ledepAndent study projects. 5 4 3 2 1

d) Vocational progreming. 5 4 3 2 1 0

8) Transition cleaves In B.S.L. using content
(o.g. skill. across the curriculum) 3 4 3 2 1 0

f) Traneition classes In content areas 5 4 3 2 1 0 .

) Tutorial ervices for students integrated into
regular chimes.

5 3 2 1 0

LI

?leans turn the page.
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18.

5. What other program needs should be addressed?
Please suggest how this con be accomplished.

E.S.L. Program Needs Comments and Suggestions

a )

b)

c)

1 9

Please turn the page.
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R. COMMUNICATION WEEDS

Will you think about the importance of two-way communications about the
program and conaider the following statements.

As am R.S.L. teacher, I feel that communication regarding
individual tudents' progress I. adequate hawses se and:

..
*, 0 44' CP V4e 41/11. OP 40

Comment. and Suggestions

19.

a) The parents of my IAA. students 5 4 3 2 I 0

h) The regular classroom teachers of my R.S.L. students 5 4 3 2 I 0

c) The resource room teacher 5 4 3 2 I 0

d) The guidance counsellor 5 4 3 2 I .

e) The Language Arts staff 5 4 3 2 I 0

f) My principal 5 4 3 2 I 0

g) The ILIA. consultant 5 4 3 2 I 0
I

h) My former E.S.L. students 5 4 3 2 I

h) Anyone else? 5 4 3 2 1 0

(Write in your suggestion here)

Thank you for your help!



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR REGULAR CLASSROOM TRACKERS OF E.S.L. STUDENTS
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INSTRUCTIOUS FOR BACKGROUND INFORMATION QUZSTIONS 1.

Before we fiad eut what you thiek about the Calsery board dif Education's
progras it would be helpful to have seas general hackgrouad information about yew as
a regular classroas teacher ef LS.L. atomising.

Each question will be followed by a series of possible amswers. Please put a tick
61) in the box besid, the answer that you feel best applies to you.

ExamPle:

PI. In utat part of Calgary do you livet j North East
1 North Viet
1 South East
1 South Viet

i 1 I don't live
la Calgary

(1).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(3)

If yoti live in,the NOrth East part of Calgary, put a tick (V) in tho first box.

If you live in the Uorth Vast part of Calgary, put a tick 6,0 in the seem! box.

If 5,ou live in the South Last part ef Calgary, put a tiCk (I) in the third boa.

If you live in the South West pert af Calgary, put a tick 6/) in the fourth box.

If you don't live in Calgary, put a tick (/) in the fifth bait.

Please turn the pags.
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A. SACKGROUND INFORMATION

Could rA please give us some background information about your work situation.

2.

1.

Question

At What instructional level do you teach?

Answers

) Elementary (1)

) Junior High (2)

[ 3 Senior High (3)

2. For which Area Office do you teach? ) North (1)
) East (2)

[ 3 West . (3)
[ 3 Southwest (4)

[ 3 Southeast (5)

3. How many E.S.L. students (i.e. students [ 3 None (1)

currently receiving E.S.L. instruction) [ 3 1-2 E.S.L. students (2)

do you have ikyour class or classes? [ 3 3-5 E.S.L. students (3)
;4.

[ 3 6-8 E.S.L. students (4)

[ 1 9-10 E.S.L. students (5)

'

[ 3 Hoie than 10 E.S.L.
students (6)

4. (FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ONLY)
To what Area do your E.S.L. students travel [ 3 North (1)

for E.S.L. instruction? [ ) East (2)

[ 3 West (3)

[ 3 Southwest (4)

1 3 Southeast (5)

5. (FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ONLY)
How do your E.S.L. students travel to [ 3 Taxi (1)

their E.S.L. class? [ 3 Sus (2)

i,

I 3 Their E.S.L. class
is in the sane school(3)

[ 3 Other (Please (4)

Specify)

6. (FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS ONLY)
What subjects do ytu teeth? [ 3 Math -(1)

[ 3 Science (2)

[ ) Social Studies (3)

[ 3 Typing (4)

[ 3 Physical Education (5)

[ ) Other (Please
Specify)

190
C1633
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INSTRUCTIORS FOR CRIXION MOTION 3.

Now that we have mew enteral information &beet your teaching situstion, ws would
like to kaow whet you think about the Calgary Jeard of Sducation's E.S.L. program.

You will be provided with statement about LILL. You can agree or disagree usimg
a six-wint cale.

Example:

Pl. As an Albertan,
I feel that: 411.

41b
.000 sA si

4. slit'
4fr

4,6
0 or _g

a) Winter should be abolished. 5 4 3 2 I 0

If you very deinitely agree that winter should be abolished, draw a circle (0)
around 5.

If you agree that winter should be abolished, draw a circle (0) around 4.

If you can't make up your wind whether or not winter should be abolished, draw a
circle (0) around 3.

If you disagree' thst winter should be abolishedr draw a circle (0) around 2.

If you very definitely disagree that winter should be abolished, draw a circle (0)
around 1.

If you can't &sewer the question due to lack of information ahout winter n Alberta,
draw a circle (0) around 0.

In addition, from time to tisa, your comments on a topic Vill be requested.

Note that some questions are either for Elementary of Secondary teachers only.

Please turn the page.



. OPINION QUESTIONS 040
O It

.e' u,1. As the regular classroom teacher of E.S.L. students, 06 b , co 04,
it is my opinion that I provide: Nfi e 4' " 40

a) Effective supplementary language instruction for
my E.S.L. students

b) Adequate support for the social needs of ry E.S.L.
students.

c) AdeqUite support for the emotional eeeds of my
E.S.L. students.

d) Adequate support for the cultural needs of My E.S.L.
stUdents.

2. As the regular classroom teadher of E.S.L. etudents,
it is sly opinion that my school provides:

a) Effective informal language experience
for my E.S.L. students.

b) Adequate support for the social needs
of my E.S.L. students.

c) Adequate support for the social needs of
my E.S.L. students.

d) Adequate support for ths cultural needs
'of my E.S.L. students

3. As the regular classroom teacher of E.S.L. students,
it is my opinion that the E.S.L. program provides:

a) Effective language instruction for the
language needs of my E.S.L. students.

b) Adequate suPport for the social needs,
of<sy E.S.L.'students

c) Adequate support for the emotional needs
'ed my E.S.L. students.

d) Adequate support for the cultural needs
of my E.S.L. students.

410 e c$, gi .cS" .'-
40 4 b 0' 40

cP
. (.

It'fr qt. e Sr' 0'

5 - 4

,

3 2 1

c

o

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 -2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 i 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 ° 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

543210

5 4 3 2 1 0

Would you care to comment further about the needs of your E.S.L. students which
ere not being currently met?

Please turn the page
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a

4. As a regular classroom teatber f L.$.Lo etudents,
I feel that osammalcatien regarding L.S.L. studeuts needs
to be InOrsaid banosea,We and:

.

a) The E.S.L. teacher

to) 7he systems level cseidimater

c) The *TM. et my 11.S.L. tudents

d) The rase:Arcs rem' teacher

e) Ihe said:lace :wassailer

f) My principal

g) Anyone else?

5.

4,e 0,0 I, Av.
4S'A b 4

br 4 1.-

ee
0 e " 0,OP

e
et .44

0:17 0 or le 4016 100

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

bill

TiRTilryour suggestion here

-11

Would you care to cement further regardlag the inprovement et communication related
,to Z.S.1.. students?

5. What suggestions can you sake for the improvement of the E.S.Lm program, its
orgaaisation end its wades of instruction?

1

C1663
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6. (FOR ELEKENTARY TEACH= ONLY) 6.

4eAs a regular classroom teacher of E.S.L. students, 0
c m ,I feel that:

VS
itcb

s7,j)
m 4

a) Transportation arrangements for E.S.L. students
do not interfere with the teaching process.

b) Transportation arrangements for E.S.L. Students

05° t4' e e
5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

do mot.interfere with the learning process. %

Would you care to comment further about your E.S6L. students' transportation
arrangements?

4
4F'

4c . 4
tr s . 40 0

e" e -4" A(
S;2$' 1* 4 Co . 4

A"
, ,t, ...r-

g.,

c) The itinerant E.S.L. resource teacher, 5

concept should be expanded.

d) The language needs of E.C.S. to Grade 2 children 5

are better served in an integrated situation.
(i.e. remaining in their regular classroom
ith occasional specialized E.S.L. help).

4 3 2° 1

4 3 2 I

Would you care to comment further ibout the integration of E.C.S. Children into
regular classrooms?

Please turn the page
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7. (FOR =ROM 7ZACRUS ORLT)

As regal, classroom is:ocher et 141.1. students
I feel that the following programs alternatives slululd
be made available for Secemiary E.S.L. students:

7.

e
4.

Ate 4fr

1,4i
Jo

As. e ..t c ....* -.6
40- .5 1r 4. 40- loo

0, W' 4i 0 46

a) Reception classes for new E.S.L. students. 5

h) Accredit:glen for L... courses.
.

S1 5
0

c) lade's:Went study 'rejects for E.R.L. tmdemts.' 5

d) Vecatiemal programmieg fisr L.S.L. studesie. 5

e) Tressitioi claseee in Z.S.1. wits content material 51

f) Tramoition classes in the ceecent areas (ie. separate 5
content classes fir L.S.1. :madames)

\ g) Tutorial services fot students integrated into regales 5.
closes:.

4 3 2

4 3' 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

S' 3 2 1

Uould you care to comment further about program alternatives which shield be made
available to Secondary E.S.L. students?

voininw

C1683
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PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

E.S.L. EVALUATION MUM

294;
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INSTRUCTIONS PON laCRSNOOND INFOONXTION QUESTIONS 1.

before ec fled set what yew think about the Calsary laard of Idecatioa's
program it would be helpful to have some passel backs:wad laformatioe about you as
a priacipal involved with the U.S.A. presrem.

Each question will be followed by a series of possible answers. Please put tick
(V) in the boa beside the answer that you feel best applies to you.

Zsample

Pl. ln what part el Calvary de yeti live? 1 1 berth last
1 1 North West

I 1 booth Seat
I ) Smith bOst

I don't live
in Gallery

(l)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

If you live in the North East part of Calgary, pet a tick (/) is the first box.

If you live in the North West part of Calsary, put a tick (/) in the second boa,
etc.

Please tern the pegs.



A. 3ACKGROAD INFORMATION

Could you please give us some background information about year school.

Question

1. At what instructional level is your school?

2. In what Area is your school?

3. Is there E.S.L. instruction at your school?

Answers

( 1 Elementary (1)

I 1 Elementary-Junior High (2)
( 1 Junior Nigh (3)

I 1 Junior High-Senior High(4)
( 1 Senior High (5)

1 North
( 1 East
( 3 West
( j Southwest
( 1 Southeast

( 1 Yes, my school is
host school

( 1 No, my school is a
feeder school

If NO:

a) Bow many E.S.L. students oet to their
E.S.L. class ty tell?

b) How many E.S.L. students get to
E.S.L. cleat by bus?

c) How many E.S.L. students walk to
to their E.S.L. class?

their

their

d) How many E.S.L. students get to their
E.S.L. class another way?
(Please specify)

5 students or less
6 - 10 students
11 - 15 students
More than 15 students

5 students or less
6 - 10 students
11 - 15 students
mare than 15 students

5 students or less
6 - 10 students
11 - 15 students
More than 15 students

5 students or less
6 - 10 students
11 - 15 tudents
More than 15 students

Transportation arrangements for E.S.L. ( 1 True

students in my school do not interfere 1 1 False

with the teaching process.

Transportation arrangements for E.S.L. 1 1 True

students in ay school do not interfere ( 3 False

with the learning process.

Would you Care to comment further about the impact
on both the E.S.L. and regular prOgrams.

of transportation

2.

Please turn the page.
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4. Approximately hew many E.S.L. students
misused in your school are currently
roceiving instruction?

5. Approximately bow many other studests ars
registered in your school lobo you foal should
be receiving 6.64.. iestructios bet aren't?

6. Approximately bow many students registered
in your school mho are receiving E.S.L.
instructios also demonstrate other said.
(Such as learning disobilities, physical
handicaps, etc.)

Would you lumina shat these disabilities are:

Number of E.S.L. students Nature of
with disabilities 1170-any

7. Approximately how many parents of
students have you met with this year to
discuss their child's progress?

C1723

3.

1 1 20 students or less
21 30 students

1 3 31 40 students
1 41 - 50 students

1 3 51 - 60 students
1 3 61 70 students
1 71 60 students
1 3 Wore than 80 students

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(S)

1 I 20 studests sr lees (1)
1 1 21 30 students (2)
1 3 31 40 studests (3)
1 41 50 students (4)
1 I 51 60 students (5)
1 61 70 students (6)
1 71 SO students (7)
1 I Nine dos $0 students (6)

1 Nome (1)
1 1 3 students (2)
1 1 4 5 students (3)
1 3 Nose than 5 students (4)

( ] 5 parents or less (1)
1 ] 6 - 10 parents (2)

I l 11 ,' 15 parents (3)
1 1 16 .. 20 parents (4)
I I HOre than 20 parents (5)

Please turn the page.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPINION QUESTIONS 4.

Now consider the Calgary Board of Education's E.S.L. program and give us your

opinion about it in the following four areas:

1. E.S.L. Student Needs
2. E.S.L. Teacher Needs
3. E.S.L. Program Needs
4. E.S.L. Communication Needs

The questionnaire is designed in the following manner. You will be provided with a

statement regarding one of these four areas. You can agree or disagree by using a

six-point scale.

Example:

Pl. As an Albertan,
I feel that:

c

_mte
41)

dA
e ;,

0 0, 4P S
s'

Cfr Ce

a) Winter should be'abolished. 5 4 3 2 1 0

t.;

Draw a circle around the number which reflects your opinion on the statement:

5 a Strongly Agree, 4 Agree, 3 a Uadecided, 2 a Disagree, 1 Strongly Disagree,

0 a Don't Know.

Pleaae turn the page.
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I. Sa.l. nom MUDS

Cousidet hew E.S.L. studeut seeds are
currently being mat and react to the following
Stilitelleatil. As.v.

'45
stb

sb

S.

4.t.

4.46

vo.. A
-41:4 4or

1. The E.S.L. teachers are providias the E.S.1. gc. *
students earolled in my school with: 414 V° '; le sir le

a) Effective isstructies fer their language seeds 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) Adequate support fer their eecial meads. 5 4 3 2 1 0

c) Adequate seppert for their smotismal seeds. 5 4 3 2 1 0

d. Adsquete fee their 5 4 3 2 1 0 .support :natural weeds.

2. The regular classroom teachers le my scheel ace
providing wy LEA. students with:

a) Effective supplemestary iustruction for their
leagues. aseds. 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) Adequate support for their social seeds. 5 4 3 2 1 0

c) Adequate support for their emotional weeds. 5 4 3 2 1 0

d) Adequate support for their seeds. 5 4 3 2 1 0cultural

3. The overall environment la my school is providiug
my LS.L. studeuts with:

a) Effective isformal lasguage esperisace. 5 4 3 2 1 0
(e.g. through isfermal lategrition activities
such as pairlag with Emslish-speakieg
students, etc.)

b) Adequate support for their social used.. 5 4 3 2

(e.g. eacouraging participation la OltracUrriculAr
activities, etc.)

c) Adequmte support for their emotional needa. 5 4 3 2 1 0

(e.g. developing a sense of belonging, etc.)

d) Adequate support for their cultural seeds. 5 4 3 2 1 0

(e.g. Culture Fairs, cultural resource esterial, etc.)

Would jou cars to comment further about say E.E.1. studeut meads that yow feel
should be addressed.

Please turn the page.



C. E.S.L. TEACHER WEEDS

Consider how E.S.L. teacher needs are
currently being met and react to the following

6.

statements. 0 4' e
1. The system is providing adequate support for

tis$

cps 4E! KO>:
.c31

ocst,
4 P

.,

E.S.L. teachers from:
. 4

a) Interpreters 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) Psychologists 5 4 3 2 1 0

c) Guidance Counsellors. 5 4 3 '2 1 0

d) Home-School Liaison Workers 5 4 3 2 1 0

e) Speech Pathologists 5 4 3 2 1 0

f) Resource Room Teachers 5 4 3 2 1 0

g) Para-professionals 5 4 3 2 1 0

h) Parent/Studant Volunteers 5 4 3 2 1 0

i) Other (write your suggestion here) 5 4 3 2 1 0

2. In my opinion, additional support for E.S.14 teachers
should be Orovided by:

a) Interpreters 4 3 2 1 0

b) Psychologists 5 4 3 2 1 0

c) Guidance Counsellors 5 4 3 2 1 0

d) HomewSchool Liaison Workers 5 3 2 1 0

a) Speech Pathologists 5 4 3 2 1 0

f) Resource Room Teachers 5 4 3 2 1 0

g) Para-professionals 5 4 3 2 1 0

h) Parent/Student Volunteers 5 4 3 2 1 0

i) Other (as above) 5 4 3 2 1 0

. .

. Would you care to comment further regarding support services for E.S.L.
teachers?

C1753
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ci

4. LS.L. teachers as a group are provided etth
adequate professional developeeet time.

7.

te "de Air'
IP 0 Ci"

5 4 3 2 1 0

5. (FOR MOST PRIIICIPALS OKI)
AA principal of a best school. I would support 5 4 3 2 1 0

setting a joist prefessiosal dewslepeest day with

other best Z.S.L. schools to enable L.S.1. teachers

to meet for professional activities.

Would you care to cennout further es the professional
developsest seeds of L.S.L. tosehotei

7. An there other teacher seeds that yew fool should be addressed?

Please torn the page.



D. E.S.L. PROGRAM NEEDS

Consider E.S.L. programming needs which you have
observed either at the dhool or at the cystem
level and react to these statement..

6.

1. In developing a personnel profile of hiring criteria
for E.S.L. teachers, the following characteristic.
should be included;

4:111

,e,
e, sOs'

Yed"091%;i6e1#;%

a) Personal suitability 5 4 3 2 1 0

Training in second language acquisition 5 4 3 1 0

c) Attitudes toward immigrant children 5 4 3 2 1 0

d) Knowledge of teaching experience 5 4 3 2 1 0

e) Regular classroom teaching experience 5 4 3 2 1 0

f) Years of teaching experience 5 4 3 2 1 0

2)

h)

Interpersonal skills with fellow staff members

Other (write your suggestion here)

5 4 3 2 1 0

2. Please rank these hiring criteria for E.S.L.
teachers in the following manner:

I /mportant
II Should be Considered
III Not Important

a) Personal suitability I II III

b) Training in second
language acquisition

I II III

c) Attitudes toward
immigrant children

I II III

d) Knowledge xd
teaching experience

I II III

e) Regular classroom
teaching experience

I II III

f) Years of teaching
experience

II III

g) Interpersonal skills with
fellow staff members

I II III

h) Other (as above) I II III

210

Please turn the page.



3. As a principal involved in the E.S.L. program, I
feel that I have had an adequate eriemtation to:

a) Ibe E.S.L.'progran

b) The seeds of E.S.L. students

4. As a priacipel isvolved in the USA. PraSrww. I
feel that my regular teachers with £4.1. stelests
have bid as adequate eriestatiem te:

Ihe program

b) The needs ef steams

5. Would you mars to teemst farther sheet staff
'orientation te i.S.L.

,,
,..

.... e4,0 %14311:41irit 16

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1

3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

(FOR NOST PP1NCIPALS ONLY)
As priscipal of host school for E.5.1.- I fall
that I have been provided with:

a) Sufficient ismervice activities in the
area of E.S.L. teacher oval:witless

b) Adequate criteria to evaluate L.S.L. teachers

c) Would you care to cement further alamt your
role in E.S.L. teacher evaluation.

Ite..

"441' d'evo' ti," 464
5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

C1783 2
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10.

7. Administrative policies and guidelines should

be developed to help principals determine:

t

S
A!"

4

VP A S

SI'...
tr t7., g, .41 4P

0- 4e- _be, go e
07 . vib ..,-4,., 46 i

a) E.S.L. program organisation in the school 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) E.S.L. program sise in the school 5 4 3 2 1 0

c) E.S.L. class site in the school
5 4 3 ,2 1 0

d) A staffing ratio for Z.S.L. teachers 5 4 3 2 1 0

) A means of adjusting E.S.L. staff to

fluctuations in the E.S.L. student population

in the school durine the year

4 3 2 1 0

f) Criteria for entrance to E.S.L. classes
5 4 3 2 1 0

s) Criteria for pladement within available E.S.L.

classes

5 4 3 2 1 0

h) The degree of articulation between E.S.L. and

subject areas

5 4 3 2 1 0

1) Criteria for the referral of E.S.L. students

for assessment

5 4 3 2 , 1 0

j) Criteria for dealing with E.S.L. students with

multiple needs (learning disabilities, physical

handicaps, etc.)

5 4 3 2 1 0

k) Criteria for exit from E.S.L. classes 4 3 2 1 0

1) Criteria for termination of E.S.L. students

aged 18 and over

3 2 1

m) Other (write your suggestion here) 5 4 3 2 1 0

8. Curricular guidelines for E.S.L. should be developed

for Divisions I IV by:

a) The systms
5 4 2 1 0

b) The Department of Education
5 4 3 2 1 O.

c) The system and the Department of Education in

joint consultation

d) Would you care to comment further regarding

curriculum development for E.S.L.?

e. 5 4 3 2 1 0

2
C1793
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6. (4oa lummusi psxmalus anT)

a) The laaguage asses of E.C.S. to Grade 2 children
are better served within thmregular claim:roes.

111) The social amd smotiseal needs of Z.C.S. to
Grade 2 children are better served within the
regular classroom.

c) The cultural needs et Z.C.S. to Grade 2 children
are better served withie the regular classroom.

d) The Itiesrest LILL. Reeseree Teasher esecept
for Z.C.S. te Credo 2 children should be
expended egress tbm system.

e) The Immo needs of Grades 3 6 Children
are better served La the ILS.L. claaerese.

f) The Woman R.S.L. Resource Teacher concept
should be piloted for Grades 3 - 6 akildres.

$) Wauld you care to commeat further about the
Itiserast E.S.L. Resource Teacher concept?

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

543210
5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1

5 3 2 1 0

h) Would you care to rummest ee the special program
seeds of E.S.L. childrea la Grades 3 6?

10. (TOR SECONDARY PRINCIPALS ONLY)

The follow:mg program alterastives sheeld be made
available to L.S.L. students:

a) Reception classes for mew L.S.L. students.

b) Credit fer R.S.L. csoirses.

c) Iedepeadest study projects.

d) Vecatiseal pros:ries.

0) Treseities claoses in E.S.L. moles cestemt.
(e64. skills across the curriculum)

f) Traesitiee classes in subject areas for
students.

Tutorial services for students latograted into
regular classes.

h) Other (write your suggestion here)

$ )

C1803

4'6 )

VI,

...0, se 4.-... c ..
'A e'e

5 A 3 2 1 0

5 A 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

5 3 2 1



4

R. E.S.L. COMNICATION NEEDS 12.

Will you consider the Importance of twoway communication
about the E.S.L. Program and its students and react to

the following statements.
I

1. As a ichnol principal, I feel that communication
about Me E.S.L. student is adequate between me,
and:

4101.

'e
,e -6r7 `117

AO'

046

t

%.
e

4P

*16

a) The E.S.L. mother(*)

b) The regular classroom teacher(s) of the

5 11 3 2 1 0

E.S.L. student

c) The principal of the E.S.L. student's other
school (if applicable)

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

2. As a school principal, I feel that communication
abeut the E.S.L. program is adeluate between me
and:

0s) .The E.S.L. consultant 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) The E.S.L. supervisor 5 4 3 2 1 0

3. As a school principal, I feel that communication between

the parents of E.S.L. students and me is adequate

regArding:

a) The E.S.L. student's progress 5 4 3 2 1 0

b) The E.S.L. program 5 4 3 2 1 0

c) Regular program and course alternatives 5 4 3 2 1 0

d) Extracurricular activities
(e.g. field trips)

e) Additional services available in the sdhool

(e.g. counselling, library, etc.)

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

f) 'Special services available at the system level

(e.g. psychologists)

g) The school eyutem in general

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

Would you tire to comment further about communications regarding E.S.L.7,,

0813

Thank you for taking the time
to complete this questionnaire!



APPENDIX 3

Summary of Results by Questionnaire

a) ESL Student Interview/Questionnaire 183

b) ESL Parent Questionnaire 207

c) ESL Teacher Questionnaire 239

d) Regular Classroom Tiachers of ESL
Students Questionnaire 266

a) Principal Questionnaire 279

2
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ESL STUDENT INTERVIEW/QUESTIONNAIRE

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

1. OVERALL

SEX
(n 242)

Boys 135 (56%)

Girls 107 (44%)

A. DESCRIPTIVE DATA

NATIONALITY
.(3 242)

Asian 173 (72%)

European 27 (11%)

Other 22 ( 9%)

NR 20 ( 8%)

AGE'
(n 242)

6 - 9 years of age 40 (17%)

10 - 12 years of age 43 (18%)

13 - 15 years of age 76 (31%)

16 - 18 years of age 70 (29%)

Over 18 'years of age 12 ( 5%)

NR 1 ( 0%)

GRADE
(n 242)

K - 3 40 (17%)

'4 - 6 46 (19X)

7 - 9 84 (35X)

10 - 12 72 (30%)

YEARS IN SCHOOL
IN FORMER COUNTRY

(n 242)

0 - 3 years 59 (24X)

4 - 6 years 68 (28X)

7 - 9 years 75 (31X)

10 - 12 years 21 ( 9%)

t,

LENGTH OF TIME
'IN CANADA

LENGTH OF TIME
IN CALGARY

Less than 6 months 32 (13%) Less than 6 months 38 (16%)

6 - 12 months 58 (24X) 6 - 12 months 79 (33%)

13 - 18 months 47 (19%) '13 - 18 months 44 (18X)

19 - 24 months 43 (18%) 19 - 24 months 33 (14X)

Over 24 months 49 (20%) Over 24 months 40 (17%)

NR 13 (5%) 8 (3%)

TOTAL 242 242

CDS+5.1
C1833 2 1 6



NUMBEE OF ESL STUDENTS
IN FEEDER SCHOOLS

BY AREAL
(n 86)

NUMBER OF ESL STUDENTS
IN HOST SCHOOLS

ETAREAI
(n 242)

North 16 (19%) North 83 (34%)

last 23 (27%) East 95 (392)

West 6 ( 7%) West 34 0423
Southwest 15 (17%) Southwest 10 ( 4%)

Southeast 20 (23%) Southeast 17 ( 7%)

NI 6 ( 2%) NR 3 ( 1%)

1 Area means geographical area supervised by a C.N.E. Area Office

NUMBER OF ESL STUDENTS
WHO TRAVEL TO ESL CLASS

(w 86)

Students
Students

MODE OP TRANSPORTATION
OF ELEMENTARY ESL STUDENTS

(n 53)

who
who

travel 53 (622)
don't travel 30 (3520
IL 3 ( 3%)

LENGTH OF Tr?. TO TRAVEL
TO ESL CLASS

(11 ` 55)

Taxi 29 (552) Less than 15 minutes 41 (77%)

Bus 21 (40%) 16 - 30 minutes 8 (15%)

Other 3 ( 5%) 45 - 60 minutes 1 ( 2%)

NR 3 ( 6%)

ATTITUDE OF ELENENTARY STUDENTS
TOWARD TRAVEL TO ESL CLASS

(n 53)

Like travelling to ESL class _ 139 (74%)
Don't like travelling to ESL class 6 MP

NR 8 (15%)

COMMENTS: Positive - I can play while I'mi waiting.
It's a nice man.

Negative - No, you have to run quickly.
. No, I get a headache.
No, the taxi driver drives too fast.

;Undecided- Morning OK, afternoon I don't like it.



WHO ESL STUDENTS LIVE WITH
(n = 242)

With parents 199 (82%)

Not with parents* 42 (17%)

NR 2 ( 1%)

* (34 with Brother/sister, 4 with Relatives, 3 with Guardians)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF PARENTS
(n = 199)

FATHER MOTHER

Employed 156 (68%) 122 (61%)

Unemployed 34 (17%) 75 (38%)

NR 29 (15%) 2 ( 1%)

ENGLISH SKILLS OF PARENTS
(n = 199)

.

FATHER MOTHER

No English 44 (22%) 90 (45%)

A little English 66 (33%) 70 (35%)

Quite a bit of English 19 (10%) 20 (10%)

Speaks English well 40 (20%) 17 ( 9%)

NR 30 (15%) 2 ( 21)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
OF SECONDARY ESL STUDENTS

(n = 156)

ESL students employed 56 (36%)

ESL students not employed 90 (58%)
NR 10 ( 6%)

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT
OF SECONDARY ESL STUDENTS

(n = 56)

HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT
OF SECONDARY ESL STUDENTS

(n = 56)

Cleaning offices 23 (41%) Less than 8 hours 10 (18%)

In restaurant 21 (38%) 9 24 hours 27 (48%)

BabYsitting 4 ( 7%) 25 40 hours 18 (32%)

In store 2 ( 4%) NR 1 ( 2%)

Other* 4 ( 7%)

NR 2 ( 3%)

*. (1 Oddjobs in office, 1 'Microfilm, 1 Carpenter's helper

1 Delivery of flyeiS)

CDS+5.4
0853



B. SURMA= OF ATTITUDES OF ESL STUDENTS - OVERALL

, ATTITUDES
(n gi 242)

QUESTION TES no
NO

RESPONSE

Do you like living in Canada? 215 (89Z) 16 ( 72) 11 ( 52)

Do you like going to School in
Calgary? 232 (96%) 8 ( 3%) .2 ( 1%)

Did you like going to school in
the country you lived in before? 195 (81%) 29 (12%) 18 ( 71

Do you like your ESL class? 207 (86%) 20 ( 8%) 15 ( 62)

Are you learning English as
quickly as you want to? 183 (76%) 53 (22%) 6 ( 2%)

Do you like your other classes? 206 (85%) 19 ( 82) 17 ( 72)

Do you understand your other
teachers (i.e. not ESL) well
enough to do your school work? 188 (78%) 30 (122) 24 (10%)

Do you have any Canadian friends? 161 (67%) 73 (30%) 8 ( 3%)

When you first started school hare
did you have trouble understanding
what you should do? 173 (71%) 58 (242) 11 ( 52).

Would you like your teachers to
talk to your parents more often? 134 (55Z) 76 (312) 32 (132)

,

CDS+5.5
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SECONDARY ESL STUDENTS ATTITUDES
TOWARD SUGGESTED PROGRAM CHANGES

(n as 156)

YES NO NO
RESPONSE*

Credit for ESL courses 79 (51%) 10 ( 6%) 67 (43%)

Tine for self study 55 (35%) 34 (22%) 67 (43%)

Vocational programming 64 (41%) 22 (14%) 70 (45%)

Tutorial service once
finished ESL 81 (52%) 11 ( 7%) 64 (41%)

Transition classes in
content areas 62 (40%) 6 ( 4%) 88'(56%)

* High No Response rate may be due to either the location of this question

on the back of the last page of the questionnaire or the difficulty of

the vocabulary.

CDS+5.6
L1873
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C. SUPPLEMENTARY IMPORMATION - OVERALL

FREQUENCY OF VISITS WITH
CANADIAN FRIENDS

-(n 161)

FREQUENCY OP
PARENT -TEACHER VISITS

(n 242)

Every day 37 (232) /Mice a year 77 (322)
TWice a week 24 (152)
Once a week 16 (10%) Once a year 42 (17%)
Now and then 21 (13%)

Once in a while 32 (20%) Never 102 (422)
Never 21 (132)

,> NI 10 ( 6%) NR 12 ( 92)

WIO HELPED WITH
ESL STUDENTS' ORIENTATION

(n 173)

Tba ESL teacher 110 (64%)
student interpreter 61 (362)

The classroom.teacher 59 (34%)

An adult interpreter 24 (142)
Other* 31 (132)

* (9 A teacher, 7 Relatives, 6 Friends, 4 Classmates, 2 Everybody,
1 Nobody, 1 Teacher's Aide, 1 A woman)



D. COMMENTS OVERALL

3
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ,

ESL STUDENT INTERVIEW/QUESTIONNAIRE

RESPONSES

QUESTION
n POSITIVE Z NEGATIVE Z INDETERMINATE %

. Do you like living in Canada? 183 157 86% 22 12% 4 2%

. Do you like going to school In

Calgary? 184 172 0 94% 10 5% 2 1%

. Did you like going to school in
the country you lived in before? 200- 164 82% 24 12% 12 6%

. Do you like yOur ESL class? 185 173 94% 11 6% 1. 1%

. .Do you like your other classes? 175 158 90% 16 9% 1 1%

. Would you like your teachers to
talk to your parents more often? 32 10 31% 21 66% 1 3%

CDS+5.8 2



,
QUESTION

TYPICAL STUDENT COMMENTS SY SCHOOL LEVEL

ESL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE/INTERVIEW

RESPONSES

GENERAL ELEMENTARY

. Do you like living in Canada?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

I like Canada (21)

I like everything (5)

Do' you like going to school in

, Calgary?

CISJA.9
mom min mom

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

=NIL

I like learning
English (57)

I like being with

friends (29)
The teachers are good

(18)

Not enough homework(3

JUNIOR HIGH

I like the climate(9)

New places and things

to see (6)
Lots of food and

clothing (4)
I was born here (3)

Possessions (bike,
house) (3)

Freedom,,no,mers (12

I like the Climate

(8)
I likirlochool (6)
The people are good

(5)
Jobs and money

plentiful (4)
Modern and clean (4)

I mai born'here 3

I don't like the
climate (8)

It's fun (12) It's a nice School
(13)

I'm Learning lots of

.things (10)

I don't have many
frieids (2)

The school day is to

long (2)

SENIOR HIGH

Freedomvno wars (16)
The people are good.

(7) .

I like School (5)

Jobs and money
plentiful (3)

/ like sy own.
country (2)

I'm learnt% lots of

things ill)

11101 NM MI_ MIL MIMI_ Mt



TyPI0L STUDENT COMMENTS BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)

ESL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE/INTERVIEW

QUESTION

RESPONSES

GENERAL ELEMENTARY ,JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH

3. Did you like going to school in
the country you lived in before?

POSITIVE

-

NEGATIVE

,

INDETERMINATE

I had friends (50) I knew the language
(17)

w
I needed to know how

to read and write

i (5) .
I like to study and

learn (7)
It was fun (5)

7,

I knew the language
(12)

I needed to know how
to read and write

(8)
I like to study and
learn (9)

It was easy (6)

I had lots of
homework (2)

I went just to learn,
not to have fun (2>

The teachers weren't
good (2)

The education was
not as good (2)

The teachers weren't
good (2)

I only went half a
day (5)

I didn't go for many
years (2)

CD.S+5.10



QUESTION

TYPICAL 8TUDENT COMMENTS BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)

ESL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE/INTERVIEW

BESPONSES

GENERA JUN 0 HIGH SENIOR 'I

4. Do you like your ESL class?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

I want to learn
English (67)

Good teachers (15)
I like to riad (7)
I want to learn

things (6)

Good teachers (17)
I meet many friends

(9)

I can understand (8)
I, want to learn

things (4)

No, I want to take
regular classes (1

No, I've had enough

(4)
It's a:little boring

(1)

Ho, I want tO take
regular classes (2

It's a little boring
(1)

So many stddents
speak ay language,
I can't practise
English (1)

. Do you like your other classes?

POSITIVE

I have lots of
friends (20)

Good teachers (10)
We play games (9)
They ere fun (7)
I like math (5)
I enjoy them (4)

I have lote of
friends (17)

I learn many things

(8)
Good teachers (8)
I like,math (3)
Yes, if I understand

3

I learn many things
(14)

They help ma learn
English (8)

I enjoy them (7)

CDS+S-11
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TYPICAL STUDENT COMMENTS BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)

ESL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE/INTERVIEW

QUESTION
RESPONSES

GENERAL ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH

. Do you like your other classes?
(cont'd)

NEGATIVE The children are IniOt

nice (2)
Some things are too
hard (1)

No, I don't
understand (3)

The children are not
nice (3)

I have no friends (2
Some things are too

hard (1)

No, I don't
understand (2)

. Would you like your.teachers to
talk to your parents more often?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

.

May be, if I am in
trouble (3)

They like to know
what I do (3)

They don't speak
English (10)

She has to. work (2)
A relative comea (2)

,

They don't have time
(1)

It's enough (1)

They don't have time
(1)

It's enough (1)

. Supplementary Question:

Why aren't you learning English
as quickly as you want to?

1

.

.

The vocabulary is
hard (3)

I can't speak as wel
as I'd like to (2)

I can't write as wel
as I'd like to (1)

If we were in regula
class we would
learn more (1)

The vocabulary is
hard (9)

I don't have much ,

time to learn (6)
After school I don't

speak English and
forget the words

(4)

I can't speak as well
48 I'd like to (1)

/ can't write as we/I
as I'd like to (1)

CDS45.12
231



TYPICAL STUDENT COMMENTS BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)

ESL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE/INTERVIEW

QUESTION

RESPONSES

GENERAL ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIA SENIOR HIGH

S. Supplementary Question:

If you can't understand your
other teachers well enough to
do your school work, what do you
do in your regular classes?

Ask again (15)
I can understand If
the teacher doesn't
talk too fast (3)

Ask a friend (5)
I understand moat of

the time (2)

Stay after school so
the teacher can
explain carefully

(2)

Listen very carefully

(1)
I understand most of

the time (1)

,

Ask a friend (4)
Listen very carefull

(2)

.

. Supplementary Question:

When you first started school
hem) who helped you understand
the ochool better?

Relatives (7)

.

A teacher (6)
Friends (5)
Classmates (4)
Everybody (2)



2. SPECIAL PROJECT$

A. THE RESOURCE ROOM WITHDRAWAL PROJECT
(ACADIA)

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

SEX
(n = 5)

NATIONALITY
(n = 5)

3 (60%) Vietnamese 1 (20%)./ioys

Korean 1 (20%)

2 (40%) German 1 (20%).Girls
Egyptian 1 (20%)

Turkish 1 (20%)

AGE GRADE

(n = 5) (n = 5)

6 - 9 years of age 4 (80%) K - Grade 3 3 (60%)

10 - 12 years of age 1 (20%) Grade 4 - 6 2 (40%)

LENGTH OF TIME IN CANADA LENGTH OF TIME IN ESL

(n = 5) (n = 5)

6 - 12 months 4 (80%) 6 - 12 months 4 (80%)

Over 24 months 1 (20%) Over 24 months 1 (20%)

WHO STUDENTS LIVE WITH
(n = 5)

With parents. 4 (80%)

With other. relative 1 (20%)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF PARENTS ENGLISH SKILLS OF PARENTS

(n = 4) (n on 4)

FATHER MOTHER FATHER MOTHER

Employed 4 (100Z) 2 (50%) , A little English 2 (50%)

Unemployed 2 (50%) Quite a bit 1 (25%) 1 (25%)

Speaks well 3 (75%) 1 (25%)

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
(n = 5)

Taxi 5 (100%)

ATTITUDE TOWARD

LENGTH OF TIME TO TRAVEL TRAVEL

(n = 5)

15 minutes or less 4 (80%) Positive 3 (60%)

NR 1 (20%) NR 2 (40%)



B. THE ITINERANT TEACHER WITHDRAWAL PROJECT
DESCRIPTIVE DATA

SEX
(n 18)

Boys 13 (72%)

Girls 5 (28Z)

AGE
(n 18)

6 - 9 years of age 13 (72%)
10 - 12 years of age 4 (22%)
13 - 15 years of age 1 ( 6%)

NATIONALITY
(m as 18)

Canadian 5 (28%)
East Indian 5 (28%)
Hong Ions 2 (11%)
Vietnamese 2 (11%)
Chinese 2 (11%)
Chilean 1 ( 6%)
British 1 ( 6%)

GRADE
(n 18)

X - Grade 3 14 (78%)
Grade 4 - 6 4 (22%)

LENGTH OF TIME IN CANADA
(n 18)

LENGTH OF TIME IN ESL
(n 18)

6 - 12 months 4 (22%) 6 - 12 months 5 (28%)

19 - 24 months 1 ( 6%) 13 - 18 months 1 ( 6%)

Over 24 nonths/NR* 13 (73Z) 19 - 24 months 1 ( 6%)

* Children born in Canada had
problems answering this
question.

Over 24 nonths/NR* 11 (61%)

Sone children did not know they
were receiving ESL instruction.

Imo STUDENTS LIVE WITH
(n 18)

With parents
With brother

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF PARENTS
(n 17)

17 (94%)
1 ( 6%)

ENGLISH SKILLS OF PARENTS
(n 17)

FATHER MOTHER FATHER MOTHER

Employed 13 (76%) 10 (59%) No English 3 (18%) 7 (41%)

Unemployed 4 (24%) 7 (41%) A little 5 (29%) 3 (18%)

Quite a bit 4 (24%) 5 (29%)

Speaks well 4 (24%) 2 (12%)

NR 1 ( 6%)

C1963
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C. THE PRE-EMPLOYMENT PRE-VOCATIONAL ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROJECT

(PEPVESL)
DESCRIPTIVE DATA

SEX
(n 10)

Boys 5 (50%)

Girls 5 (50%)

AGE GRADE

(n 10) (n 10)

NATIONALITY
(n 10)

Vietnamese 4 (40%)

Cambodian 2 (20%)

Chinese 1 (10Z)

Laotian 1 (10%)

East Indian 1 (10%)
Iraqi 1 (10%)

YEARS IN SCHOOL
(n 10).

16 18 years of age 7 (70%) Grade 10 - 12 10 (100%) 0 - 3 years 2 (20%)

Over 18 years of age 3 (30%) 4 - 6 years 4 (40%)
7 - 9 years 4 (40%)

LENGTH OF TIME IN CANADA LENGTH OF TIME IN ESL

(n 10) (n 10)

13 - 18 months 4 (40%)

19 - 24 months 3 (30%)

Over 24 months 2 (20%)

NR 1 (10%).

6 - 12 months
13 - 18 months
19 - 24 months

2 (20%)
5 (50Z)
3 (30%)

WHO STUDENTS LIVE WITH
Cu i 10

'With parents 7 (70%)

With brother/sister 1 (10%)

With other relative 2 (20%)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF PARENTS ENGLISH SKILLS OF PARENTS

(n 7)
(n 7)

FATHER MOTHER FATHER MOTHER

EMpIOyed 4 (57%) 5 (71%) No English 3 (43%) 5 (71%)

Unemployed 2 (29%) 2 (29%) A little 3 (43%) 2 (29%)

NR 1 (14%) NR 1 (14%)

Cl 97
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EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF PEPVESL STUDENTS

(n El 10)

Employed
6 (60%)

Not employed
4 (402)

TYPE or EMPLOYMENT or 'Emu STUDENTS

(n 6)

HOURS OF WORK OF PEFVESL STUDENTS

(n vs 6)

Cleaning offices 6 (100%)
9 + 24 hours par week 1 (17%)°

25 40 hours per week 5 (153%)

PEPVESL STUDENTS' ATTITUDES

TOWARD SUGGESTED PROGRAM moms
(nslO)

YES NO

no
RESPONSE

Credit for ESL courses
7 (702)

2 (202) 1 (102)

Time for self study
2 (20%)

7 (70%) 1 (10%)

Vocational programming
7 (702)

2 (202) 1 (10%)

Tutorial services once

finished ESL
9 (90%)

1 (102)

Transition classes in

content areas
9 (902)

1 (102)

CDS+5.20
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D. SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL STUDENTS

IN SPECIAL PROJECTS

QUESTION

Do you like living in Canada?

Do you like going to school
in Calgary

Did you like going to school
in the country you lived in
before

Do you like your ESL class?

Are you learning English as
quickly as you want to?

Do you like your other
classes?

D9 you understand your other
teachers well enough to do
your school work?

Do you have any Canadian
friends?

ACADIA
(n 5)

ITINERANT TEACHER
(n se 18)

PEPVESL
(n *1 10)

YES NO
NO

RESPONSE YES NO
NO

RESPONSE YES
NO

NO RESPONSE

5 (100%)

5 (100%)

17

18

( 94%)

(100%)

1 ( 6%) 9

10

( 90%)

(100%)

1 (10Z)

3 ( 60%) 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 8 ( 44%) 1 ( 6%) 9 (50%)1 8 ( 80%) 2 (20Z)
2

5 (100%) 8 ( 44%) 10 (56%)
3

7 ( 70%) 1 (10%) 2.(20%)

5 (100%) 18 (100%) ( 50%) 5 (50%)

5 (100%) 18 (100%) 10 (100%)

4 ( 80%) 1 (20%) 16 ( 89%) ( 6%) 1 ( 6%) 9 ( 90%) 1 (10%)

4 ( 80%) 1 (20%) 17 ( 94%) 1 ( 6%) 5 ( 50%)' 5 (50%)

1 The Canadian-born children did not know how to'answer .this question.
2

3
During a parent interview we discovered that at least one PEPVESL student had never been to school before.

These students did not know they were receiving ESL-instruction.

CDS+5.21
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.
D. SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL STUDENTS

-..,- IN SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

QUESTION

ACADIA
(n 5)

ITINERANT TEACHER
(n 18)

PEPVESL
(n 10)

TES NO

: NO

RESPONSE TES NO 'MESPONSE TES
II.

NO
NO RESPONSE

When you first started schOol
here, did,you have trouble
understanding what you should

do?
.

Would you.like your teachers
to talk to your parents wore
often?

5' (100Z)

2 ( 40X) 1 (202) 2 (402)

.

7 ( 39Z) 11 (61Z)

3 ( 17*) 4 (22*) 11 (61X)

Q

9 (

7 (

90Z)

70X)

.

'

1 (10Z)

.

3 (30X)4

0

4
Note that 3 PEPVESL students do not live with their parents.

24i.
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61E1MAnY OP STUDENT COMMENTS

SPECIAL PROJECTS'

QUESTION

,.

,

RESPONSES

ACADIA
(n 5)

ITINERANT
.(n 18

PEPVESL
(n 10)

. Do you like living in Canada?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Like Canada (2)
People are good,(2)
New places, -new things to see

(1)

Modern, clean (1) ..

It's fun (1)

I was born here (3)
Lots of food and clothing, 2
Freedom, no wars (1)
I like school (1)
New places, new things to

see (1)

Freedom, no wars (2)
I like the climate (1)
I like Canada (1)
the people are good (1)
Jobs and money plentiful (1)
Ever thin. (1

I don't like the climate (2) I don't like the climate (1)

. Do youlike going'to school in
Calgary?

POSITIVE Teachers good (1)
Everything (1)
I like to learn English (1)
I like Calgary (1)

It's fun (3)
I like to learn English (1)
I like to be with frieads (1
I learn lots of thingsi(1)
It's helping to make si a

better person (1)
I like to study (1)
Lots of equipment available

(1) '

No homework (1)

.

,

I like to learn English (4)
I learn lots of things (2)
It's fun (1)

CDS+5.23 244
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT COMMENTS

SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

QUESTION
RESPONSES

ACADIA
(n a 5)

ITINERANT
(n 18)

PEPVESL
(n 10)

3. Did you like going to school
In the country you lived in
before?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDETERMINATE

I had friends (2)
I knew the language (2)
I was first In my class (1)

I had friends (3)
I knew the language (3)
I needed to know how to read
and write (l)

I like to study and learn

1

It was exciting (2)
I knew the_langusge ,(2)
I needed to know how to read
and write (1)

I had friends (1)

No, lots of homework (1) No, lots of hOmework (1) Not important tO ma (1)

I only went half a day (1)

4. Do you like your ESL class?

POSITIVE

.

,

I can understand (2)
Good teachers (2)
I want to learn things (1)

I want to learn English (5)
Good teachers (2)

,

'1

I want to learn EnglIsh1(1) I
Good teachers (1) 1

i want to learn things (1)
'Interesting (1)

\---

2 4

2 4
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT COMMENTS

SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ACADIA
(n 5)

ITINERANT
(n 18)

PEPVESL
(n so 10)

Do you like youi other classes?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Enjoy it (1) I have lots of friends (6)

They're fun (1) We play gamee (3)
I hatie lots Of friend (t) Gbod teadief4(1)
We play games (1) Enjoy it (1)

I learn many things (1)
They're fun (1)
I like Science (1)
I like SocAal Studies (1)

Enjoy it (2)
Good teachers (1).
I learn many things (1)
I'm doing fine so far (1)-

Not as much as ESL (1)

Would you like your teachers to
talk to your parents more
often?

POSITIVE They don't speak English (2)
A relative comes (1)

. Supplementary Question:

Why aren't you learning English
as quickly as you want to?

I don't have much time to
learn (1)

After school I don't speak
English and forget the
words (1)

CDS45.25 2 4



SUMMARY OF STUDENT COMMENTS

SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ACADIA
(n a 5

ITINERANT
n 16

PEPVESL
(n 10

. Supplemtntarv Question:

If you can't understand your

other teachers well enough to

do your school work, what do

you do in your regular classes?
.

I understand most of the time

(1)
I draw some pictures (1)

Ask\again (3)
Ask\a friend (1)
I understand most of the Hum

(1)
I

\

Listen very carefully ( )

. Supplementary QuestiOn:

When you first started school

here, who helped you understand

the school better?

A teacher (1)
Everybody (1)

A teacher (2)

21,
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E. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

SPECIAL PROJECTS

FREQUENCY OF VISITS WITH
CANADIAN FRIENDS

ITINERANT

ACADIA TEACHER PEPVESL

(n 11. 4) (n m 17) (II 5)

Every day 2 (502) 1 ( 6%) 1 (20%)

Twice a week 1 ( 6%)

Once a week 1 ( 6%)

Now and then 5 (29%) 1 (20%)

Only once in a while 1 (25%) 6 (35%) 2 (40%)

Never 3 (18%)

1 (25%) 1 (20%)

FREQUENCY OF
PARENT-TEACHER VISITS

ACADIA
ITINERANT
TEACHER PEPVESL

(n 5) (n 18) (n 10)

Two times a year 3 (60%) 7 (39%) 2 (202)

Once a year 1 (20%) 3 (17%) 1 (10%)

Never
6 (602)

NR 1 (20%) 8 (44%) 1 OM

WHO HELPED WITH
STUDENTS' ORIENTATION

ACADIA
si 5)

ITINERANT
TEACHER PEPVESL

(n 4g, 7) (n S')

Student interpreter 1 (11%)

Adult interpreter 2 (40%)

Classroom teacher 1 (20%) 2 (22%)

ESL teacher 3 (60%) 1 (14%) 8 (89%)

A teacher 1 (20%) 2 (22%)

CDS+5.27 12053
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3. CORRELATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT' RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

ESL STUDENT INTERVIRW/QUESTIONNAIRE

Questionnaire 2 3 4

Items Co ,ared Item Content n Cramer's V

A6 - A7 Length of time in Canada to Tine in Calgary 226 0.84 0.85

A7 - AS Length of time in Calgary to Time in ESL 234 0.76 0.88

A10 - All Area of school to Area.of ESL school 77 0.65 0.58

A3 - Cl(b) Grade to Hours of work 55 0.59 0.59

A3 - E9(a)11 Grade to If an adult interpreter helped with orientation 70 0.54 0.46

A4 - Cl(b) Former country to Hours of work 50 0.51 -0.45

Al - Ct(a) Age to Type of job 55 0.46 --

Al - A5 Age to Years of schooling in former country 222 0.44 0.65

Al - E12(1) Age to Desires transition help 92 0.44 -0.40

A2 - Cl(a) Sex to Type of job 55 0.42 --

Al - Cl(b) Age to Hours of work 55 0.42 0.45

A3 - Cl(a) Grade to Type of job
,

55 0.42

All - E9(a)11 Area of ESL school to If an adult interpreter helped-with ,

orientation 69 0.41 0.50

Al - 119(a11) Age to If an adult interpreter helped with orientation 70 0.41 0.40

'

2 ;

,

25,:."

1

2

3

4

Level'of significance .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPHCC with siinificance level .05.



ESL PARENT INTERVl'iEW

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

1. OVERALL

SEX OF CHILD
(n 71)-

Boys 44 (62%)

Girls 27 (30%)

A. DESCRIPTIVE DATA

NATIONALITY OF CHILD

Asian

European

Other

46 (65%)

6 ( 8%)

9 (13%)

NR 10 (14%)

6 - 9

10 12

13 - 15

16 - 18

Over 18

AGE OF CHILD

(n 71)

years of.age

years of.age

years of age

years of age

years of age

17 (24%)

11 (16%)

19 (27%)

19 (27%)

5 ( 7%)

GRAZE OF CHILD

(n 71)

- 3 17 (24%).

4 - 6 14 (20%)

7 - 9 20 (28%)

10 - 12 17 (23%)

NR 3 ( 4%)

LENGTH OF Ina
IN CANADA
(n 71)

LENGTH OF TIME
IN CALGARY

Less than 6 months
6 -_12 months

4

16

( 6%),
(23%)

Less than 6 months
6 - 12 months

13 - 18 months 11 (16%) 13 - 18 months
19 - 24 months 17 (24%) 19 - 24 months
Over 24 months 21 (30%) Over 24 months

NR 2 ( 3%) NR

non
CDS+6.69

YEARS IN SCHOOL
IN NATIVE COUNTRY

(n a 71)

0 - 3 years 23 (32%)

4 - 6 years 20 (282)

7 - 9 years 18 (25%)

10 - 12 years 5 ( 7%)

NR 5 ( 7%)

5 ( 7%)
24 (34%)
13 (18%)
14 (20%)
15 (21%)

LENGTH OF TIME
IN ESL CLASSES

Less than 6 months 9 (13%)

6 - 12 months 22 (31%)

13 - 18 months 12 (17%)

19 - 24 months 12 (17%)

Over 24 months 13 (18%)

NR 3 ( 4%)

25J



RELATIONSE/P
TO CHILD
(n 71)

Mother
Father
Brother/Sister
Guardian

33
22
15
1

(47%)
(31%)
(212)
( 3%)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
OF PARENT
(n 71)

Employed 57 000
Unemployed 14 (20%)

AMOUNT OF awn SATISFACTION WITH

SPOKEN BY PARENT SPEED OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
PARENT

No English 16 (23%) learning English fast enough 9 (16%)

at Little English 40 (56%) Not Learning English fait enough 41 (73%)

Quite a bit of English 9 UM .NR 6 (11%)

Speaks English Well 6 < 90

PARENTAL CONTACT WITH CHILD'S SCHOOL

(n 71)

YES NO

Has visited child's school 26 (37%) 45 (630

Has spoken to teacher/principal by phone 22 (310 49 (69%)

AREA
1
OF CHILD'S

ESL SCHOOL

,

AREA
1
OF CHILD'S

REGULAR SCHOOL

(11.71) (n071)

North 14 (20Z) North 14 (20%)

East 34 (48%) East 29 (41%)

West 10 (14Z) West 12 (17%)

Southwest 5 ( 7%) Southwest 5 ( 7%)

Southeast 7 (10%) Southeast 6 ( 9%)

NR 1 ( 1%) NR 5 ( 7%)

1 Area means geographical area supervised by a C.B.E. Area OffiCe

CDS+6.70 C2083 2 5



B. SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - OVERALL

DEGREE OF PARENTAL SATISFACTION

. TOPIC

RESPONSE

POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE

Satisfaction with assessment of
child prior to placement, 62 (87%)

.; Satisfaction uith plWalieltra---
child in ESL 66 (93%)

. Satisfaction with placement of
child in grade 57 (80%) 6 ( 8%) 8 (11%)

. Satisfaction with method o
instruction in ESL 61 (86%) 2 ( 32) 8 (11%)

. Satisfaction with speed of
child's language acquisition 58 (82%) 3 ( 4%) 10 (14%)

Satisfaction with supplementary
language instruction proVided by
-regular classes for child 58 (82%) 2 ( 3%) 11 (15%)

. Satisfaction with child's
progress in regular classes 58 (82%) 3 ( 4%) 10 (14%)

. Satisfaction with Child'
.adjustment to Calgary 62 (87%) ,9 (13%)

. Satisfaction with child's ability
to make,Canadian friends 47 (66%) 3 ( 4%) 21 (30%)

O. Satisfaction with child s ease in

ESL class 59 (83%) / ( 3%) 10 (14%)

11. Satisfaction with child's ease in
regular classes 58 (82%) 2 ( 3%) 11 (15%).

12. Satisfacti.n with child's ability
to maintain cultural identity 57 (80%) 2 ( 3%) 12 (17%)

KEY: POSITIVE = Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire -

NEGATIVE = Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the

ESL Parent Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE = Responses of Undecided (3) and Don't Know (0) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+6.71 [2093



DECREE OF PARENTAL SIMISFACTION (Continued)

TOPIC

RESPONSE

. 10 1 -RM HA

ati-risfi=o7---tl.SvithaTial.s abilit

to maintain native language 59 (8370 1 ( 1%) 11 (15%)

14.. Satisfaction with information
regarding child esceived from
school 57 (80%) 14 (202)

tis act on t . oraation
regarding what subjects child
should take received from school 30 (42%) 41 (58%)

16. Satisfaction wit. information
regarding extracurricular
activities for child received
from school 41 (58%) 30 (42%)

17. Satisfaction with degree of
contact with child's ESL teacher 15 (21%) 2 ( 3%) 54.(76%)

T. Satisfaction with degree of
contact with Child's regular
'teachers

,

14 (20%)

.....

2 ( 3%) 55 (77%)

19. Satisfaction with degree of
contact with child's ESL school 7 (10%) 2 (3%) 58 (82%)

O. Satisfation with degree of
contact with child's regular
school 5 ( 7%) 2 ( 3%) 64 (90%)

L. Satisfaction with awareness of
school services:

a) Interpreter services

b) Counselling services

2 ( 3%)

16 (23%)

69 (97%)

55 (77%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire
NEGATIVE Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Vary Dissatisfied'(1) on the

ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) and Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire, or NO Response

CDS46.72 alp
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DEGREE j)1? PARENTAL SATISFACTION (Continued)

,

TOPIC

RESPONSE

POSITIVE NEGATIVE InDETEMINATE

. Satisfaction with awareness o

school services: (Cm:It'd)

c) Library services

d)'Special.help once child
finished ESL

e) Special help for learning
problems

f) Special help for parents

10 (14%)

2 ( 3%)

5 ( 7%) 1 ( 1%)

61 (86%)

69 (97%)

65 (91%)

71 (100%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the Es/

Parent Questionnaire
NEGATIVE Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the

ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided"(5).and Don't Know (0) un the ESL

Parent Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+6.73
C2113
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C. COMMENTS OVERALL

TYPICAL PARENTAL COMMENTS
BY SCHOOLAEVEL

ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH

. Why aren't you (the parent)
learning English as quickly as
you want to?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

I am/will be taking classes
(2)

I know enough to get by in my
profession and learn more all
the time (1)

I try to study and the
children teach me

,

,

Too busy (8)

I learn slowly (3)

Too busy (8)

Very difficult to remember

(1)

too busy (8)

Just arrived (3)

. Would you care to comment
further about your child's
placement?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

.

Same grade as in our country

(1)

Up to the teacher (1)

.

She might have had trouble in
the regular program (1)

,

.

;

Class too low for age CA
4

Has a hard time learning
English (2)

ocabulary and grammar hard

(5)

Class too low for age (3)

Need to extend ESL course
(1) Social Studies is ,

difficult (1)

-------



DEGREE OF PARENTAL SATISFACTION (Continued)

RESPONSE

TOPIC POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE'

2 . Satisfaction with awareness o
school services: (Cont'd)

c) Library services

d) Special help once child

10 (14%) 61 (86%)

finished ESL

e) Special help for learning

2 ( 3%) 69 (97%)

problems

f) Special help for parents

5 ( 7%) 1 (-31%) 65 (91%)

71 (100%)

KEY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDETERMINATE

CDS-1.6.73

= Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the Esl

Parent Questionnaire
= Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the

ESL Parent Questionnaire
= Responses of Undecided (3) and Don't Know (0) on the ESL

Parent Questiennaire, or No Response

C211]



C. COMMENTS - OVERALL

TYPICAL PARENTAL COMMENTS
BY SCHQOL LEVEL

ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH

Why aren't you (the parent)
learning English as quickly as
you want to?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

I am/will be taking classes
(2)

know enough to get by in my
profession and learn more all
the time (1)

I try to study and the
children teach se

Too busy (8)

I learn slowly (3)

Too busy (8)

Very difficult to remember
(1)

Yoo busy (8)

Just arrived (3)

-I. Would you care to comment
further about your child's
placement?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Same grade as in our country
(1)

Up to the teacher (1)

Class too low for age (2)

Has a hard time learning
Engiish (2)

She might.have had trouble in
the regular program (1)

"Vocabulary and grammar hard
(5)

Class too low for age (3)

2L'

Need to extend ESL course
(1) Social Studies is
difficult (1),
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TYPICAL PARENTAL COMMENTS
BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)

ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH

,

SENIOR HIGH

2. Would you care to comment
further about your child's

placement?

,
NEGATIVE (Cont'd) Need to extend ESL course (2)

, .

It Would probably be as good
to stay in regular classes (1)

Social Studies is difficult

(1)

Has a hard time learning
English (1)

.

Need to extend ESL course (1)

Social studies is difficult
(2)

3. WoUid you care to comment
further about your child's
program in English?

,
.

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

i?. :,2

Doing well (2).

Has a good teacher and good

classes (2)
.

.

Learning quickly and now back

in regular class (1)

Teacher amazed at progress (1)

Loves,to speak English and f.-

talks to friends on the phone
after school (1)

,

Good in math, science, gym
(1)

We have noticed her
improvement (1) ,

PEPVESL is a good program

(1)

Needs more help in ESL 2)

It would be a good_idea to go
to the school (1)

Should be learning faster '

(Problem with her not school)

(I) .

1

Needs more help in ESL 3

Needs more help in math,
science and social studies
(2) -

More speaking rather than

reading and,writing (1)
.

Vocabulary causing trouble

(1) .

Gets help at school but
never any homework (1)

Would like more,opportunity
to study with regular class

(1)

.

nyvnee nt,
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TYPICAL PARENTAL COMMENTS
.

BY SCHOOL.LEVEL (Continued)
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

.

QUESTION

RESPONSES

, ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH

T. Would you care to comment
further regarding your child's
progress in other classes?

'

POSITIVE

,

,

,

NEGATIVE

.
.

_

Has an award for achievement
(1)

Gets good marks bui shy (I)

Here only four months and
attending regular classes (I)

Very good communication with

regular and ESL teachers (I)

.

Learning quickly (3)

She likes school (I)

If she doesn't understand
she asks (I)

.

-

.

;

Math is weak (2) .

Should be in Grade 7 (I)
,

Should be tested (I)

Should spend more time with
-reading teacher (I)

Might have other learning
problems (I)

Would like to take part in
more in class but difficult

,because of English (I)

Needs more ESL before he can
enter regular program (1)

Problem with vocabulary suA

understanding English (I)

There should be more
homework- school is too

easy in Canada (I)

Should be more opportunity

to practice English with

Canadian 'students (1)

..

2
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TYPICAL PARENTAL COMMENTS
BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)-

ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH
.

SENIOR HIGH
;

. Can you suggest ways that the
school could further help your
child adjust better?

FRIENDS

.

,

Has many friends (2)
.

He gets into fights when he
doesn't understand (1)

She prefers to play with her
sister (1) .

We don't want them to have
Canadian friends (they are
bad, steal things) (1)

.

Has many friends (2)

Has no friends outside school
(many in school) (1)

=

No Canadian friends (1)

No friends (1)
.

Has some friends but doesn't
,bring them home (1)

6. Could you suggest ways that the
school could help your child
feel more at ease?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

SUGGESTIONS

We get the report card (1)

We went to school and settled
it (children were calling her
names) (1)

.

Before she started she didn t
like English but now she
feels more comfortable (1)

We prefer she be plaped in a
grade more suitable to age (1)

He never tells me (1) Doesn't have many friends
(1)

._

Extend the ESL program (1) Canadian students should
speak more to new students
(1)

Wants to attend U of C and
needs to know-about the
courses (1)

2'4r.
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TYPICAL PARENTAL COMMENTS
BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)

ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

QUESTION

,

RESPONSS

ELEMENTARY
1

JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH

. Cou d you suggest ways k at t e
school could help your child
maintain his cultural heritage?

WILL PROBABLY
MAINTAIN CULTURAL
HERITAGE

G

WILL PROBABLY LOSE
CULTURAL HERITAGE

IS

263

Has friends and relative.) he
writes to in Russia (1)

H. is not remembering all his
French - possibly bilingual
school next year (1)

It will be easy for him to
live in Quebec with both
English and French (1)

We will guide her (1)

We w111 maintain our own
language as a second language
(4)

Lots of opportunities In
Canada to keep our culture
(1)

.

We will speak our own
language and have many
friends (1)

Because our English is at
different levels me must
speak Vieeeamese (1)

.

'cry young and might forget
(2)

Doesn't read or write Spanish
(1)

Don't want her to speak Patois
(1)

Ho Korean friends (1)

Confused (1)

hf icult cause c ren
take part in Canadian life

(1)

.

1.n k.went er to spea
Chiiiie at school (1)

.
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TYPICAL PARENTAL COMMENTS
,

BY SCHOOL LEVEL (Continued)
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

,

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH

8. Would you care to comment
further on the amount of
contact you have had with the
school? c

NEGATIVE

\

I don't want trouble by going
to school (1)

If there are problems the
school will contact us (1)

We only go for parent-teacher
interviews (1)

Have only been in Canada six
months (1)

,

Have never been to school or
talked to a teacher (1)

. Would you care to comment
further about the services you
feel,the school should provide
for your child?

SPECIAL EDUCATION

'EXTRA HELP WITH
ENGLia

Probably has learning problems
(1)

Can't do math (1)

tiould like the school to hel.
children learn EnglIsh well

(1)

Needs extra help with
vocabulary and gramar (1)

',..

.

Needs extra help to let her
improve her English so she
can go to grade 12 (1)

CDS+6.99 271
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2. SPECIAL PROJECTS

A. THE RESOURCE ROOM WITHDRAWAL PROJECT
(ACADIA)

ESCR/PTIVE DATA

SEX
(n 3)

HAT/ONALITY
(n m 3)

Boys 1 (33%) Jamaican 1 (33Z)

Girls 2 (67%) Korean 1 (33%)
Vietnamese 1 (33%)

AGE GRADE

(n 3) (n ws 3)

6 - 9 years of age 1 (33%) 3 2 (67%)

10 - 12 years of age 2 (67%) 1 (33%)

YEARS OF SCHOOL
IN FORMER COUNTRY

(n 3)

LENGTH OF TILE
IN CANADA
(n III 3)

'LENGTH OF TIME
IN ESL CLASSES

(n a 3)

3 years or fewer 2 (67%) 6 - 12 months 1 (33%) 6 - 12 months 1 (33%)

4 - 6 years 1 (33%) 19 - 24 months 1 (33%) 19 - 24 months 1 (33%)

Over 24 months 1 (33%) Over 24 months 1 (33%)

RELATIONSHIP
TO CHILD
(n 3)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
OF PARENT
(n Is 3)

Mother 2 (67%) Employed 2 (67%)

Father 1 (33%) Unemplbyed 1 (33%)

AMOUNT OF ENGLISH
SPOKEN BY PARENT

(p :1)

SATISFACTION W/TH SPEED
OF OWN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

(n 3)

A little Euglish
Speeko English wep.

1

2

(33%)
(67%)

Learning English fast enough
NR

2

1

(67%)
(332)

CDS+6.74
C2183
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PARENTAL CONTACT WITH CHILD'S SCHOOL
(n = 3)

YES NO

Has visited child's school 2 (67%) 1 (33%)

Hag spoken fo teacher/principal by phone 1. (33%) 2 (67%)

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
(n = 33%)

Taxi 3 (100%)

ATTITUDE TOWARD
TRAVEL

(n 3)

Positive 3 (100%)

B. THE ITINERANT TEACHER WITHDRAWAL PROJECT

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

SEX
gc, 4)

NATIONALITY
(n = 4)

Boys 3 (75%) Canadian I (25%)

Girls 1 (25%) Cuban 1 (25%)

East Indian 1 (25%)
Vietnamese 1 (25%)

AGE
(n = 4)

GRADE
(n = 4)

6 - 9 years of age 3 (75%) K - 3 3 (75%)

10 - 12 years of age 1 (25%) 4 - 6 1 (25%)

YEARS OF SCHOOL
IN FORMER COUNTRY

(n = 4)

LENGTH OF TIME
IN CANADA
(n = 4)'

LENGTH OF TIME
IN ESL CLASSES

(n = 4)

3 years or fewer 2 (50%) 6 - 12 months 1 (25%) Less than 6 months 1 (25%)

4 - 6 years 1 (25%) 19 - 24 months 1 (25%) 13 - 18 months 1 (25%)

NR 1 (25%) Over 24 months 2 (50%) Over 24 months 2 (50%)

RELATIONSHIP
TO CHILD
(n = 4)

Father 41 2 (50%)
Brother/sister 2 (50%)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
OF PARtNTS
(n = A)

Employed 4 (100%)

CDS+6.75,
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AMOUNT OF ENGLISH
SPOKEN BY PARENT

(n 4)

A little English 1 (25%)
Quite', lot of English 2 (50%)
Speaks English well 1 (25%)

SATISFACTION WITH
SPEED OF OWN

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
(n 4)

Learning English fast enough 4 (100%)

PARENTAL CONTACT
WITH CHILD'S SCHOOL

(n 4)

YES NO
Has visited child's school 3 (75%) 1 (25%)
Has spoken to teacher/principal by phone 3 (75%) 1 (25%)

C. THE PRE-EMPLOYMENT PRE-VOCATIONAL
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROJECT

(PEPVESL)
DESCRIPTIVE DATA

SEX
(n 4)

NATIONALITY
(n 4)

Boys 2 (50%) Cambodtan 1 (25%)

Girls 2 (50%) East Indian 1 (25%)
Vietnamese 2 (50%)

AGE
(n 4)

16 - 18 years of age
Over 18 years of age

3 (75%)

1 (25%)

GRADE
(n 4)

10 - 12 4 (100%)

YEARS OF SCHOOL
IN FORMER COUNTRY

,(n es'4)

3 years or fewer 1 (25%)
4 - 6 years 1 (252)
7 - 9 years 2 (50%)

LENGTH OF TIME
IN CANADA
(n 4)

19 - 24 months 4 (100%)

LENGTH OF TIME
IN ESL CLASSES

(n 4)

19 - 24 months 4 (100%)



RELATIONSHIP TO
CHILD
(n 4)

Father 4 (100%)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
OF PARENT
(n 4)

Employed 2 (50%)

Unemployed 2 (50%)

AMOUNT OF ENGLISH
SPOKEN BY PARENT

(n 4)

No English
A little English

1 (25%)
3 (75%)

SATISFACTION WITH
SPEED OF OWN

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
(n 4)

Not learning English fast enough 4 (100%)

PARENTAL CONTACT
WITH CHILD'S SCHOOL

(n 4)

YES NO

Has visited child's school 1 (25%) 3 (75%)

Has spoken to teacher/principal by phone 1 (25%) 3 (75%)

CDS+6.77
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D. ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS

SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS

ir-ilatisfactioa

ITINERANT
TOPIC 1 ACADIA TEACHER PEPVESL

(n 3) (n 4) (n 4)
with assessment

of child prior to placement

POSITIVE 2 (67%) 4 (100%) 4 (100%)

INDETEMINATE 1 (332)

-1. Satisfaction with placement
of child in ESL

---

POSITIVE 2 (67%) 4 (100%) 4 (100%)'

INDETERMINATE (33%)1

3. Satisfaction with placenett
of Child in grade

_

POSITIVE 2 (67%) 3 (75Z) 3 (75%)

NEGATIVE 1 (25%) 1 (25%)

INDETERMINATE 1 (33%)

__-

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the
ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+6.78
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I.

SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

TOPIC ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT
TEACHER
(n 4)

PEPVESL
(n 4)

4. Satisfaction with method of
of instruction is ESL

.-

POSITIVE 2 (67%) 4 (100%) 4 (100%)

INDETERMINATE 1 (33%)

5. Satisfoction with speed of
child's language acquisition

_-
.

POSITIVE 1 (33Z) 4 (100%) 3 (752)

NEGATIVE 1 (33%) 1 (25%)

INDETERMINATE 1 (33%)

. Satisfaction with supplementary
language instruction provided
by regular classes for child .

POSITIVE 3 (100%)% 4 (100%) 3 (75%)

NEGATIVE
1 (25%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Very Satisfie'd (5) mad Satisfied (4) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Diisatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the

ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't Know (0) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+6. 79
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SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

TOPIC ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT
TEACHER
(n 4 )

PEPVESL
(n 4)

. Satisfaction with child's
progress in regular classes

POSITIVE 1 (332) 4 (100%) 2 (50%)

NEGATIVE
1 (25%)

INDETERMINATE 2 (67Z) 1 (25%)

8. Satisfaction with child's
adjustment to Calgary .

,

POS/TIVE 2 (67Z) 4 (100%) 4 (100Z)

INDETERMINATE 1 (332)

9. Satisfaction with childls
ability to make Canadian
friends

P08/T/VE 2 (672) 4 (100%)

NEGAT/VE
2 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 1 (33Z) .

2 (50Z)

KEY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDETERMINATE

CD94-6.80

Responses of Very Satisfied (5) aad Satisfied (4) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire'
Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the

ESL Parent Questionnaire
Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't Enow (0) an the ESL

Parent Questionnaire, or No Response

C2243
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SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

TOPIC ACADIA
(n Ili 3)

ITINERANT
TEACHER
(n lig 4)

PEPVESL
(n gli 4)

10. Satisfaction with child's ease
in ESL class

POSITIVE 2 (50%) 4 (100%)

INDETERMINATE 3 (100%) 2 (50%)

11. Satisfaction with child's ease\
in regular classes

POSITIVE 4 (100%) 3 (75%)

NEGATIVE
1 (25%)

INDETERMINATE 3 (100%)

12.'Satisfaction with child's
ability to maintain cultural
identity

POSITIVE '1 (33%) 2 (50%) 2 (50%)

NEGATIVE
2 (50%)

INDETERMINATE
.

2 (67%) 2 (50%)

KEY: POSITIVE v. Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire

NEGATIVE mg Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the

ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't Know (0) on the ESL

Parent Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+6..81
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SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS.(Continuod)-,

TOPIC ACADIA
(u us 3)

ITINERANT
TEACHER

. (n 4)

^PEPVESL
(n mal 4)

13. Satisfaction with child's
ability to maintain native
language

POSITIVE

INDETWaNATE 3 (lop!)

q

.2

2

.

(50i)

(50%)

.

4 (100Z)

14. Satisfaction with information
regarding child received from
school

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE

2 (67%)

1 (332)

4 (100%)

. .

-.....

. 4 (100%)

15. Satisfaction with information
regarding what subjects child
should take received from
school

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE 3 (100%)

2

2

.

,

(50%)

(50Z)

2

2

(50%)

(50%)

KEY: POSITIVE la Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satimfied (4) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Dissatisfied ( ) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the
ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't -snow (0) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+6.82
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SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

'TOPIC ACADIA
(n I. 3)

ITINERANT
TEACHER
(n I. 4) f'

PEPVESL
(n in 4)

1 . Satisfaction with information
regarding extracurricular
activities for child received
from school

.

POSITIVE 1 (33%) 4 (100%)

INDETERMINATE 2 (67%) 4 (100%)

1 , Satisfaction with degree o
contact with child's ESL
teacher

POSITIVE 2 (67%) 1 (25%) 1 (25%),

INDETERMINATE 1 (33%) 3 (75%) 3 (75%)-

18. Satisfaction with degree of
contact with child's regular
teachers

POSITIVE . 1 (33%) 2 ,(50%)

INDETERMINATE 2 (67%) 2 ony 4 (100%)

KEY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDETERMINATE in

CDS+6.83

Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire
Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the
ESL Parent Questionnaire
Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire, or No Respouse
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SHMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

TOPIC ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT
TEACHER
(n 0 4)

PEPVESL
(n 4)

19. Simi .<,action with degree o
contact with child's ESL
school'

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE

2 (67%)

1 (33%)

1 (25%)

3 (75%) 4 (100%)

20. Satisfaction with degree of
contact with child's regular
school

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE 3 (100%)

.
1 (25%)

3 (75%) .4 ammy

21. Satisfaction with awareness ofr
school services:

a) Interpreter services

INDETERMINATE 3 (100%) 4 (100%) 4 (100%)

KEY: POSITIVE g Response. of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire .

NEGATIVE w-lesponses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the
ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETEX4INATE Responses of Undecided (3),. and Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire, or No Response'

CDS+6.84
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. SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

ITINERANT
TOPIC ACADIA TEACHER PEPVESL

(n = 3) (n = 4) (11 IR 4)

21. Satisfaction with awareness o
school servipes: (Coned)

b) Counselling services
,

POSITIVE 1 (25Z)

INDETERMINATE 3 (100%) 4 (100%) 3 (75%)

c) Library services

POSITIVE 1 (33%)
.

INDETERMINATE 2 (67%) 4 (100%) 4 (1002)

) Special help once child
finishes ESL

POSITIVE 1 (33%)

INDETERMINATE 2 (67%) 4 (100%) 4 (100Z)

KEY: POSITIVE = Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire

NEGATIVE = Responces of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the
ESL Parent Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE = Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't Knew (0) on the ESL
Pare-t Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+6.85 £2293
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SUMMARY OF ATTITUDES OF ESL PARENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

TOPIC ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT
TEACHER
(n 4)

PEPVESL
(n 4)

21. Satisfaction with awareness o
school services: (Coned)

e) Special help for learning
problems

POSITIVE

INDETERM/NATE

2

1

(67Z)

(33%) 4 (200%) 4 (100%)

----f) Special help for parents

INDETERMINATE 3 (100%) 4 (100%) 4 (100%)

REY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDETERMINATE

CDS+6.86

Responses of Very Satisfied (5) and Satisfied (4) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire

gm Responses of Dissatisfied (2) and Very Dissatisfied (1) on the
ESL Parent Questionnaire
Responses of Undecided (3), and Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Parent Questionnaire, or No Response
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E. COMMENTS - SPECIAL PROJECTS

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS OF ESL PARENTS
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

. SPECIAL PROJECTS

QUESTION

RESPONSES .

ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT TEACHER
(n .. 4)

PEPVESL
(n ... 4)

I. Why aren't you (the parent)
learning English as quickly as
you want to?

NEGATIVE Too old (1) Too busy (2)

Have had no opportunity to
attend full-time ESL courbe

(1)

English is difficult (1)

. Would you care to comment
further about your child's
placement?

INDETERMINATE

NEGATIVE

He was six and had finished
kindergarten (1)

No longer getting extra help
with English (1)

Needs another ESL course ( )

Has a very hard time learning
English (1)

Class too low for age (1)

.

286
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS OF ESL PARENTS
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)

QUESTION

RESPONSES

ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT TEACHER
(n 4)

PEPVESL
n 4)

. Would you care to comment
further regarding your child'
progress in English?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Doingrwell (1) PEPVESL is a good program

(1)

Should be learning faster
(problem with her, not school)

(1)

I

. Would you care to comment
further regarding your child'
progress in other classes?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Very good communication with Spqaks own language only with

teachers from both regular ancl parents (1)
ESL program (1)

S ould spend more time with
reading teacher (1)

Might have other learning -

problems (1)

Only PEPVESL helped him wit'
.English (1)

. Can you suggest ways that the
school could help your child
adjust better?

288 FRIENDS

OTHER

-

2 8
No Canadian friends, only
friends from own country (1

Very slow (1) 1 %ins well enough (1)



SUMMARY.OF COMMENTS OF ESL PARENTS
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

.
SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued) ,

QUESTION

.

RESPONSES
.

ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT TEACHER
(n .. 4)

PEPVESL
(n ... 4)

. Could you suggest any ways that
the school could help your
child feel more at ease?

POSITIVE

SUGGESTIONS

We went to school and settled
it (children were calling her
names) (1)

Wants
needs
right

to attend U of C and
to know about the
courses (1)

-7. Could you suggest ways that the
school could help your child
maintain his cultural heritage?

WILL PROBABLY MAINTAIN
CULTURAL HERITAGE

WILL PROBABLY LOSE
CULTURAL HERITAGE

.

.

.

We will guide her in that way
(1)

Don't want her to speak Patois
(1)

It's not easy to speak Korean.
There are no Korean friends
where we live (1)

Confused with wanting to
retain own language and yet
progress with English (1)

Very young and might forget
(2)

Doesn't read or write Spanish
(1) .

¶

.

,
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SUMMARY Of COMMENTS OF ESL PARENTS
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW .

SPECIAL PROJECTS (Continued)
,

QUESTION
RESPONSES

ACADIA
(n 3)

ITINERANT TEACHER,

(n 4)

PEPVESL
(n 4)

Would you care to comment
further on the amount of
contact you have had with your
child's school?

NEGATIVE

.

We only go to school for
parent-teaCher interviews (1)

I've never been to school
nor talked to any teacher

(1),

. Would you care to comment
ferther about the services you
feel the school should provide
for your child?

SPECIAL EDUCATION

.

.

Probably has learning problems
other than English - she's
slow (1)

Can t do math (1)
c.

.
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3. CORRELATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
.

,

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
- ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

..

. . . .

4 *

Questionnaire, .

2 3 4

Items 'Compared' .
Item Content n Cramer's V . r

\-)
.

E48 - El Amount of contact with regular teachers to Adequacy of information 16 , 1.00 0.87

from school .

.

A15 - E4d If ever visited child'.s school to Amount of contact "with feeder

school .d

10 1.00 0.62

E4a - El Amount of contact with ESL teacher to Adequacy of information from 20 1.00 0.83' .

school

E4a - E4b .

Amount of contact with..,ESL teacher to Amount of contact with

regular teachers

15
,

1.00 1.00

E4c El Amount of contact with host school to Adequacy of information from

school

13 1.00 0.85

E4d - El Amount of contact with feeder school to Adequacy of information 10 1.00 0.83

. from school

A10 - All Area of feeder school to Area of host school 65 0.94 0.94

E4d - E4c Amount of contact with feeder school to Amount of contact with

host school

10 0.93 0.93

E4d - E4b Amount of contact with feeder school to Amount of contact with 10 0.93 0.93

E4d - E4a
'regular teachers ,

Amount of contact with feeder school to Amount of contact with ESL 10 0.93 0.95

teacher .

E4c - E4a Amount of contact with host school to Amount, of contact with ESL 12 0.89 0.90

, teacher .

E4c - E4b Amount of contact with host school to Amount of contact with

regular teachers

11 0.89 0.90

B2 - Cl Opinion of Child's placement in ESL to Opinion of method of

instruction

65 0.83 0.58

1 Level of significance'=,, .05 for Chi-square test'
2'
3

n of 20% of'appropriate Population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with level of significance

4 Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with level of significance .05

CDS+6.45
4 (,) (1-1
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAAE ITEMS (Continued)
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

Questionnaire 2 3 4

Items Compared Item Content n Cramer's V r

A6 - A7 Length of time in Canada to"Length of time in Calgary 69 0.82 0.79

". A7 - A8 Length of time in Calgary to Length of time in ESL class 68 0.81 0.81

E4b - E3 Amount of contact with regular teachers to\Adequacy of information
about extracurricular acttvities

14 0.80 0.71

E4a - E2 Amount of contact with ESL teacher to Adequacy of information
about course options

15 0.77 0.76

E4d - E3 Amount of contact with feeder school to Adequacy of information
about extracurricular activities

9 0.76 0.71

E4d - E2

.

Amount of contact with feeder school to Adequacy of information
about course options

9 0.76 0.71

E4c - E3

1

E4c - E2

Amount of contact with host school to Adequacy of information
about extracurricular activities

Amount of contact with host school to Adequacy of information
about course options

.

11

10

0.74

0.74

0.77

0.67

E4a - E3. Amount of contact with ESL teacher to Adequacy of information
about extracurricular activities

16 0.74 0.59

81 - Cl Opinion of child's assessment to Opinion of method of instruction 64 0.73 0.52

B2 - D3 Opinion of child's placement in ESL to Child's ease in ESL class 62 0.69 0.61

Cl - D3 Opinion of method of inetruction,to Child's ease in ESL class 61 0.68 0.58

82 - C4 Opinion of child's placement in ESL to Child's progress in 64 0.68 .
0.31

regular classes $

81 :- D3 Opiniori of child's assessment to Child's ease in ESL class 60 0.66 0.56

81 - C4 Opinion of child's assessment to Child's progress in regular class 62 0.66

B2 - C3 Opinion pf child's placement in ESL to Regular classes aid 62 0.64 --

language acquisition --

81 - C3 Opinion of child's assessment to Regular classes aid language
acquisition

60 0.61

B3 - Cl Opinion of child's placement in grade to Opinion of method of
instruction

65 0.61 0.37

. .

Level of significance = .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with level of significance .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with level of signifiCance = .05



,

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT' RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS (Continued)

ESL PARENT INTERVIEW
..

Questionnaire 2 3

Items Compared Item Content n Cramer's V

82 - C2 Opinion of child's placement in ESL to Child's speed in language
acquisition

65 0.66 0.46

111 - C2 Opinion of child's assessment to Child's speed in language
acquisition

63 0.60 0.46

82 - DI Opinion of child's placement in ESL to Child's adjustment to 64 0.59 0.40

C4 - D2
Calgary ,

,

Child's progress in regular cla!ses--io Child's friends 54 0.59 0.63

113 - C4 Opinion of child's placement in grade to Child's progress in
regular classes

64 0.59 0.30

83 - D3 Opinion of child's placement in grade to Child's ease in ESL class 60 0.58 0.40

C3 - D3 Regular class aid language acquisition to Child's ease in ESL
class

58 0.57 --

C4 - D3 Child's progress in regular classes to Child's ease in ESL class 59 0.57 --

B3 - C3 Opinion of child's placement in grade to Regular classes aid
language acquisition

62 0.56 --

A4 - D6 Former country of child'and Opinion regarding child's maintenance
of native language

60 0.56 --

82 - D2 Opinion of child's placement in ESL to Child's friends 57 0.55 0.44

Al - A5 Age of child to Yeavs of schooling in former country 66 0.54 0.76

C4 - D4 Child's progress in regular classes to Child's ease in regular
classes

61 0.53 0.61

B3 - D4 Opinion of child's placement in grade to Child's ease in regular

classes

61 0.51 0.44

B1 - D2 Opinion of child's assessment to Child's friends 55 0.51 0.38

Ak - Cl Former country of child to Opinion of method of instruction 57 0.50
5

A16 - E5b If ever talked on phone to teacher/principal to Awareness of
counselling services

18 0 0.50 --

B2 - D4 Opinion of child's placement in ESL to Child's ease in regular
classes

63 0.49 0.37

1 Level of significance = .05 for Chi-square test
2 n of 207. of appropriate population or greater
3 Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with level of significance = .05
4 Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with level of significance ... .05
5 Magnitud8Rf 0 of .40 or greater for a two-by-two table

Cb1-1-6.18 4 146
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summARy OF SIGNIFICANT' RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS (Continued)
ESL PARENT INTERVIEW

Questionnaire 2 3

Items Compared Item Content n Cramer's V

CI - 112 Opinion of method of instruction to Child's friends 55 0.49 0.43

C2 - D3 Child's speed in language acquisition to Child's ease in ESL

class

60 0.49 0.55

C3 - 114 Regular classes aid language acquisition to Child's ease in
regular classes

60 0.48 0.59

CI - 116

81 -.111

Opinion of method of instruction to Opinion regarding child's
maintenance of native language

o
Opinion of child's assessment to Child's adjustment to Calgary

65

61

0.47

0.48

0.36

0.39

83 - 112 Child's placement in grade to Child's friends 55 0.48 0.41

83 - C2 Child's friends to Child's speed in language acquisition 65 0.48

C4 - D5 Child's progress in regular classes to Opinion regarding child's
maintenance of cultural identity

62 0.47 0.44

C2 - 112 Child's speed of language acquisition to Child's friends 55 0.47 0.48

A4 - DI Former country of child- to Child's adjustment to Calgary 56 0.46 --

81 - 114 Opinion of child's assessment to Child's ease in regular classes 61 0.46 --

Cl - 114 Opinion of method of instruction to Child's ease in regular
classes

62 0.46

A4 - 112 Former country of child to Child's friends
a 50 0.45 --

C3 - 112 Regular classes aid language acquisition to Child's friends 52 0.45 0.45

A4 - 113 Former country of child to Child's ease in ESL class 55 0.43 --

C1 - D1 Opinion of method of instruction to Child's adjustment to Calgary 63 0.42 0.38

Al - CI Age of child to Opinion of method of instruction 66 0.40 -0.34

CI - 115 Opinion of method of instruction to Opinion regarding Child's
maintenance of cultural identity

63 0.40 --

5

A15 - E5b If ever visited child's school to Awareness of counselling
services

18 0 0.40 0.40

1
Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test

2
n of 202 of appropriate population or greater

3 Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with level of significance .05
4

5
Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with level of significance .05

Magnitude of 0 of .40 or greater for a two-by-two table
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ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. DESCRIPTIVE DATA

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL
OF ZSL TEACHERS

(n 41)

Elementary 15 (37%)

Junior High 12 (29%)

Senior High 14 (34%)

AREA OF SCHOOLS'
WHERE ESL TEACHERS WORK

(u 41)

North
East
West
Southwest
Southeast

12 (29%)
7 (17%)
3 ( 7%)
10 (24%)
9 (22%)

TEACHING ASSIGNMENT
OF ESL TEACHERS

(n 41)

.4 of a fulltime load 1 ( 2%)

.6 of a fulltime load 5 (12%)

Full time 35 (85%)

NUMBER OF ESL STUDENTS
SEEN PER'DAY

(n al 41)

20 students or
21-30 students
31-40 students
41-50 students
51-60 students
61-70 students

fewer 10 (24%)
14 (34%)
9 (22%)
3 ( 7%)
3 ( 7%)
2 ( 5%)

CDS+5.36

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
OF ELEMENTARY ESL STUDENTS

(n la 15)

Taxi
Bus
They stay in the

same school
Other

NR

13 (87%)
2 (13%)
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AMOUNT OF PREP TIME PEE DAY
FOR ESL TEACHERS

(n 41)

None 1 ( 2%)

.Less than 30 minutes 19 (46%)
31 - 60 minutes 9 (22%)
61 - 90 minutes 10 (24%)
More than 90 minutes 2 ( 5%)

LANGUAGES SPOKEN BY
ESL TEACHERS

(n 41)

Speaks another language 29 (71%)

Does not speak another language 12 (29%)

FIRST LANGUAGE OF ESL TEACHERS
WHO SPEAK TWO LANGUAGES

(n 29)

English

Other language

24 (83%)

5 (17%)

ATT/TUDE TOWARD SPEAKING
ANOTHER LANGUAGE

(n 29)

It helps teaching ESL 29 (100%)

ESL TEACHER PROFILE
OF SECOND LANGUAGE TRAINING

(n 41)

QUANTITY
NONE 1-2 3-5 MORE THAN 5 NR

ACTIVITY ACTIV/TIES ACTIVITIES' ACTIVITIES

1. University
courses

7 (17%) 17 (42%) 13 (32%) 4 (10%)

. Inservice
(this year)

5 (122) 15 (37%) 15 (37%) 5 (12Z) 1 (22)

. Conferences 1 ( 2%) 19.(46%) 14 (34%) 7 (17%)

. Texts read
on own

2 ( 5%) 10 (24%). 13 (32%) 16 (39%)

. Journal
articles
(this year)

4 (10%) 10 (24%)- 16 (392) 11 (27%)

.,

.

CDS+5.37.
C2403 ;
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ESL TEACHER RATING' OF
SECOND LANGUAGE TRAINING ACTIVITIES

(n = 41)

HELPED MOST IN MEETING
ESL STUDENT NEEDS

HELPED LEAST IN MEETING
ESL STUDENT NEEDS

ACTIVITY # OF RESPONDENTS ACTIVITY if OF RESPONDENTS

University courses in
second language
instruction

13 Knowing another language

Texts on second language
instruction

10

9

Inservice activities 10
Journal articles on 9

Knowing another language 8 second language
instruction

Conferences on second 6

language instruction Conferences on second
language instruction

4

Texts on second language 2

instruction University Courses 3

Journal articles on
second language
instruction

1

,

Inservice activities 1

NR 1 NR. 5

1
RATING by number of respondents casting a vote
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3. ATTITUDES OF ESL TEACHERS

ATTITUDES OF ESL TEACHERS
TOWARDS ASSESSMENT AND PLACEMENT

OF ESL STUDENTS
(n 41)

STATEMENT POSITIVE IMEGATIVE INDETKIRMINATE

ESL students were assessed
adequately prior to the
commenceuent of instruction

11 (27%) 26 (63%) 4 (10Z)

ESL students were placed in
the appropriate grade

18 (44Z) 11 (27%)
.

.

12 (29%)

ESL students were placed in
the appropriate ESL class 23 (56Z) 7'(17%) 11 (27%)

KEY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

A'

Responses of Stiongly Agree (5) and 4gree (4) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire'
Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the

ESL Teacher Questionnaire
Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Teacher Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE

CDS45.39
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ESL TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS HOW ESL STUDENT NEEDS

ARE MET
(n = 41)

ESL STUDENT
NEEDS: INSTRUCTIONAL SOCIAL EMOTIONAL CULTURAL

MET BY:

ESL Teachers

POSITIVE 30 (73%) 25 (61%) 19 (46%) 21 (51%)

NEGATIVE 2 ( 5%) 5 (12%) 6 (15%) 4 (10%)

INDETERMINATE 9 (22%) 11 (27%) 16 (39%) 16 (39%)

Regular. Classroom
Teachers

POSITIVE 12 (29%) 11 (27%) 6 (15%) 6 (15%)

NEGATIVE 16 (39%) 12 (29%) 15 (37%) 14 (34%)

INDETERMINATE 13 (32%) 18 (44%) 20 (49%) 21 (51%)

Overall School
Environment

POSITIVE 13 (31%) 14 (34%) 7 (17%) 10 (24%)

NEGATIVE' 11 (27%) 8 (20%) 12 (29%) 9 (23%)

INDETERMINATE 17 (41%) 19 (46%) 22 (54%) 22 (54%)

KEY: POSITIVE = Responses of.Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire

NEGATIVE = Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the

ESL Teacher Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE = Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the 1SL

Teacher Questionnaire



ESL TEACHER ATTITUTIES
TOWARDS HOW ESL TEACHER NEEDS

ARE MET
(n . 41)

.

.

.

,

STATEMENT POSITIVE azGarm
n

pa:1E1=414u

. The ESL teacher feels her
position as a staff member
in the school is secure.

29 (71%) 2 ( 5%)

.

:.
,

10 (24)

. The ESL teacher feels like
,a part of the school
staff.

39 (95%)

(1

2 ( 5%)

. The ESL teacher has
adequate support from
other staff members in the
school.,

37 (90%) 1 ( 2%).: 3 ( 7%)

. The staffing formula of.
12:1 is appropriate for
the ESL classroom.' .

33 (802) 3 ( 7%) 5 (12%)

,

. The ESL teacher has
adequate prep time. 18 (44%) 15 (37i) 8.(20%)

. The system is responsive
to making staffing changes
as ESL class sizes change.

26 (63%) 13 (32%) 2 ( 5%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the ESL
Teacher Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the
ESL Teacher Questionnaire .

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Teacher Questionnaire

CDS+5.41 C2443 306



E8L TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

(n A 41)

STATEMENT POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINA D,

. The ESL teacher feels that
the system provides
adequate time for her
professional deyelopment.

12 (29%) 22 (54%) 7 (17%)

. The ESL teacher feels that
sufficient inservice
activities are provided by
the ESL consultant team.

25 (61%) 8 (20%) 8 (20%)

. The ESL teacher feels that
she is made aware of
external professional
development ativities.

37.(90%) 2 ( 5%) ,

.

2 ( 5%)

KEY: POSITIVE A Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire

NEGATIVE aw Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the

ESL Teacher Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE me Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on .t,he ESL

Teacher Questionnaire

CDS+5.42
C2453
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ESL TEACHER ATTITUDES
.

TOWARDS NEEDED PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS
(n 41)

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS NEEDED POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINA

. Curriculum development fo
each Division 35 (85%) 3 ( 7%) 3 ( 7%)

. Curriculu* consistency
across the system bY
Division

,---

32 (78%) 4 (10Z) 5 (12%)

. Locally developed
curriculum guidelines and
'teaching suggestions by
Division

31 (76%) 6 (15%) 4 (10%)

. Proviicially developed
curriculum guidelines and
teaching suggestions by
Divisions

28 (68%) 6 (: ') 7 (17%)

. Program standards (i.e.
for entrance and ezit)
%

33 (80%) 4 (10%) 4 (10%)

. Program articulation with
subjects in the regular
program

30 (73%) i;
, s

( 5%) 9 (22%)

. Standardized testing
procedures 24 (59%)

1

, 7 (17%) 10

,

(24%)

. 0 guide for ESL resource
materials 40

I

(982) 1 ( 2%)

. Administrative directions
and guidelines for
processing students

34 (83%) 7 (17%)

10. Priority guidelines for
students with multiple
needs

30 (73%) 11 (27%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the ESL
Teacher Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the
ESL Teacher Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Teacher Qsestionnaire

CD9+5.43
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ESL TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS SUPPORT SERVICES NEEDED

(n a. 41)

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
REQUIRED FROM: POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE

1. Interpreters 32 (78%) 5 (12Z) 4 (102)

2. School psychologists 27 (662) 5 (12Z) 9 (22%)

3. Guidance counsellors 28 (68%) 5 (12%) 8 (20%)

4. Home-school liaison
workers 30 (73%) 6 (14%) 5 (12%)

5. Speech pathologists 17 (41%) 6 (14%) 8 (20%)

6. Resource room teachers 27 (66%) 3 ( 7%) 11 (27%)

7. Para-professionals 28 (68%) 5 (12%). 8 (20%)

8. Parent/student volunteers 27 (662) 4 (10%) 10 (24%)

KEY: POSITIVE us Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the,

ESL Teacher Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE E. Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire

CDS+5.44
C2473
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ELEMENTARY ESL TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS TRANSPORTATION OF

ESL STUDENTS
(n 15)

STATEMENT TRUE FALSE

,

INDETERMINATE

Transportation does pot
interfere with the teaching
process

1 ( 72) 14 (932)

.

.

,

Transportation does not
interfere with the learning
process

2 (132) 11 (732) 2 (132)

KEY: TRUE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the ESL
Teacher Questionnaire

FALSE Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) oh the
ESL Teacher Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Teacher Questionnaire

ELEMENTARY ESL TEACHER ATTITUDES'
TOWARDS THE ITINERANT ESL RESOURCE

TEAM= CONCrPT
15)

STATEMENT POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINA

The language needs of ECS
to Grade 2 children are
better served within the
regular classroom'

11

,

(732) 3 (202) 1 ( 7%)

The itinerant ESL resource
teacher concept for Division
I children should be
expanded

8 (532) 2 (132) 5 (332)

REY: POSITIVE mil Responses of Strongly Agree,(5) and Agree (4) on the ESL

TeaCher Questionnaire
NEGATIVE RespOnsei of Disagree (2),or Strongly Disagree.(1) on the

ESL Teacher Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire

cps+5.45 C24133
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SECONDARY ESL TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS SUGGESTED PROGRAM CHANGES

(n si 26)

SUGGESTED PROGRAM CHANGES POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE

. Reception classes for new
ESL students 18 (69%) 2 ( 8%) 6 (23%)

.. Credit for,ESL courses 24 (92%) 2 ( 8%)

. Independent stody projects 10 (38%) 4 (15%) 12 (46%)

. Vocational programming 23 (88%) 3 (12%)

. Transition classes in
ESL using content

,

23 (88%) 1 ( 4%) 2 ( 8%)

. Transition classes in
subject areas for ESL
studez4s

20 (77%) 6 (23%)

. Tutori
students
regular

1 services for
integrated into

classes

24 (92%) 2 ( 8%)

KEY: POSITI7E 1.. Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire
NEGATIVE 21. Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the

ESL Teacher Questionnaire
INDETEMINATE 1., Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL

Teacher Questionnaire

CDS+5.46
C2493
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ESL TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARDS
ADEQUACY OF 03MMUNICATION

(u . 41)

ADEQUACY OF COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN ESL TEACHER AND: POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINA2E

. Parents of ESL students 7 (172) 33 (812) 1 ( 22)

. Regular classroom teachers
of ESL students

29 (712) 10 (242) 2 ( 52)

. Resource room teacher 13 (322) 5 (122) 23 (56%)

. Guidance counsellor 13 (32%) 13 (32%) 15 (37%)

. Language Arts staff 18 (442) 5 (122) 18 (442)

. Principal 30 (732) 8 (202) 3 ( 72)

. ESL consulant 29 (712) 9 (222) 3 ( 72)

. Former ESL students 15 (37%) 13 (322) 13 (322)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on ths ESL
Teacher Questionnaire

NEGATIVE am Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the
ESL Teacher Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) or Don't Know (0) on the ESL
Teacher. Queetionnaire

CDS+5.47
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C. COMMENTS

SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES .

ELEMENTARY
(n = 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n. = 12)

SENIOR HIGH
(n = 14)

A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

. Does knowing another language

.

help you as an ESL teacher?

POSITIVE

.

.

More awareness of the problems
of language learning (13)

Direct communication can be
useful (2)

More aware of the problems of
language learning (9)

Direct communication can be
useful (1)

More aware of the problems of
language learning (9)

DireCt communication can be
useful (3)

What has helped you cope with
the educational needs of ESL

students?

COMMENTS

111

Interaction with colleagues

(7)

Observing other ESL classes

(3)

Travel (3)

Course in teaching reading (2)

Personal-efforts to learn
about language acquisition (2)

Interaction with colleagues
(2)

Supportive school staff (2)

Personal efforts to learn
about language acquisition
and cultural differences (1)

Interaction with colleagues

(5)
Teaching in other countries
(4)

Classroom experience (2)

Personal efforts
imagination, patience,
understanding (2)

CDS+6.51 31 6



SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
(n 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n 12)

SENOR HIGH
(n 14)

. STUDENT NERDS

' . Assessment of ESL students
prior to placement

INDETERMINATE

NEGATIVE

Multi-cultural Assessment
Centre should handle this (2)

Inadequate assessment (5)
We try to do our own (1)

I assess my students (2)

Difficult to assess
adequately with limited prep
time (1)

-

We assess them (5)

Should be assessed in their
own language for ability and
educational background (3)

More effective Assessment
needed (1) .

. Placement in appropriate grade

CURRENT SITUATION

3 1 -1

Placed by age (2)

Usually but not always placed
appropriately (2)

Sometimes placed one year
behind peer level (2)

Sem students claim they are
younger than they are (2)

I

I place them (5)

Sometimes we are not told the
correct age (1)

.

.

Placed according to age (3)

318
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SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL'TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

,,

, QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
(n - 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n.., 12)

SENIOR HIGH
(n ... 14)

. Placement in appropriate ESL
class

.POSITIVE
.

NEGATIVE

Placed by ESL teacher (2)

.

Placed by ESL'teachers(1)

..

Placed by ESL'teacher (2)
Easy to switch if necessary
(2).

..

Little choice when only one
teacher (1)

Initial placement tentative,
not always appropriate (2)
Programming doesn't.allow .

enough levels (2)

. What other student needs should
the ESL program address?

SUGGESTIONS

,

\

v

Ongoing medical mid dental
superVision (3)

Special ,Educatio4 clasees for
ESL students (3)

Translation services aVailable
at all times (3)

Orientation in first language
for students and parents in
reception centre (2)

Meet needs of English as a
Second Dialect students (2)

Provide asaistance for
learning disabilities (5)

Upgrading (2)

Counselling services for ESL
students and parents (2)-.

Medical and dental awareness

(1)

Assessment (1)

Vocational programming (1)

Summer school with Canadians

(1)

.

Vocational programming for
ESL students (A) .

,

Counselling services-for ESL
students (6)

.

Academic upgrading (3)

Familiarization with
government -and legal agenciee

(2)

Assessment (2)

'Content tutoring (2)'
,

Sports camp with Canadians

.(1)

cns+A.ci
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SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COHHENTS (Continued)
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE ,

QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES

%-.

'ELEMENTARY
n 15

JUNIOR HIGH
(n 12 )

SENIOR HIGH
(n 14

. What ot er student needs should
. the ESL program address?

(continued)

SUGGESTIONS (continued)
Meet needs of illiterate
students (2)

Meet needs of Francophones (2)

Counselling services for ESL
students (1)

Upgrading (1)

Summer school with Canadians
(1)

.

_.

.
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SUMMARTOF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
(n 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n 12)

SENIOR HIGH
(n 14)

C. ESL TEACHER NEEDS

1. Security of position as staff
member ...

,

,

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE

Presently yes, but who knows
about next year? (1)

I contribute to the school's
program and extra-curricular
activities (1)

Varies with attitudea of
school administration: (1)

.

NEGATIVE
ESL staff move frequently
depending on student numbers
and other factors (3)

When informed I have been
transferred without
requesting it, I feel
positively insecure (1)

Slight feeling of insecurity
due to varying numbers of ES
students (5)

. Feels part of school staff

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

.

One has to do one's part (1)

With no physical space to
call my own, I feel differen
from the rest of the staff
(1)

CDS+6.56
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QUESTION/TOPIC

Adequacy of support from staff
members

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE

NEGATIVE

SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued).
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
(n 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n 12)

SENIOR HIGH
(n 14)

Librarian most helpful (2) Support from principal and
staff (4)

Most staff and administratioi
very supportive (1)
Good support from guidance
department (1)

Varies from teacher to teacher

(3)

Administration will not
contribute supplies (2)

Principal not supportive (1)

Extra duties other than ESL
1

Poor.support from regular
teachers who have not worked
with ESL students (2)

ESL a separate entity (1)

Appropriateness of staffing
formula 12:1 for ESL

tDS+M.5

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE

325

If techniques such as small
group work used (1)

Twelve students at same level
is great; twelve at twelve
levels is very different (2)

Twelve students to be
instructed and cared for (1)

The more they integrate the
more work - communicating
with teachers, checking
assignments etc. (1)

Must be adapted to special
circumstances (1)
At advanced levels, larger
groups possible (1)
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SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
(n = 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n = 12)

SENIOR HIGH
(n = 14)

Appropriateness of staffing
formula of 12:1 for ESL

(continued)

NEGATIVE This idealistic ratio was
thrown out two years ago (1)

-

Some classes are heavily
loaded.; some are light.
Difficult to handle 15 22

students at different levels
(2)

Too bad this is not a reality
Try 20:1! (7)

. Responsiveness of system to
change in ESL population

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

CBE takes a sincere interest
in ESL (1)

Within limits oi space
available (2)

Class size increases steadily
(2)
It takes too long to resolve

(1)

System slow to respond (2)

Negativism ilkworkload
apparent (1) i

Could react faster (1)
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SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)

ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
(n 15) '

JUNIOR HIGH

(n 12)

SENIOR HIGH
(n 14)

. Adequacy of prep time

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

.

I would like to have more but
we are not able to be very
flexible (I)

Students from feeder schools
arrive as my prep time is
beginning (3)

Awkward to schedule (2)

I have to cancel a class to
get prep time (1)

Terribly inadequate (5)

Paper blizzard takes most of
my time (1)

Time taken by meting student
needs (2)

Not enough when you have to
plan from scratch (1)

Need prep time for
administrative purposes (1)

. Adequate time provided for
professional development

NEGATIVE

3:).L4

Must be done on own time (3)

P.D. days little use to ESL

(2)

System too rigid - prefer to
choose conferences as needed
(2)

Need to reinstate two ESL
P.D. days (1)

Most done on own time (1)

Need time for program
development (1)

Need more workshops (1)

Have to attend staff P. D.
days but should spend the
time on ESL - related
activities (I)

Need specialist P. D. days

(1)

Need time for meetings (I)
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SUMMARY.OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION/TOPIC

, RESPONSES

ELEMENTARy
(n 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n 12)

SENIOR HIGH
(n 14)

. Adequgte inservice activities
Provided by ESL Consultant Team

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Good work in conjunction with
ATESL (1)

Very weak in this area - No time except Saturdays or
late afternoons (1)

Not helpful or professional
enough - should be in-depth,
practical and theoretical
(3)

Too general, geared for
beginning teacher (1)

Should spend P.D. time
sharing resources with
colleagues (1)

always on Tues/Thurs, no
professional personnel brought
in (1)

Some activities cancelled (1)

. Dissemination of information
about external professional
development activities

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

.

Good publicizing for theae
(1)

Sometimes I have missed
notices (1)

Have trouble getting
permission from my principal
to attend (1)

The news arrives too Late
(I)

CDS+6.60
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SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)
ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

.

QUESTION/TOPIC

RESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
tb is 15)

JUNIOR HIGH
(n 12)

SENIOR HI(H
(n-ok 1A)

10. What other teacher needs
should be addressed by the
ESL program?

SUGGESTIONS

\ .

\

.

Interpreters and members of
ethnic community to give
direction (3)
Timm for school visits (i.e.
Host to Feeder schools) (2)

Para-professionals (2)

Administrative support.(2)

Opportunity to observe other
ESL teachers (1)

..

Hardware (1)

Transition programs (2)

More time to work with
colleagues (1)

Language lab (1)

Relief from paperwork (1)

.
.

,

Teacher evaluation
improvement (3)

Compatable ESL team* (2)

New teacher preparation (2)

Availability of consultants

(2)

Interpreters (1)

Relief from paperwoek (1)
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SUMMARY OF TY*AL ESL TEACHER COMMENTS (Continued)
. z

ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 0

`-'7'.

QUESTION/TOPIC

0 :

kESPONSES

ELEMENTARY
(n . 15),

JUNIOR HIGH
(n .. 12)

SEWIOR HIGH
(n . 14)

12. What other program needs
should be addressed?

Funding for field trips (2)

inservice for principals and
regular teachers (1) --

Closer liason with all
departments (1)

Hardware (1)

Standard curriculum (1)

Time for home visits with
translator (1)

Medical forms in translation
(1)

Better transportation (1)

Special Education for ESL
students (3)

Basic Literacy (1)

Itinerant Edachers (1)

Native language courses (1)

Credit for work in first
language (1)

Computerized marking (1)

.

Assessment (1)

Integration into shop courses
(1)

Opportunities for regular
teachers to get multicultural
experiences (1)

Follow up of ESL graduates (1)

Personalize courses, drop time
limits (1)

.
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D. CORRELATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

-

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Questionnaire 2
Items Compared Item Content n Cramer s V

A3 - D3b Amount of tine of teaching assignment to Transportation for 13 0.88 -0.68
ESL students does not interfere with the teaching process

All - D3a Amount of formal training to Transportation for ESL students 15 0.81 -0.74
does not interfere with the teaching process

.

All - D3b Amount of formal training to Transportation for ESL students
does not interfere with the learninR process

13 0.80 -001

A3 - Elf Amount of time of teaching assignment to Adequacy of
communications with principal

40 0.72 --

Al - D4c Instructional level to Need for independent study
projects

22 0.67 -0.57

A9 - D4c Number of inservice activities attended to Need for
independent study projects

21 0.64

A6 - Clb Amount of prep time to ESL teacher feels part of school
staff

40 0.60 --

A3 - GM Amount of time of teaching assignment to Feeling of security 38 0.57 0.42
regarding position

Al - 83d Instructional level to Regular classes meet students' cultural 30 0.57 --
needs .

A6 - Elg Amount of prep tine to Adequacy of communications with ESL
consultant

41 0.55

A7,- B2b If speaks another language to ESL teacher supports students' 38 0.53 --
\ social needs

,

Ali- D4a Number of journal articles read to Need for reception classes
for new ESL students

23 0.53 --

I

1 Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test
2 n of 20% of appropriate populaticn or greater
3

Magnitmie of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05
4

Magnituee of r of .30 or greater using PPHCC with significance level .05

Cn'15.8(
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN OUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

Questionnaire 2 3 4

Items Compared IteM Content n Cramer' V

A4 - B2d Number of students seen per day to ESL teacher support of
students' cultural needs

36 0.53 --

A3 - Die Amount of time of teaching assignment to Need for locally
developed curriculum guidelines

39 0.51 --

A6 - Elh Amount of prep time to Adequacy of communication with former 33. 0.51 --

ESL students
Al - Dld Instructional level to Need for provincially developed

curriculum guidelines

38 0.51 --

All - Clb NUmber of texts read to ESL teaclier feels part of school
staff

40 0.51 --

A9 - D4g Number of inservice activities attended to Need for tutorial 25 0.50 0.48

services .

A7 - D2e If speaks another language to Need for additional support

from speech pathologists

40 0.50 -0.34

All - B3a NUmber of texts read to Regular classes meet students
language needs

34 0.50 --

A9 - Bic NUmber of inservice activities attended to Appropriateness
of student placement in ESL

35 0.50 0.45

Al - B3b Instructional level to Regular classes meet students' social

needs

34 0.49 -0.49

A6 - B3d Amount of prep time to Regular classes meet students' 30 0.49 --

.cultural needs
A4 - Dlf Number of students seen per day to Need for articulation with

regular Program

36 0.49 --

1

2

3

4

Level of significance .., .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with signilicance level = .05

CDS+5.89 339
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

ESL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

Questionnaire - 2 J 3

Items Compared Item Content n I
Cramer's V r

Al - 113c. .Instructional level to Regular classes meet students'
emotional needs

34 0.49 --

Al2 - B4c Number.of Journal articles read to School environment meets
student.' emotional needs

31 0.48 --

A6 - Ele

A7 - B2d

Amount of prep time to Adequacy of communication with
language arts staff

If speaks another language to ESL teacher meets students'
cultural. needle

34

,

36

0.48

0.48

-0.30

-0.31

A8 - D2g Amount of formal language training to Need for additional
support from pare-professionals

40 0.48 --

All - C3a Number of texts read to Adequacy of P.D. time. 41 0.48 --

A7 - D2b If speaks another language to Need for additional support
from school psychologist.

38 0.48 -0.35

Al - D2a Instructional level to Need for additional support from
interpreters

41 0.47 --

A9 - Dle Number of inservice activities attended to Need for program
standards

39 0.46 --

A6 - C3a Amount of prep time to Adequacy of P.D. time 41 0.46 0.28

A4 - D2h Number of students seen per day to Need for additional
support from parent/student volunteer.

39 0.46 --

A8 - Dle Amount of formal language training to Need for program
standards

40 0.46 0.37

Al - Elg Instructional level to Adequacy of communications with ESL
consultant

41 0.46 Mg

A6 - 113c Amount of prep time to Regular classes meet students'
emotional needs

34 0.45 --

A4 - Dle Number of student. seen per day to Need for program standards 40 0.45 --

341 ;
4

Level of significance . .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPHCC with significance level .05
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

ESL TEACHER OUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

Questionnaire 2

Items Compared Item Content n Cramer's V

Al - D2e Instructional level to Need for additional support from
speech pathologists

40 0.45 --

A9 - C2b Number of inservice activities attended to Responsiveness of
system:to fluctuations in population

37 0.45 -- .

AR - D2f Amount of formal language training to Need for additional
support from resource room teachers

39 0.44 --

A2 - Dlg Area teacher teaches in to Need for standardized testing 40 0.44

Al2 - Dlb NUmber of journal articles read to Need for curriculum
consistency across Divisions

39 0.44 --

A7 - Dli

.

If speaks another language to Need for guidelines to process

students

40 0.44 --

A2 - C2a Area teacher teaches in to Opinion regarding staffing formula 39 0.43 --

Al2 - Ela Number of journal.articles read to Adequacy of communications

with ESL parents

41 0043 0.37

Al2 - Elb Number of journal articles read to Adequacy of communications

with Regular classroom teachers

41 0.43 --

Al2 - D2f Numoer of journal articles read to Need for additional
support from resource room teachers

30 0.43 --

Al2 - C2c NUmber of journal articles read to Adequacy of prep. time 41 0.42 .--

Al - D2f Instructional level to Need for additional support from

resource room teachers

39 0.41 -0.32

Al - D2g Instructional level to Need for additional support from

para-professionals

40 0.40 --

A9 - D2b Number of inservice activities attended to Need for

additional support from school psychologists

37 0.40 --

1

2
3
4

Level of significance = .05 for Chi-square test
n of 207. of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level = .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with significance level = .05
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REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS
OF ESL STUDENTS QUESTIONNAIRE

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. DESCRIPTIVE DATA

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL
OF REGULAR CLASSROOM

TEACHUS
(n al 63)

AREA OF SCHOOLS
WHERE REGULAR CLASSROOM

TEACHERS WORE
(n 63) .

Elementary 30 (48%) North 13 (21Z)

East 27 (43%)

Junior High 19 (30%) West 5 ( 8%)

Southwest 5 ( 8%)

Senior'High 14 (22%) Southeast 11 (18%)

NR 2 ( 3%)

NUMBER OF ESL STUDENTS
TAUGHT BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

(n 63)

1 - 2 ESL students 20 (32%)

3 - 5 ESL students 22 (35%)

6 - 8 ESL students '8 (13%)

9 - 10 ESL students 5 ( 8%)

More than 10 ESL students 8 (13%)

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
OF ESL STUDENTS IN REGULAR
ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS

(n 118 30)

Taxi 15 (50%)

Bus 2 ( 72)-
They stay in the

same school 5 (17%)

Other 3 (10%)

NR 5 (17%)

CDS+5.57
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SUBJECTS. TAUGHT BY

SECONDARY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

(n 33)

Math 11 (33%)

Scientle 5 (15%)

Social Studies 4 (12%)

Typing 4 (12%)

Physical Education 9 (27%)

B. ATTITUDES OF
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS HOW ESL STUDENT NEEDS

ARE MET
(n 63)

ESL STUDENT
NEEDS:

MET BY:

INSTRUCTIONAL SOCIAL EMOTIONAL CULTURAL

Regular Classroom
Teachers

POSITIVE 30 (487.) 49 (78%) 40 (63%) 24 (38%)

NEGATIVE 21 (33%) 10 (16%) 8 (13%) 17 (27%)

INDETERMINATE 12 (19%) 4 ( 6%) 15 (24%) 22 (35%)

Overall School
Environment

POSITIVE 54 (86%) 47 (75%) 45 (71%) 31 (49%)

NEGATIVE 4 ( 6%) 3 ( 5%) 1 ( 2%) 4 ( 6%)

INDETERMINATE 5 ( 8%) 13 (21%) 17 (27%) 28 (44%)

The ESL Program

POSITIVE 49 (78%) 45 (71%) 44 (70%) 33 (527.)

NEGATIVE 3 ( 5%) 3 ( 5%) 1 ( 2%) 2 ( 3%)

INDETERMINATE 11 (18%) 15 (24%) 18 (29%) 28 (44%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the

,Regular Classroom Teacher Qtiestionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on

the Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) and Don't Know (0) on the

Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire or No Response

CDS+5.58 346



ELEMENTARY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER
ATTITUDES TOWARDS TRANSPORTATION OF

ESL STUDENTS
(n 30)

-

STATEMENT --TRUE FALSE--7- INDETERMINATE

Transportation does not \

interfere with the teaching
process

19 (63Z) 3 (10%) 8 (27%)

Transportation does not
interfere with the Learning
process

18 (60Z) 4 (13%) 8 (27%)

KEY: TRUE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the
Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire

FAISE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on
the Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) and Don't Know (0) on the
Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire or No Response

ELEMENTARY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER
ATTITUDES TOWARDS-THE ITINERANT

ESL RESOURCE =ACKER CONCEPT
(n 30)

STATEMENT

--,-

POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERM

The language needs of EC&
to Grade 2 children are
better served within the
re lar classroom

13 (43%)
.

9 (30%) 8 (27%)

The itinerant ESL resource
teacher concept should be
expanded

17 (57%) 3 (10%) 10 (33%)

KEY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

_INDETERkaNATE

CD5+5.59

Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the .

Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire
Responses of Disagree (2) and Stronsly Disagree (1) on
the Regular Classrood Teacher Questionnaire
Responses'of Undecided (3) and Dou't Know (0) on the
Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire or No Response

C2683
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SECONDARY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER
ATTITUDES TOWARDS.SUGGESTED

ESL PHOGRAM CHANGES
-,4n = 33)

SUGGESTED PROGRAM CHANGES POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINA

1. Reception class for new
ESL students

23 (70%) 10 (30%)

-

2. Credit koo ESL courses 14 (42%) 6 (18%) 13 (39%)

3. Independent study projects
for ESL students

16 (48%) 6 (18%) 11 (33%)

4. Vocational programm4ng
for ESL students

25 (76%)

.

2 ( 6%) 6 (18%)

5. Transition classes in
ESL using content

25 (76%) 8 (24%)

6. Transition classes in
subject areas for ESL
students

-

14 (42%) 7 (21%) 12 (36%)

7. Tutorial services for
ESL students integrated
into regular classes

28 (85%) 5 (15%)

KEY: POSITIVE = Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the

Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire
NEGATIVE = Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) en

the Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE = Responses of Undecided (3) and Don't Know (0) on the

Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire or No Response

CDS+5.60
3 41
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REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS COMMUNICATION ABOUT

o ESL sramcm
(n 63)

COMMUNICATION '..,ZEDS BE

IMPROVED BETWEEN REGULAR
CLASTOM TEACHER AND:

POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE

. Parents of ESL students 20 (32Z) 15 (24Z) 28 (44Z) ,

. ESL teachers 23 (37Z) 21 (33Z) 19 (30Z)

. Resource room teacher 20 (32Z) 23 (36Z) 20 (32Z)

. Guidance counsellor 16 (25Z) 34 (54%) 13 (21%)

. Principal 6 (10Z) 6 (10Z) 51 (81%),

. ESL coordinator 34 (54%) 14 (22%) 15 t24%)

KEY:' POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5).and Agree (4) on the
Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on
the Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3) and Don't Know (0) on the
Regular Classroom Teacher Questionnaire or No Response

o CD9+5.61
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C. COMMENTS

:J

SUMARY OF COMMENTS
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

1. ESL STUDENT NEEDS AS VIEWED BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS SOCIAL NEEDS EMOTIONAL NEEDS CULTURAL NEEDS GENERAL

No time for individual
instruction (2)

Too many students with an
inadequate grasp of
English being integrated
into regular classes (1)

They are so often lost in
the regular classroom
(1)

My students have been
able, efficient, caring
tutors (1)

The ESL program should be
continued through the
grades (1)

Students would have
greatly.benefited from
receiving more frequent,
formal instruction (1)

ESL students tend to
spend recess and noon
hour together (often
speaking native
language) (2)

Too many ESL students are
much older than class-
mates so social needs
are not met (1)

More ways, like,the buddy
system, that Canadian
students can help ESL
students adjust (1)

Both emotional and social
needs suffer because
students eJ ogt spend
enough time with class-

i

mates (1)

Multi-lingual teachers ar
needed who can relate
to both emotional and
cultural needs (1)

Difficult to meet but
we can support and
respect cultural
needs (1)

Teachers, program
doing an excellent
job (4)

How can we be more
effective in
communicating with
parents? (2)

Need closer liaison.
between ESL and
othei teachers (1)

It is impoitant to
support all the
children's needs
at all times (1)

CDS+5.65 35u 351\
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

2. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN COMMUNICATIONS ABOUT ESL STUDENTS
MADE BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

COMMUNICATION WITH
ESL PROGRAM

COMMUNICATION WITH
STUDENT'S HOME GENERAL

Communication between regular teacher and
ESL teacher must be improved. Time must

be provided for this (8)

Need more information regarding cultural
needs and social sores of students (2)

ESL program tends to be an isolated
pocket (1) *

Need to know the aims for ESL children in
general over a year period (1)

I would have found it helpful to have a
list of common language errors (1)

,

Interpreters should be more available for
interviews and home visits (3)

I have not met any parents of ESL
students. However, students exCil
academically so I have little concern

(1)

Good communication at present (2)

I want to be involved in any decision
'to place a particular student in my
class (1)

We must acknowledge that these students
are no less intellectual. In their

own language they command themselves
very effectively (1) .

3 5 3
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

3. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THE ESL PROGRAM
MADE BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

TOPIC SUGGESTIONS

ESL PROGRAM NEEDS

1. Resources for regulat teachers

. Improved communications

3. Exit criteria

4. Itinerant teacher concept

. Indeterminate

Introductory kits needed for ESL students to use on their own (4)

More relevant information about techniques and teaching styles to use with

ESL students (1)

ESL teachers could send a suggested list of materials that regular teachers

could use (1)

More inservices for regular teachers - at least two a year (W

A. monthly report of concepts and skills learned in ESL,class for regular

teacher (1)

More meetings between ESL and regular teachers (3)

The-support and advice of the ESL staff is invaluable to the classroom

teacher (2)

Regular classroom teachers should be made more aware of the ESL program (1)

There should be a brief overview of the ESL program for theltudent (1)

Need time for ESL department heads to meet other department heads (1)

A better means of determining if students ready for regular instruction (2)

More itinerant teachers for schools without special ESL classes (1)

A Chinese-sseaking/writing teacher must visit all schools regularly (1)

There should be small group formal instruction on a regular basis (1)

The ESL program should be continued beyond grade one (1)
.

Students should spend more time at the school (1)
3 r)
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

,

3. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THE ESL PROGRAM
MADE BY REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

TOPIC SUGGESTIONS

ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS
,

1. Regular class size

. Space for ESL

3. Time

4. Budget

5. Other

Fewer students In regular classroom (4)

The school should have more than one regular class at each grade level (1)

ESL classes should be taught in a regular classroom, not just any available

space (2)

The school is overcrowded and the ESL class is very lege (1)

More tine per student is needed (1)

Supply the necessary funding (1)

Need an increased budget for field trips (1)

ESL students should be exposed to more teachers in the school (1)

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1.-Content Areas

2. Other

More language training in specific arens (3)

Special instruction for reading and doing word problems in math (2)

Develop guidelines and a curriculum (1)

More experience with word association (1)

GENERAL

1. Positive Comments

- ___,

The ESL program in our, school is excellent (3)

Enjoy having ESL students in regular classroom (1)

Keep up the good work (1)

, , 4 ..........



SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

4. ATTITUDES OF,REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS TOWARDS. TRANSPORTATION

POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE

I am a very flexible person and can fit i
with any arrangements that will benefit
my students (1)

It appears to be expedient (1)

Much better to see ESL students remain in
the school rather than force busing (4)

I have three who get up at 5:30 a.m. to be
here on time. Two of them also work

nights often to midnight (1)

There seems to be a problem when they go
to their class by taxi (1)

Too much money being spent on taxis,
buses,. etc. (1)

Transportation is the responsibility of
the department and the student (1)

Sometimes I think afternaon classes
would be better (1)

There should be provision for
supervision of ESL students to ensure
they get on the right city bus
(especially the first few days) (1)

CDS+5.69 a
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
REGULAR CLASSROOH TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

.

'

. ATTITUDES OF REGULAR CLASSROOH TEACHERS TOWARDS THE ITINERANT TEACHER CONCEPT
,

= POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE

Integration should be encouraged (8)

ECS students should remain in-regular.
classroom (1)

A great advantage to be in a room of
students their own age (1)

They have developed socially and
academically (1) ,,,

The socialization process would be greatly
enhanced if the children could remain in
the school (1)

.

A wonderful learning experience for other
kids, ESL kids, and especially me -(1)-

More specialized ESL help is required (3)

ESL classes should provide oral language
instruction (2)

ESL students need the home base provided
by the ESL classroom on a daily basis
(2)

I feel strongly that ECS students should
have a.firm grasp of the language of
instruction before integration into a
regular classroom (1)

I strongly recommend that'ESL students
attend ESL rather than receiving
-instruction in their regular class (1)

ESL students are very ester to learn
and so verrdemanding of teachers'
time (1) ,

360
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)

,--

.

6. COMMENTS OF REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS ABOUT SECONDARY PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES c,

TOPIC CQMMENTS

. Transftion classes/Tutorials

.

,

,

,

Transition classes and tutorial classes in content arealVare

essential if the ESL program is to perform any valid service

. (1)

ESL teachers should concentrate on specialized vocabulary in a

course before integration (1) .

Transition and.tutorial classes in content areas are done in

our school which makes'regular teachers' lives much easier

(1) .

Regular teachers should have extra time .available.to tutor,ESL

students in subject imens (1)
.

. Integration

o
Integration is the most important thing for ESL students (2)

. Culture

.

Make available lots of culture-directed activities (1)

If cultural'or social mores prohibit an ESL student from

participating in regular activities, we should be made aware

of Zhis fact (1)

. Other
Can ESL students take two three-credit courses at Grade 10

level rather than audit? (1)

Our students can join option program at Grade 7 level. If

they.were integrated I would not accept them at Grade 8

or 9.1evel .
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D. CORRELATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT' RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Questionnaire
Items Com ared Item Content

2

n Crsmer's V
3 .

A2 - B6c

Al - Bla

. L

Area teacher teaches in to Itinerant teacher concept should
be expanded

Instructional level to Provides effective supplementary ,

language instruction

\

25

60

0.59

'0.42

i

--

-0.41

3 65

1

2
Level of significance = .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater

3
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level = .05

4
Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC significance level = .05



PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. DESCRIPTIVE DATA

INSTRUCTIONAkLEVEL
OF SCHOOL AREA CT SCHOOL

(n = 32) (n 4 32)

Elementary 19 (59%) North 9 (25%)

Elementary - junior High 4 (13%) East' -11 (34%)

Junior High 5 (16%) West 6 (19%)

Junior - Senior High 1 ( 3%) Southwest 3 ( 9%)

Senior High 3 (10%) Southeast 3 ( 9%)

RELATION OF SCHOOL
TO ESL PROGRAM

(n = 32)

Rost of ESL program 20 (62.52)

Feeder School 12 (37.5%)

NUMBER OF ESL STUDENTS
CURRENTLY RECEIVING ESL INSTRUCTION

HOST SCHOOL
(n = 20)

FEEDER SCHOOL
(n 12)

20 students or fewer 7 (35%) 10 (83%)

21 - 30 students 3 (15%) 2 (17%)

31 - 40 students 3 (15%)

41 - 50 students 2 (10%)

51 - 60 students 2 (10%)

61 - 70 students 1 ( 5%)

71 - 80 students 2 (10%)

20 students or lpss

61 - 70 students

RR

NUMBER OF ESL STUDENTS
UHO SHOULD BE RECEIVING ESL INSTRUCTION

BUT ARE NOT

HOST SCHOOL
(n = 20)

19 (957)

1( 5%)

FEEDER SCHOOL
(n = 12)

8 (67%)

1 ( 8%)

3 (25%)

CDS-I-5749
C2793 366



NUMBER OFAESL STUDENTS
WITH MULTIPLE PROBLEMS

HOST SCHOOL FEEDER SCHOOL
(n 20) (n 12)

1 - 3 students 7 (35Z)

4 - 5 students 4 (20Z)
More than 5 students 2 (10Z)

Roue 7 (35Z)

2 (17%)

10 (83Z)

NUMBER OF ESL PARENTS
MET THIS TEAR

ROST SCHOOL FEEDER SCHOOL
20) (n 12)

5 parents or fewer 17 (85Z) 10 (83%)

6 - 10 parents 1 ( .5%) 2 (17%)

11 - 15 parents 1 ( 5%)

More than 20 parents 1 ( 5%)

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION TO ESL CLASS
OF ESL STUDENTS IN FEEDER SCHOOLS

(n 12)

TAXI BUS WALK OTHER

5 students or fesier 8 (67Z) 3 (25%) 3 (25%) 2 (17%)

6 - 10 students 1 ( 8%) 1 ( 8%)

11 - 15 students 2 (17Z) 1 ( 8%)

More than 15 students 1 ( 8%) 1 ( 8%)

NR 7 (58Z) 8 (67%) 11 (83Z)

B. ATTITUDES OF PRINCIPALS

ATTITUDES OF PRINCIPALS OF FEEDER SCHOOLS
TOWARDS TRANSPORTATION OF ESL STUDENTS

(n 12)

STATEMENT TRUE FALSE NO RESPONSE

Transportation does not
interfere with the teaching
process

Transportation does not
interfere with the learning
process

6 (50Z)

7 (58Z)

5 (42Z)

5 (42Z)

1 ( 8%)

CDS+5.50 C2803
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ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPALS', ATTITUDES
TOWARD MEETING STUDENT NEEDS

BY SCHOOL TYPE

INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS SOCI L NEEDS EMOTIONAL NEEDS CULTU' L NEEDS

MET Bi: HOST FEEDER HOST FEEDER HOST FEEDER HOST FEEDER

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL

(n 20) (n = 12) (n = 20) (n = 12) (n = 20) (n = 12) (n = 20) (n = 12)

ESL Teachers

POSITIVE 19 ( 95%) 10 (83%) 18 (90%) 5 ( 42%) 13 (65%) 3 (25%) 11 (55%) 3 (25%)

UNDECIDED 1 ( 5) 2 (17%) 2 (10%) 6 ( 50%) 6 (30%) 5 (427.) 7 (357.) 4 (337.)

NEGATIVE
1 ( 57.) 1 ( 5%) 2 (17%)

NR 1 ( 8%) 4 (33%) 1 ( 5%) 3 (25%)

Regular Classroom
Teachers

.

POSITIVE 16 ( 80%) 2 (17%) 16 (807.) 11 ( 92%) 13 (65%) 11 (92%) 10 (50%) 7 (587.)

UNDECIDED 2 ( 10%) 7 (58%) 3 (15%) 1 ( 8%) 4 (20%) 1 ( 8%) 5 (25%) 2 (17%)

NEGATIVE 2 ( 10%) 2 (17%) 1 ( 5%) 3 (15%) 3 (15%) 1 ( 8%)

NR 1 ( 5%)
2 (10%) 2 (17%)

Overall School
Environment .

POSITIVE 20 (100%) 9 (75%) 19 (95%) 12 (100%) 16 (80%) 10 (83%) 12 (60%) 5 (42%)

UNDECIDED 3 (25%) 1 ( 57.) 3 (157.) 2 (17%) 6 (30%) 4 (33%)

NEGATIVE
1 ( 5%) 1 ( 5%) 1 (25%)

NR
1 ( 5%)

KEY: POSITIVE = Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the Principal Questionnaire

UNDECIDED = A response of Undecided (3) on the Principal Questionnaire

NEGATIVE = Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the Principal Questionnaire

NR = No response

CDS+5.52
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TOWARD SUPPORT FOR ESL TEACHERS
BY SCHOOL TYPE

SUPPORT PROVIDED ADEQUATE SUPPORT AVAILABLE

BY: HOST SCHOOL FEEDER SCHOOL
(n 20) (n 12)

. Interpreters

iosImE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

. Psychologists

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

3. Guidance Counsellors

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

. Home-School Liaison Workers

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

Speech Pathologists

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

. Resource Room Teachers

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

. Para-Professionals

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

. Parent/Student Volunteers

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
INDETERMINATE

5 (25%)
14 (70%)
1 ( 5%)

4 (20%)
13 (65%)
3 (15%)

6 (30%)
10 (50%)
4 (20%)

3 (15%)
13 (65%)
4 (20%)

4 (20%)
11 (55%)
4 (20%)

6 (30%)
9 (45%)
5 (25%)

3 (15%)
10 (50%)
7 (35%)

6 (30%)
11 (55%)
3 (15%)

2 (17%)
2 (17%)
8 (67%)

4 (33%)
8 (67%)

2 (17%)
3 (25%)
7 (58%)

ADDIT/ONAL SUPPORT REQUI
HOST SCHOOL [FEEDER SCHO^'

(n 20) (n 12)

15 (75%)
2 (10%)
3 (15%)

10 (50%)
3 (15%)
7 (35%)

11 (55%)
4 (20%)
5 (25%)

14 (70%)

2 (17%) 1 ( 5%)

10 (83%) 5 (25%)

1 ( 8%) g (40%)

3 (25%) 3 (15%)

8 (67%) 9 (45%)

2 (17%) 10 (50%)
3 (25%) 2 (10%)
7 (58%) 8 (40%)

1 ( 8%) 7 (35%)
3 (25%) 3 (15%)

8 (67%) 10 (50%)

3 (25%)
9 (75%)

10 (50%)
3 (15%)
7 (35%)

8 (67%)

4 (33%)

7 (58%)

5 (42%)

i (42%).

7 (58%)-

8 (67%)

14 (33%) '

6 (50%) :

1 ( 8%)
5 (42%)

8 (67%)

4 (332)

8 (67%)

4 (33%)

5 (42%)

7 (58Z)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the Principal

Questionnaire
NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the

Principal Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3)., or Don't Know (0) on the Principal

Questionnaire, or No Response
C2823
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PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARD
ADEQUACY OF ESL TEACHERS'

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TIME

STATEMENT TOTAL HOST SCHOOLS FEEDER SCHOOLS

(n .. 32) (n .. 20) (n 1. 12)

Professional Development time
for ESL teachers is adequate

AGREE 13 (41%) 11 (55%) 2 (17%)

UNDECIDED 4 (13%) 3 (15%) 1 ( 8%)

DISAGREE 9 (28%) 4 (20%) 1 .( 8%).

DON'T KNOW 10 (31%) 2 (10%) 8 (67%)

KEY: AGREE 1. Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the

Principal Questionnaire

UNDECIDED m. A Response of Undecided (3) on the Principal Quest.ionnaire

DISAGREE 1. Responses of Disagree (2) or Strongly Disagree (1) on the

Principal Questionnaire
DON'T KNOW I. A Response of Don't Know (0) on the Principal Questionnaire

ATTITUDES OF'PRINCIPALS
OF HOST SCHOOLS TOWARD

A JOINT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY

(n 1. 20)

STATEMENT POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERM/NATE

I would support setting a
joint professional
development day with other
host ESL schools to enable
ESL teachers to meet for
professional activities

16 (80%) 1 (5%) 3 (15%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree -(5) and Agree (4) on the

Principal Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1)

on the Principal Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0) on the

Principal Questionnaire, or No Response

37i
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ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES
TOWARD HIRING CRITERIA FOR ESL TEACHERS

BY SCHOOL TYPE

HIRING CRITERION
FOR ESL TEACHERS

SCHOOL
TYPE

INCLUSION IN PERSONNEL PROFILE RATING

POSITIVE NEGATIVE INDETERMINATE,IMPORTAN1

SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED

NOT
IMPORTANT-RR

. Personal suitability Host School
(n ... 20) 20 (1002) 19 ( 952) 1 ( 52)

Feeder Schoo
. (n is 12) 12(1002) 12 (1002

. Training in Second Languag. .

Acquisition Host School 17 (4852) 3 (152) 6 ( 302) 13 (652) 1(52)

Feeder Schoo 12 1002) 9 ( 752) 3 (252)

. Attitudes towards immigran.
children Host School 20 (1002) 19 ( 952) 1 ( 32)

Feeder Schoo 11 ( 922) 1 ( 82) 9 ( 752) 3 (232)

. Knowledge of teaching
methods Host School 16 ( 702) 4 (202) 7 ( 352) 11 (552) 1 ( 5%) 1(52)

Feeder Schoo 11 ( 92%) 1 ( 82)- 4 ( 33%) 7 (582) 1 ( 8%)

. Regular classroom teaching
experience Host School 19 ( 952) 1 ( 52) 7 ( 352) 12 (602) 1 ( 5%)

Feeder Schoo 9 ( 752) 1 ( 82) 2 (172) 5 ( 422) 5 (422) 2 (172)

. Years of teaching
experience Host School 13 ( 652) 3 (152) 4 (202) 2 ( 102) 9 (452) 8 (402) 1(52)

Feeder Schoo 8 ( 672) 2 (172) 2 (172) 1 ( 92) 8 (672) 3 (252)

. _Interpersonal skills with
fellow staff members Host School 20 (1002) 16 ( 80%) 4 (202)

Feeder Schoo 12 (1002) 4 ( 332) 8 (672)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on 'the Principal Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the Principal Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0), on the Principal Questionnaire, or No Response

IMPORTANT, SHOULD BE CONSIDERED, and NOT IMPORTANT as in the Questionnaire
37:3
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ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARD
STAFF ORIENTATION TO

THE ESL PROGRAM BY SCHOOL TYPE

STATEMENT

TOTAL
(n =.32)

HOST SCHOOLS
(n = 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n = 12)

Principal had adequate
orientation to the ESL program.

,

.

POSITIVE 17 (53%) 13 (65%) 4 (337.)

NEGATIVE .
13 (41%), . 7 (35%) 6 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 2 ( 6%) 2 (17%)

Principal had adequate
orientation to the needs of
ESL students.

, POSITIVE 16 (50%) '12 (60%) \\. 4 (33%)

NEGATIVE 13 (41%) 7 (35%) 6 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 3 ( 9%) 1 ( 5%) 2 (17%)

Regular classroom teachers
had adequate orientation 'to the
ESL program.

POSITIVE 12 (38%) 9 (45%) 3 (25%)

NEGATIVE 15 (47%) 8 (40%) 7 (58%)

INDETERMINATE 5 (16%) 3 (15%) 2 (17%)

Regular classroom teachers had
adequate orientation to the
needs of the ESL students.

,

POSITIVE 12 (38%) 10 (50%) 2 (17%)

NEGATIVE 14_(44%) 7 (35%) 7 (58%)

INDETERMINATE ,6 (19%) 3 (15%) 3 (25%)

Principal ofhost school had,
sufficient inservice,in ESL
teacher evaluation.

,

POSITIVE 6 (30%)

NEGATIVE 13 (65%)

INDETERMINATE 1 ( 5%)
.

Principal of host school was
provided with adequate ESL
teacher evaluation criteria.

POSITIVE 6 (30%)

NEGATIVE 12 (60%)

INDETERMINATE 2 (10%)

KEY: POSITIVE = Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the

Principal'Questionnaire
NEGATIVE ' Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the

PrinCipal Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE = Responses of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0) on the

Principal Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+5.29 C2853
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ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARD
NEEDED POLICIES AND GUIDELINES

BY SCHOOL. TYPE

POLICIES AND GUIDELINES NEEDED
FOR:

. TOTAL
(n 32)

HOST SCHOOLS
(n 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n 12)

1. ESL program organization in
the school

POSITIVE '18 (56%) 13 (65%) 5 (42%)

NEGATIVE 4 (13%) 4 (20Z) ..,..

INDETERMINATE 10 (31%) 3 (15%) 7 (58%)

. ESL prograft size in the
school

.

POSITIVE 21 (66Z) 16 (80%) 5 (42%)

NEGATIVE 1 ( 3%) 1 ( 5%)

INDETERMINATE 10 (31%) 3 (15Z) 7 (58%)

. ESL class site for the
school ,

.

. POSIT/VE 22 (69%) 17. (85%) 5 (42%)

NEGATIVE 1 ( 3%) . 1 ( 5%)
.

INDETERMINATE 9 (28%) 2 (10%) 7 (58%)

. A staffing ratia for ESL
.

.

teachers
.

POSITIVE 22 (69%) 17 (85%) 5 (42%)

NEGATIVE 1 ( 3%) 1 ( 3%)
INDETERMINATE 9 (28%) 2 (10%) 7 (58%)

. A means to adjust staffing
to populatian shifts during
the year

.

,
,..

POSITIVE 20 (632) 14 (70%)
NEGATIVE 2 ( 6%) . 2 (10%),

INDETERMINATE 10 (31%) 4 (20%)

. Criteria for entrance to .

ESL classes
%,.

POSITIVE . 21 (69%) 15 (75%)
NEGATIVE 3( 9%) 3 (15Z)

INDETERMINATE 8 (25%) 2 (10Z)

. Cr'teria for placement
within available ESL
classes

POSITIVE 21 (66%) 16 (80*-
NEGATIVE 3 ( 9%) . 3 (15%)
INDETERMINATE 8 (25%) 1 ( 5%)

8. The degree of articulation
in between ESL and subject
areas ,

. POSITIVE 16 (50%) 13 (65%)
NEGATIVE 5 OM 4 (20%)
INDETERMINATE 11 (342) 3 (152)

ICY: POSITIVE Responses
Principal

NEGATIVE Responses
Principal

INDETERMINATE Responses

CDS+5.30

Of Strongly Agree <5) and Agree (4) on the
Westionnaire
of Disagree (2) and Sprongly Disagree (1) on the
Questionnaire
of DndiCided'(3)", or Don't Know (0) on the
Questionnaire, or No Response
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AHALYSIS OF PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARD
NEEDED POLICIES AND GUIDELINES

BY SCHOOL TYPE (continued)

POLICIES AND GUIDELINES NEEDED
FOR:

TOTAL
n = 32)

HOST SCHOOLS
(n = 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n = 12)

. Criteria for the referral
of ESL students for
assessment

OSITIVE 21 (66%) 16 (80%) 5 (42%)

1EGATIVE 3 ( 9%) 3 (15%)

, INDETERMINATE 8 (25%) 1 ( 5%) 7 (58%

10. Criteria for ESL students
with multiple needs

,

POSITIVE 17 (53%) 13 (65%) 4 (33%)

NEGATIVE 4 (13%) 3 (15%) 1 ( 8%)

INDETERMINATE 11 (34%) 4 (20%) 7 (58%)

1 . Criteria for exit from ESL
classess

POSITIVE 20 (63%) 14 (70%) 6 (50%)

NEGATIVE 4 (13%) 3 (15%) 1 ( 8%)

INDETERMINATE 8 (25%) 3 (15%) 5 (42%)

12. Criteria for.termination o
ESL students 18 and over

POSITIVE 17 (53%) 12 (60%) 5 (42%)

NEGATIVE 2 ( 6%) '2 (10%)

INDETERMINATE 13 (41%) 6 (30%) 7 (58%)

13. Curricular guidelines for
ESL should be developed by
the system

POSITIVE 19 (59%) 14 (70%) 5 (42%)

NEGATIVE 1 ( 3%) 1 ( 5%)

INDETERMINATE 12 (38%) .5 (25%) 7 (58%)

14, Curricular guidelines for
ESL should be developed by
the DeOirtment of Education

POSITIVE 11 (34%) 8 (40%) 3 (25%)

NEGATIVE 5 (16%) 4 (20%) 1 ( 8%)

INDETERMINATE 16 (50%) 8 (40%) 8 (67%)

1 . Curricular guidelines for
ESL should be developed by
the system and the
Department of Education in
joint cOnsultation

.

1

FOSITIVE 18 (56%) 13 (65%) 5 (42%)

NEGATIVE 5 (16%) 4 (20%) 1 ( 8%)

INDETERMINATE 9 (28%) 3 (15%) 6 (50%)

KEY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDETERMINATE

CDS+5.31

= Responses
Principal

= Responses
Principal

= Responses
Principal

of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the

Questionnaire
of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the

Questionnaire
of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0) on the
Questionnaire,. or No Responfie
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ATTITUDES OF ELEMENTARY PPINCIPALS
TOWARDS THE ITINERANT ESL RESOURCE TEACHER

CONCEPT EY SCHOOL TYPE

STATEMENT
,..,

TOTAL
ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS
(n 23)

ELEMENTARY
HOST SCHOOLS

(n 11)

FMDER SCHOOLS
(n .. 12)

1. The language needs of
to Grade 2 children

are better served in, the
regular classroom.

POSITIVE 7 (30%) 5 (45%) 2 (17%)
NEGATIVE 10 (43%) 3 (27%) 7 (58%)
INDETERMILIa/r- 6 (26%) 3 (27%) 3 (25%)

, The social and emotionm1
needs of E.C.S. to Grade 2
children are better served
in the regular classroom

,

POSITIVE 11 (48%) 7 (64%) 4 (33%)
NEGATIVE 3 (13%) 1 ( 9%) 2 (17%)
INDETERMINATE 9 (39%) 3 (27%) 6 (50%)

3. The cultural needs of .

E.C.S. to Grade 2 children
are better served in the
regular classroom.

POSITIVE 8 (35%) 6 (55%) ;2 (17%)
NEGATIVE 5 (22%) 1 ( 9%) 4 (33%)
INDETERMINATE 10 (43%) 4 (36%) 6 (50%)

. The Itinerant ESL Resource
Teacher concept for E.C.S.
to Grade 2 children should
be expanded across the
system

POSITIVE 11 (48%) 3 (27%) 8 (67%)
NEGATIVE 5 (22%) 3 (272) 2 (17%)

----INDETERMINATE 7 (30%) 5 (45%) 2 (17%)
. The language needs of

Grades 3 6 children are
better served it the ESL
-classrooz

POSITIVE 13 (56%) 5 (45%) 8

.

(67%)

NEGATIVE 3 (13%) 1 ( 9%) 2 (17%).

INDETERMINATE 7 (30%) 6 (55%) 2 (17%)
e tinerant L source

Teacher-concept should be
piloted for Grades 3 6

children.
,

POSITIVE 11 (48%) 3 (27%) 8 (67%)
NEGATIVE 5 (22%) 3 (27%) 2 (17%)

INDETERMINATE 7 (30%) 5 (45%) -2 (17%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the
Principal Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the
Principal Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0) on the
Principal Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+5.32 C2883
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ATTITUDES OF SECONDARY PRINCIPALS
TOWARDS SUGGESTED ESL PROGRAM CHANGES

(n 9)

SUGGESTED ESL PROGRAM
CHANGES POSITIVE NEGATIVE UNDECIDED

. Reception classes for new
ESL. students 5 (56%) 3 (33%) 1 (11%)

. Credit for ESL courses 6 (67%) 2.(22%) 1 (11%)

. Independent study projects 6 (67%) 2 (22%) 1 (11%)

. Vocational programming 8 (89%) 1 (11%)

. Transition classes in
ESL using content 9 (100%)

. Transition classes in
subject areas for ESL
students 9 (100%)

. Tutorial services for
students integrated into
regular classes

7 (78%) 2 (22%)

KEY: POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDETERMINATE

Responses
Principal
Responses
Principal
Responses
Principal

of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) en the
Questionnaire
of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the
Questionnaire
of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0) on the
Questionnaire, or No Response

CDS+5.33 C2893 3 76



PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS
COMMUNICATION RELATING TO ESL

BY SCHOOL TYPE

.._

ADEQUACY OP COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN PRINCIPAL AND:

TOTAL
(n 32)

HOST SCHOOLS
(n 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n 12)

1. ESL teachers

POS/TIVE 21 (66%) 18 ( 90%) 3 (25%)

NEGATIVE 7 (22%) 1 ( 5%) 6 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 4 (13Z? 1 ( 5%) 3 (25%)

2. Regular classroom teachers

POSITIVE 22 (69%) 16 ( 80%) 6 (50%)

NEGATIVE 4 (13%) 1 ( 5%) 3 (25%)

INDETERMINATE 6 (19%) 3 ( 15%) 3 (25%)

3. Principal oflESL student's
other school

POSITIVE 1 ( 4%) 1 ( 8%)

NEGATIVE 4 (17%) 2 4 (33%)

INDETERMINATE 18 (78%) 11 (100%) 7 (58%)

4. ESL consultant

POSITIVE 17 (53%) 14 (70%) 3 (25%) .

NEGATIVE 8 (25%) 2 (10%) 6 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 7 (22%) 4 (20%) 3 (25%)

5. ESL supervisor

POSITIVE 17 (53%) 14 (70%) 3 (25%)

NEGATIVE 6 (19%) 2 (10%) 4 (33%)

INDETERMINATE 9 (28%) 4 (20%) 5 (42%)
_

2
Elementary only (n 23)
100% of hoit school principals interpreted this question as not applicable
and did not respond.

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the Principal
Questionnaire

NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the
Principal Questionnaire

INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0) on the Principal

Questionnaire, or NO Response

CDS+5.34 C2903



PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS
COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS

OF ESL STUDENTS
BY SCHOOL TYPE

ADEQUACY OF COMMUNICATIONS
WITH PARENTS OF Esi, STUDENTS

ABOUT:

TOTAL
(n 32)

HOST SCHOOLS
(n 20)

--

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n 12)

1.

--

The ESL student's progress

-

POSITIVE 8 (25%) 6 (30%) 2 (17%)

NEGATIVE 19 (59%) 12 (60%) 7 (58%)

INDETERMINATE 5 (16%) 2 (10%) 3 (25%)

2. The ESL pragram .

POSITIVE 8 (25%) 6 (30%) 2 (177.)

NEGATIVE 18 (56%) 11 (55%) 7 (58%)

INDETERMINATE 6 (19%) 3 (15%) 3 (25%)

3. Regular course/program
alternatives .

POSITIVE 9 (287.) 6 (30%) 4 (33%)

NEGATIVE 17 (53%) 11 (55%) 6 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 6 (19%) 3 (15%) 2 (17%).

4. Extracurricular activities

POSITIVE 12 (38%) 8 (40%) 4 (33;)-

NEGATIVE 15 (47%) 9 (45%) 6 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 5 (16%) 3 (15%) 2 (17%)

5. Additional school services

POSITIVE 10 (31%) 7 (35%) 3 (25%)

NEGATIVE 15 (47%) 9 (45%) 6 (50%)

INDETERMINATE 7 (22%) 4 (20%) 3 (25%)
,

6. Additional system-level
services

POSITIVE 7 (22%) 3 (15%) 4 (33%)

NEGATIVE 16 (50%) 12 (60%) 4 (33%)

INDETERMINATE 9 (28%) 5 (25%) 4 (33%)

7. The school system in
general

POSITIVE, 8 (25%) 4 (20%) 4 (33%)

NEGATIVE 12 (38%) 9 (45%) 3 (25%)

INDETERMINATE 12 (38%) 7 (35%) 5 42%)

KEY: POSITIVE Responses of Strongly Agree (5) and Agree (4) on the Principal

Questionnaire
NEGATIVE Responses of Disagree (2) and Strongly Disagree (1) on the

Principal Questionnaire
INDETERMINATE Responses of Undecided (3), or Don't Know (0) on the Principal

CDS+5.35 Questionnaire, or No Response
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C. COMMENTS

SUMMARY OF COHHENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION

BACKGROU D INFORMATION

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS
(n 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n 12)

Would you care to comment
further abeut the impact of
transportation on-both the ESL

and regular programs?

POSITIVE

INDETERMINATE

NEGATIVE

Taxi drivers have built up a rapport with
children - friendly, cooperative, buy
lunches, etc. (1)

The two classes are scheduled at
of the morning for Grades 1 - 3,
1 - 2 p.m. for Grades 4 - 6. We.

time tables to fit in with these

(1)

the beginning
and from
have schedule
arrangements

Host students are on charter pick-up in

a.m. but have C.T.S. bus passes for p.m.

return (1)

Taxis are i;iiIiXe late; they have also

arrived early and missed the studenti
being picked up (1)

Noon hour supervision required for ESL
students who staY for lunch (1)

They miss by leaving the school (1)

'More time spent in preparation and transportin

than in instruction(1)

Problem training ESL student to use C.T.S. (1).

It takes a greai deal of time awayfrom class.

We have 79 kids-that need the program, only

five were accepted (1)

Great pain in the neck (1)

3



SUMMARY OF COMMENTS py SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)
,

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION

RESPONSES
:-,

HOST SCHOOLS
(n = 20)

.

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n = 12)

. Would youltemize the number o
of ESL students with
disabilities and state the
nature of the disability

.

.Learning disabled

Reading problems

Slow learners

E.M.H. (Educable Mentally Hrindicapped)

Speech

Physical disabilities

Perceptual learner

Health problem

.

/ Learning disablecl

.,

. ESL STUDENT NEEDS

. Would you care to comment
further about any ESL student
needs that, you feel should be

addressed?

COMMENTS Counsellor who speaks the child's
language (1)

Most of our ESL students are Francophones as :.

are a bilingual school. The actual presence o

the French - speaking child impedes English

language development in the ESL students (1)

CDS+7.6



SUMMARY OF COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)

. PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS
(n . 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS,
(n 12)

1. Would you care to comment
further about any ESL Student
needs that you feel should be
addreised? (Coned)

COMMENTS (Coned) ESL students should be able to complete
their program at the school in which they
started - this doesn't happen because
boundaries and transportation concerns
are given priority. These students need
to be assured they can go to the school
of their choice even if they move (1)

ESL teacher,needs her own funds (1)

More parent involvement would be
appreciated (1)

Only had the program five months
(uncertain) (1)

More needs to be done but who has the time or
resources? (1)

C. ESL TEACHER NEEDS

1. Would you care to comment
further regarding support
services for ESL teachers?

COMMENTS Could use Canadian students on a project
basis (1)

Need time and money for field trips (1)

Perions who could help with home-school

liaison are really needed (1)

I have not seen any other than what is
provided by tiie ESL supervisrAs (1)

L

No classes in this school. However, the ESL
teacher comes here quite often to talk to
classroom teachers and'to parent volunteemwho

3t36



SUMMARY OF COMMENTOY SCHOOL T9E (ContinueW-

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

0 QUESTION

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS
n.= 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(14' = 12) '

2. Would you care to comment
,further on the professional
development needs of ESL !

teachers?

IN-SCHOOL ACTIVITIE§

OUT-OF-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

OTNER'

E81 teachers joined in professional day -
cooperation between staff was excellent

(1)

Regular staff needs orientation (l)

Our teachers attend out-of-school P.D.
activities - provision for in-school time
would be appreciated for next year (1)

The ESL teachers are involved leading
P.D. activities (1)

ESL teachers should hold professional
days se arate from re ular staff (1)

More of both needed (1)

Support needed on a system level (1)

These teachers are specialized but so are
other teachers (1)

CDS+7.8



SUMMARY OF COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE .
.

QUESTION

,

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS
(n \20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n 12)

.

,

1

1.

.

3

Are there other ESL teacher
needs that you feel should be
addreosed?

ASSISTANCE

INTEGRATION WITH
REGULAR STAFF

.,

FUNDS

J
TRANSPORTATION

,

ESL teachers in host schools are exposed
to far too many students (i.e. four
periods of 1 1/4 hours with 12 in each,
total 48) (1)

If a school has twenty students, the
teacher should spend full time with that
school only (1)

-

Many could use aides because of the large
amount of individual help needed by these
students. We are planning to engage
regular students in this capacity next

year (1),

Integration policy must be established
between the regular and ESL staff.

.

Goals need to be outlined joint'l or
conflict over academic vs. linguistic
goals can arise (1)

.

Need money to engage In cultural
activities (1)

Transportation creates some problems (1)
3 9 L
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS

(n 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n 12)

. Are there other ESL teacher
needs that you feel should be
addressed? (Coned)

TIME

NEGATIVE

,...._,_

Time to meet with regular teacher so that
themes from the ESL classroom can be followed

up in the regular classroom (1)

Our teachers appear to be content. They

do an excellent job (1)

D. ESL PROGRAM NEEDS

. Other characteristics for a
personnel profile of hiring
criteria for ESL teachers Rapport with kids (1) The desire to be an ESL teacher (1)

Emphatic interest in drama/music to help
lessons "come alive" (1)

. Would you care to comment
further about staff orientatioM
to ESL?

POSITIVE Having ESL teachers as an oddition to
staffing formula was gooti in that they
can find time to converse with regular
staff (1)

.

P.D. day with ESL team proved to be very
effective in staff recognizing and providing

the needs of ESL students (1)
.

39
CDS+7.10
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION
RESPONSES

.

HOST SCHOOLS
(n 20)

r

We had a P.D. day on the subject and
because of the work done by our ESL
teachers, our staff is better prepared
than many (1)

It is very necessary. It should be given
by experienced teachers and principals.
Cultural information should be provided
by knowledgeable persons (1)

,Our ESL staff has conducted some formal
P.D. activities for all the staff - this
has been helpful in causing all of us to
think about our ESL students (1)

Orientation has been provided by our ESL
teaching staff (1)

.- FEEDER SCHOOLS .

(n 12)

Our staff has had P.D. days to find out What
does happen (1)

0

Would you care to comment
further about staff orientatio
to ESL? (Cont'd)

POSITIVE (Cont'd)

INDETEMINATE This has improved over the years.
' =waver,- there are-still-weakneases in
the areas of provision of supplies,
communication regarding change in travel
arangements, participation in regular
staff and class activities (1)

.
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued),

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS
(n ... 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n ... 12)

. Would you care to comment
further about staff orientation
to ESL? (Cont'd) y

INDETERMINATE (Coned)
.

NEGATIVE

The teachers on this staff know something
about language acquisition and sócio-
psycho linguistics as applied to native

speakers (1)

-

Our teachers were not given any
preliminary direction regarding ESL.
Teachers had to learn by experience how

to handle this situation (1)

I was not aware any was available (1)
.

We don't have time to involve everyone (1)

.

. Would you care to comment
further about your role in ESL
teacher evaluations?

COMMENTS

,

-

Good learning experience(1).

Formal inservice has not been provided,

but because of my background, I feel

competent to evaluate (1)

ESL teacher evaluation should be done by

ESL specialists (1)

Evaluation should be a shared
responsibility - principal/ESL Department

(1) .

.

. . -..--

CDS+7.12
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)

I

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE .

RESPONSES

QUESTION
,

-

HOST SCHOOLS FEEDER SCHOOLS

(n 20) (n 12)

4. Other administrative policies .

and guidelines needed

NEGATIVE Principal, should have autonomy in these

1

areas (1)
:

Guidelines have been set in our school

.
and they work well (1)

,

I am unsure that "policies" are required
to deal with these issues at preaent (1)

SUGGESTION Boundaries and transportation (1)

5. Would you care to comment
further regarding who should
develop curriculum fir: ESL?

COMMENTS The teacher (2) Learning to read, write, speak, and underitand
should be the goal, regardless of grade level

Leave high degree of flexibility (1) (1)

All three (ire. the system, the .

Department of Education, and both) (1)

Should be the mane AS academic classes

Q 0 i.e. Department of Education (1)
o t(

ESL teachers need more curriculum
guidelines (1) 3 b
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SUMARY OF COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)

'
PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTION

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS
(n 20)

FEEDER SCHOOLS
(n 12)

. (ELEMENTARY only) Would you
care to comment further about
the Itinerant ESL Resource
Teacher concept?

COMMENT
,

ESL needs are better served in the ESL
classroom but Grade 1 and 2 needs are
better served in the regular classroom

(1)

. .

The teacher should come to the school if there

are more than ten children requiring

assistance. Time spent on buses and taxis As

wasted time (1)

Needed in the school (1)

Need more information (1)

. (ELEMENTARY only) Would you
care to comment on the special
program needs of ESL children
in Grades 3 6?

COMMENT Should be highly oral with strong visual
support (1) .

I'm not sure it is wise to have them in
the same class as Junior High ESL
students because of the age and interest
difference (1)

. (SECONDARY only) Other program
alternatives which should be
available to'ESL students

COMMENT Stability is needed (1)

CDS+1.14
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SUMMARY or COMMENTS BY SCHOOL TYPE (Continued)

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE . ,

QUESTION

.

RESPONSES

HOST SCHOOLS
(n m 20)

.
, FEEDER SCHOOLS

.

, (n m 12)

E. ESL COMMUNICATION NEEDS

. Mould you care ta comment
further about communications
regarding ESL?
,

kARENTS

OTHER

.

Little or no communication with parents.
Without an Interpreter it is impossible
to communicate (4)

.

Interpreters difficult to obtain.
Percentage of paTents who show up for
Meet-the-Teacher Nights is 5% (1)

Minimal direct contact with parents (1)

Home-school liaison is needed. Persons

tre help should be identified (1)

.

,

Frankly, sxcept on rare occasions, I have never
seen the parents of ESL children except on the

day they register their children in the school

(1) .

.
.

Communication with parents difficult at times

but not impossible (1)

Net mini of them feel confident enough An thei

use of.English to attend Parent7Teacher
,

conferences (1)
.

I must compliment t e -.SL teac ere or

the very worthwhile services they are
doing for all Canadians (1)

.SIA stu.ente s ou res .e n owl sc .

less time would be spent travelling (1)

At present they (communiCations) are near to

disaster (1) .

CDS+7.15



D. CORRELATION OK QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

PRINCIPALS - OVERALL
(n . 32)

,Questionnaire
Items Compared Item Content

Cramer's V

A5 - B3a
,-,

Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to School 28 1.00 -0.47

environment provides effective informal language experience

A5 - Dlf Number of ESL: students not receiving instruction to Inclusion of 28 1.00 0.33

hiring criterion: years of teaching experience

B3b - E3d School environment provides support for social needs to Adequacy

of communication with parents re: extracurricular activities

28 0.78 -0.36

A3 - C4 If there is ESL instruction in the school to Adequacy of P.D.

time for teachers

22
,

0.73 --
0

B3a - D3b School environment provides effective informal language 31 0.70 --

experience to Adequacy of principal's orientation to ESL

student needs

.

A4 - D2a Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Rank of hiring

criterion: Personal suitability

32 0.70 --

A5 - Bla Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to ESL teacher 28 0.69 -0.45

provides effectiVe language instruction
.

A5 - B2s Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to Classroom 27 0.69 -0
it
50

, -

teacher provides effective supplementary language instruction

A3 - Ela If there is ESL instruction in the school to Adequacy of

communicgtion with ESL teacher

28 0.67 -0.64

A4 - D7E Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Need for policies 26 0.66

A4 - C2f Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Need for

additional support from resource room teachers

25 0.65

A7 - E3b Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication

with parents re: ESL program

28 0.63 --

A3 - C2g If there is ESL instruction in the school to Need for additional

support from pars professionals

25 0.63 0.37

. ..

2

3
4

Level of significance = .05 for Chi-square test

n of 20% af appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level on .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with significance level = .05'

CDS+5.72 403
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1. SMART OF SIGNIFICANT1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE
PRINCIPALS - OVERALL (Continued)

(n 32)

ITEMS

------r----i--r
n Cramer's V

Questionnaire
Items Compared Item Content

A3 - E2a If there is ESL instruction in the school to Adequacy of
communication with ESL consultant

28 0.62 -0.48

A7 - E3c Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication
parents re: regular program

28 0.62 --

A7 - E3g Number of ESL parents met this- year to Adequacy of communication
with parents re: school system in general

25 0.61 --

A3 - 02a If there is ESL instruction in the school to Need for additional
support from interpreters

26 0.61 --

A7 - E3f Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication
with parents rat special services in the system

26 0.61 --

82C - E3c Classroom teachers provide support for emotional needs to 28 0.61 -0.38

Adequacy of communication with parents re: regular program

A7 - E3e Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication
with parents re: additional services at school

27 0.60 --

83b - E3e

,

Al - C2f

School environment provides support for social needs to Adequacy
of communication with parents re: additional services at

school
Instructional level of school to Need for additional support from
resource room teachers

27

. 25

0.60

0.59

--

-0.59

A3 - Cla If there is ESL instruction in the school to Adequacy of support

from interpreters

26 0.59 --

A2 - D9d Area of school to Itinerant Teacher concepts should be expanded
for ECS to Grade 2

22 0.59 --

82b - D9d Classroom teachers provide support for social needs to Itinerant 22 0.57 --

Teacher concept should be expanded for ECS to Grade 2

32d - D9d Classroom teachers provide support for-cultural needs to 20 0.57 --

Itinerant Teacher concept should be expanded for RCS to Grade 2

1
Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test

2 n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
3 Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

4
'. Ha

g
nitude of r of .30 or greater using PPHCC with significance level .05

1 I

t
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1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT' RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
PRINCIPALS - OVERALL (Continued)

(n .. 32)

Questionnaire
2

Items Com.ared Item Content n Cramer's V

Al - Dlb Instructional level of school to Inclusion of hiring criterion: 31 0.56 --

Second language instructional training

B2d - D4a Classroom teachers provide support for cultural needs to Adequac

of classroom teachers' orientation to ESL program

28 0.56 --

A2 - D2a Area of school to Rank of hiring criterion: Personal suitabilit. 32 0.56

A2 - D9f Area of school to Itinerant Teacher concept should be piloted

in Grades 3 - 6

22 0.56 --

A5 - B2b Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to Classroom 28 0.56 --

teacher provides support for social needs

B2d - D4b Classroom teacher provides support for cultural needs to Adequac

of classroom teachers' orientation to ESL student needs

27 0.55 --

A4 - D3a Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Adequacy of

principals' orientation to ESL program

32 0.55 --

Al - C2c Instructional level of school to Need for additional support

from guidance counsellors

25 0.54 --

Al - D7a Instructional level of school to Need for policies and guidelinez

for ESL program organization in the school

25 0.53 --

Bld Clb ESL teacher provides support for cultural needs to Adequacy of

support from psychologists

23 0.53

A2 - E2b Area of school to Adequacy of communication with ESL supervisor 27 0.49 '

A3 - Blb If there is instruction in the school to ESL teacher provides

support for social needs

31 0.49 -0.40

5

A3 - D2g If there is ESL instruction in the school to Rank of hiring

criterion: Interpersonal skills with staff members

32 0 0.47 0 0.47

A3 - Dig If there is ESL instruction in the school to Inclusion of hiring

criterion: Interpersonal skills with staff members

32 0 0.47 0 -0.44

A3 - D2b If there is ESL instruction in the school to Rank of hiring

criterion: Second language instructional training

31 0 0.42 0 -0.42

1

2
Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test

3
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level 05

4 Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with significance level .05

5 Magnitude cf 0 of .40 or greater for a.two-by-two table

CDS+5.75 407
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
PRINCIPALS - HOST SCHOOLS

(n 20)
. .

Questionnaire 3-

Items Compared Item Content n Cramer's V r

A4 - D9e Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Grades 3 - 6
students better off in ESL classroom

10 0.86 --

A2 - D9s Area of school to Grades 3 - 6 students better off in ESL 10 0.84 0.76

classroom .

A7 - E3b Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication 18 0.83 --

With parents re: ESL program
Did - 06a ESL teacher provides support for cultural needs to Adequacy of

principal inservice in ESL teacher evaluation.

19 0.79 --

A2 -.Mg Area of school to Rank of hiring criterion: Interpersonal skills
with staff members a

20 0.76

03b - E3d School environment provides support for social needs to Adequacy
of communicatIon with parents re: extracurricular activities

18 0.75 --

63b - E3e School environment provides support for social needs to Adequacy
of communication with parents re: additional services at

17 0.73 --

Aschool .

A4 - E2a Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Adequacy of
communication with ESL consultant .

19 0.72 --

A7 - E3a Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication
with'parents re: student progress

19 0.71 --

62C - 04a Claisroom teacher provides support for emotional needs to 20 0.71 --

Adequacy of classroom teacher orientation to ESL program
A4 - D7e Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Need for policies 19 0.70 - -

and guidelines for population fluctuation .

62d - D4a Classroom teacher provides support for cultural needs to Adequacy
of classroom teacher orientation to ESL program

18 0.69 --

-12d - 04b Classroom teacher provides support for cultural needs to Adequacy
of classroom teacher orientation to ESL student needs

17 0.69 --

1

2

3

.4

4

Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test
n of 202 of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with significance level .05
4 1



. 2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

PRINCIPALS - HOST SCHOOLS (Continued)
(n m 20)

Questionnaire
2 1 3

- Items Compared' Item Content n Cramer's V r

A7 - E3f

-

Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication

with parents re: special services in the system

17 0.67 --

Bid - Clb ESL teacher provides support for cultural needs to Adequacy of 18 0.65 .

support from psychologists

B2c - D4h Classroom teachers provide support for emotional needs to
.

19 0.64 --

Adequacy of classroom teacher orientation to ESL student needs

B2c - E3c Classroom teachers provide support for emotional needs to 18 0.63

Adequacy of communication With parents re: regular program

Bla - D6b ESL teachers provide effective language instruction to Adequacy

of criteria provided io evaluate ESL teachers

20 0.63 0.41

A2 - D6b Area of school to Adequacy of criteria provided to evaluate 20 0.63 --

ESL teachers .

AJ - E3e

.

Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication

with parents re: additional services at school

17 0.62 --

A7 - E3d Number of ESL parents met this year to Adequacy of communication

with parents re: extracurricular activities

18 0.62 --

Al - DIf Instructional level of school to Inclusion of hiring criterion: 20 0.61 --

Years of teaching experience

Blc - D6b ESL teacher provides support for emotional needs to Adequacy

of criteria provided for ESL teacher evaluation

20 0.57 --

Blb - D6a ESL teacher provides support for social needs to Adequacy of

principal inservice in ESL teacher evaluation

20 0.52 --

1

2

3
4

Level of significance ug .05 for Chi-square test

q of 20% of appropriate population or greater

Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with significance level oc .05

411
CDS+5.84
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3. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE
PRINCIPALS - FEEDER SCQOOLS

(n 12)

'

ITEMS

2-
n Cramer's V

.

.

r ----
Questionnaire
Items'Compared Item Content

A5 - Dlf Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to Inclusion of 9 1.00 --

.hiring criterion: %etre of teaching experience
13b - E3e School environment provides support for social needs to Adequacy

of communication with parents re: additional services at
10 1.00

school
13b - Etc .

School environment provides support for social needs to Adequacy
of communication with host principal

8 1.00 NM MO

32c...,.. E3c Classroom teacher provides support for emotional needsto 10 1.00 -0.67

,

12b - 09d
Adequacy of communication with parents rek regular program

Classroom teacher provides suppOrt'for social needs to Itinerant 12 1.00 --

Teacher concent should be expanded for ECS to Grade 2
1.5 - 09d Number of E$1. students not teceiving instruction to-Itinerant .9 1.00 -0.85

concept should be expanded for ECS to Grade 2

A4 - D7I

,Teacher

Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Need for
policies and guidelines for referral for assessment

7 1.00 0.73

Al - D9f- Instructionil level of school to Itinerant Teacher concept
should be piloted in Grades 3 - 6

12 1.00' -0.68

Al - D9d Instructional livel of school to Itinerant Teacher concept
should be expanded for (CS to Grade 2

12 1.00 -0.68

Al ,-. D9c, Instructional level of school to Cultural needs of ECS to Grade 1

iwudents better met in regularclassroom

12 1.00 -0.64

A5 - 33a Numter of ESL studenti not receiving inetruction to School 9 1.00 -0.69

.0r)vides effective informal language experience
A5 - 32a Nutter of ESL students not receiving instruction to Classroom 8 1.00 -0.87

-teacher provides effective supplementary language instruction

A5 - Bla -Number oi ESL students not receiving instruction to ESL teacher 9 1.00 .4.71

'provides effective language instruction

1

2

4 1

Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPHCC with significance level .05
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3. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

PRINCIPALS - FEEDER SCHOOLS (Continued) .

(n 12) .

Questionnaire
Items Compared Item Content n Cramer's V

AU - B3b Number of students who travel by taxi to School provides support

for social needs

12 1.00 0.58

B3c - D3b

.

School environment provides support for emotional needs to 12 0.86 --

Adequacy of principal's orientation to ESL student needs

B2c - 04b Classroom teacher provides support for emotional needs to 12 0.85 0.81

Adequacy of classroom teacher orientation to ESL student needs

A2 - Elb ,
Area of school to Adequacy of communication with classroom

teachers

9 0.85 --

A3f - D9b Transportation does not interfere with learning process to 12 0.85 0.76

Social/emotional needs of.ECS to Grade 2 students better met

in regular classroom

A2 - D9d Area Of school to Itinerant Teacher concept should be expanded

for ECS to Grade 2 .

12 0.81. --

A3a - B3c Number of students who travel by taxi to Schvol environment

provides support for emotional needs
.

12 0.76 0.56

42 - D9f Area of school to Itinerant Teacher concept should be piloted

in Grades 3 - 6

12 0.75 --

B3a - D3b School environment provides effective informal language 12 0.75

experience to Adequacy of principal's orientation to ESL

student ,needs 5

--

A5 - D7e Number of ESL students not receiving Instruction to Need for 5 0 1.00 -1.0

policies and guidelines for population fluctuation

A5 - D2b Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to Classroom 9 0 1.00 -1.00

teachers provide support for social needs

A5 - C2g Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to Need for 7 0 1.00 1.00

additional support from para professionals

1

2

3

4

5

Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test

n of 20% of appropriate population or greater

Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPHCC with significance level .05

Magnitude of 0 of .40 or greater for a two-by-two table

CDS+5.79 415 416



3. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

PRINCIPALS - FEEDER SCHOOLS (Centinued)
(n - 12) .

.

Questionnaire 2 3

Items Com ared Item Content n Cramer's V r

5

A3f - Cie Transportation doesn't interfere with the learning process to 5 0 0.67 --

Adequacy of support from guidance counsellors
Bic - Cld ESL teacher provides support for emotional.needs to Adequacy

of support from home - school liaison workers.

5 0 0.67 --

A5 - C2d Number of ESL students not receiving instruction.to Need for 7 0 0.65 --

additional support from home - school liaison workers
A5 - C2f Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to Need for 7 0 0.65 --

additional support from resource roomteachers
A5 - C2c Nember of ESL students not receiving inetruction to Need for 6 0 0:63 --

additional support from guidance counsellors
A4 - Clc Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Adequacy of

support from guidance counsellors

5 0 0.61 --

A3f - Dlb Transportation does not interfere with the learning process to 12 0 0.60 0.60

InclusiOn of hiring criterion: Second language instructional
training

A3f - C2f Transportation does not interfere with the learning process to 8 0 0.58 --

Need for additional support from resource roomteachers
5

A3e - C2f Transportation does not interfere with the teaChing process to 7 0 0.55 --

Need for additional support from resource room teachers

A3e - Blc Transportation doe not interfere with the teaching process to 7 0 0.55 --

ESL teacher provides support for emotional needs
A3e - D2b Transportation does not interfere with the process to 11 0 0.52 --.teaching

Rank of hiring criterion: Second language instructional
training

A3f - D7f Transportation does not interfere with the learning process to 6 0 0.50

Need for policies and guidelines for entrance to ESL classes

,

,

1

2

3

4 1
5

Level of significance .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population or greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 or greater with significance level lit .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater using PPMCC with significance level .05

Magnitude of 0 of .40 or gaeater for a two-by-two table

Coe-15.80
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3. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT' RELATIONSHIPS BETWEENAUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
,

PRINCIPALS - FEEDER SCHOOLS (Continued)
(n = 12)

Questionnaire 2 3

Items Compared Item Content n Cramer s V

Al - Ble, Instructional level of school to ESL teacher provides support

for emotional needs

8 0 = 0.49 _-

A4 - Blc Number of ESL students receiving instruction to ESL teacher
provides support for emotional needs

8 0 = 0.49

A3e - Dla Transportation does not interfere with the teaching process to 6 0 = 0.45 --

Need for policies and guidelines for ESL program organization
in the school

A4 - Cld Number of ESL students receiving instruction to Adequacy of
support from home - school liaison workers'

5 0 = 0.41 --

5

A5 - BAc Number of ESL students not receiving instruction to ESL teacher' 5 0 = 0.41 --

provides support for emotional needs

A4 - lin Number of ESL students receiving instruction to School 12 0 = 0.40 _-

environment provides support for social needs .

1

2

3
4

5

Level of significance = .05 for Chi-square test
n of 20% of appropriate population greater
Magnitude of Cramer's V of .40 otliteater with significance level = .05

Magnitude of r of .30 or greater ubing PPMCC with significance level = .05

Magnitude of 0 of .40 or greater for a two-by-two table

42u
CDS+5.81



PPEIDIX 4

Multicultural HoseSchool Liaison Worker by Questionnaire
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VANCOUVER SCHOOL BOARD

Multicultural Home-School Worker Role Description

1. Nature and Scope of Work

This is moderately complex work linking a large city school system with a
large ethnic minority population. It requires:

- a sound written and spoken knowledge of English, and at least one other

required language;
- knowledge of the cultures that the workers will be serving and under-
standing of the problems, concerns and strengths in those traditions,
together with an ability to bridge the two cultures;

- extensive practical knowledge of the problems in cultural assimilation;

- some understanding of group process and other counselling techniques;

- some knowledge of educational processes and techniques;

- ability to effectively assist professional educators in the instructional

process where cultural differences are a factor;
- ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with

diverse individuals and groups;
- ability to adapt to changing situations with ease and control and to
.maintain rapport with students;

- knowledge of community resources.

2. Illustrative Examples of Work

Under the direction of the Head of Student Services and at the request of
school personnel to provide:

Services to Parents and Ethnic Communities

- Liaise between school personnel and parents about the academic perfor-
mance or social development of their child in the school.

- Explain to parents their responsibility to assist the school in educating
their child and encourage parents to actively participate in the school
and community programs.

- With parents, discuss minor family or domestic problems which may be
affecting the child's academic performance or social development at the

school.
- Advise people about the professional resources available at the school or
from outside social agencies which may be able to help them with more
serious problems.

- Escort people to an appointment with professional resource staff at the
school Or an outside social agency in cases of extreme- seriousness or
urgency.

- Advocate and explain the ethnic/cultural perspective on school related

matters to school staff.
- Assist in social, orientation and educational programs in response to the

needs of the ethnic communities.
- Assist in assessment and placement of ESL children in schools.

- Encouraging volunteerism.

CEE+2.16
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Services to School Staff

- Provide direct interpretation for school staff when dealing with parents
who are not fluent in English.

- Advise school staff about a student's academic, disciplinary or truancy
problems where there is a possibility that the cultural background of the
student or ethnic perspective of the parents may have a bearing on the
problem.

- Translate report cards for teachers where the parents of the student are
not fluent in English and assist parents and teachers in diecussion of
child's progress.

- Lead group sessions for school staff on the cultural orientation of
major ethnic groups represented in the student population.

Services to-Students

- Provide orientation and information to ESL students when needed.
- Work with students in cases where parental ethnic values clash with

Canadian values resulting in confusion for the student and where social
and cultural adjustment is a problem for the student.

3. Desirable Training and Exnerience

Completion of grade XII supplemented by some formal training in education
or counselling and some work experience in an educational setting with

ethnic group: children, or an equivalent combination of training and

experitACO.

4. Required Licences, Certificates and Registrations

None.

CEE+2.17
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